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1. New proposal for reform of the
Community's regional policy
Revision of the ERDF Regulation
1.1.1. On 18 November the Commission
sent the Council a new proposall for recast-
ing the Regulation of 18 March 1975 estab-
lishing a European Regional Development
Fund.z This is an amended version of its
proposal of October 1981,3 which had al-
ieady been amended4 in September 7982in
the light of Parliament's suggestions,s and
which the Council has not yet adopted,
being divided on such basic issues as the
national quotas and the shares of the quota
and non-quota sections in the Fund's re-
sources.5 The Commission's new proposal
retains those parts of the earlier proposal
on which the Council has reached agree-
ment and puts forward new solutions for
the points at issue. These are based on the
guidelines set out in the report on ways of
increasing the effectiveness of the Commun-
ity's structural Funds,T which the Commis-
sion had drawn up at the reguest of the
European Council at Stuttgart.u
More flexibility
and a integrated approach
1.1.2. The principal innovations of this
proposal are that it would give a wider
scope to the Fund, remove the distinction
between the quota section and the non-
quota section of the Fund by replacing
national quotas by indicative ranges for
each Member State's share in total Fund
assistance, and move gradually from financ-
ing individual projects to programme finan-
clng.
A broader scope for the ERDF
1.1.3. The structural changes in the Euro-
pean economy make it necessary to broaden
the ERDF's tasks; besides continuing to help
underdeveloped regions, the Fund must
now also increase its assistance in regions
suffering severe industrial decline. Yet these
broader responsibilities and scope must not
encroach upon the Fund's traditional tasks,
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as some Member States like Greece, Ireland
and Italy have feared might happen; these
remain as important as ever, especially with
the prospect of the Community's enlarge-
ment.
The funds available to the regional policy
must be commensurate to the tasks entrust-
ed to it.
In its July reportT the Commission proposed
that the financial resources allocated to the
structural instruments should be planned
on a multiannual basis by agreement be-
tween the two arms of the budgetary
authority.e
National quotas to be replaced
by indicative ranges
1.L.4. The Commission proposes that the
distinction between the quota and non-
quota sections of the Fund be dropped.
Henceforth, assistance from the Fund as a
whole would no longer be shared among
the Member States in accordance with quo-
tas but by reference to quantitative
guidelines ensuring that Fund assistance is
consistent with the objective and priorities
of the Community.lo
Fund assistance must be more narrowly tar-
geted geographically through the indicative
ranges for Member State's shares in total
Fund resources because the appropriations
available are limited. In the budget proce-
dure, the Commission has proposed an en-
t COM(83) 649 final.2 oJ L 7J,21.3.t97s.3 OJ C 3i6,?3.12.1981; Bull. EC 10-1981, points 1.2.1 to
1.2.9; Supplement 4/81 
- 
Bull. EC.4 OJ C 261,6.10.1982;Bull. EC 9-1982,point2.1.39.5 OJ C 1.25, 17.5.1982; Bull. EC 4-1982, point 2.1.37.5 Bull. EC 4-1983, poinr 2.1.79; Bull. EC 5-1983, point
2.1.79; Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.1.100; Bull. EC 7/8-1983,
point 2.1.81.7 Supplement 3/83 
- 
Bull. EC; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, points
1.1.1 and 1.1.13 to 1.1.20.s Bull. EC 5-1983, point 1.5.5.e Bull. EC7/8-1983, point 1.1.20.to Bull EC7/8-1983, point 1.1.17.
Regional policy reform
dowment of 2500 million ECU for 1984 as
against 2010 million ECU in 1983.
Coordination between the Community's
and the Member States'regional policies
An integrated approach
1.1.5. The Commission proposes to coor-
dinate policies by shifting the emphasis
from assistance for individual projects to
the financing of multiannual programme
contracts. In this way Regional Fund opera-
tions will be dovetailed into an overall reg-
ional development plan and will pull in the
same direction. The new system will also
make it easier to coordinate national reg-
ional policies with Community regional po-
licy.
Programme financing
1.1.6. In its proposal the Commission
plans that at least40% ofthe Fund's resour-
Les will be allocated to programme financ-
ing by the time the new Regulation has been
in force for four years. There will be two
categories of programme:
(i) Community programmes directly serving
Community objectives and undertaken on
the Commission's initiative; these may be
carried out in any Community region pro-
vided that it meets the criteria laid down
by the Council (which will also adopt the
guidelines for the programmes), whether or
not it is covered by a national regional aid
scheme;
(ii) national programmes of Community in-
terest undertiken on the initiative of Mem-
ber States; the Commission will decide
whether or not they are eligible for assist-
ance; the regions and areas concerned must
be covered by national regional aid
schemes.
1.1.7. The Commission maintains that the
transition to programme financing will
make for more rigorous selection and nar-
rower targeting, but will also allow a signifi-
cant increase in the Fund's rate of contribu-
tion, which may amount to as much as 55 %
of the eligible public expenditure.
Budget endowment
1.1.8. For the endowment of the Fund (not
covered by the proposal because it falls
within the budget procedure), the.Commis-
sion proposes as a policy guideline in its
July report a twofold increase in real terms
over five years of the 1983 endowment of
2000 million ECU.1
I Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point 1.1.20.
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2. Local employment initiatives
A specific measure to combat
unemployment
1.2.1. In the resolution it adopted on 12
July 19821 the Council recognized the need
for additional measures to combat unem-
ployment as adjuncts to overall growth poli-
cies. It expressed the wish, in particular,
that the polential for creating jobs via small
and medium-sized businesses and through
local initiatives and cooperatives should be
studied in greater depth.
The first communication on this subiect,
concerning the financing of innovation in
small and medium-sized undertakings, ac-
companied by a proposal for a Decision
emp-owering the Commission to make a
contribution to such financing, was passed
to the Council in June 1983.2
1.2.2, A second communication, on the
contribution of local employment initiati-
ves, accompanied by a drafttesolution, was
presented on 22 November.3 This was pre-
pared following research undertaken by the
Commission which included a series of 22
local consultations on employment initiati-
ves attended by some 1 200 persons who
presented and discussed their experiences
and plans, meetings with representative
bodies such as the European Committee
of Worker's Cooperative Productive and
Artisanal Societies, theoretical studies and
active Commission participation in the
OECD's'Cooperative Action Programme
on Local Employment Initiatives' (in which
18 OECD countries take part).
1.2.2a. Local employment initiatives
(LEIs) are generally small in scale (compris-
ing less than 15 people) and have as their
primary objective the creation of permanent
and economically viable employment. It is
estimated that as many as 85% of those
attending ihe Commisiion's consultations
and who were engaged in LEIs had pre-
viously been unemployed. The available in-
formation shows a rapid growth in the im-
Dortance of these initiatives. As an indica-
iion, and taking into account the fact that
many LEIs take the form of cooperatives'
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the number of people working in cooperati-
ves has increased in net terms from 298 000
to 540 000 over the past five years.
1.2.3. Local employment initiatives often
involve cooperation between individuals,
action groups (women's groups, cultural or
educational bodies, charitable organiza-
tions, religious organizations), the two sides
of industry and local and regional authori-
ties.
1.2.4. They translate into practice the will
to foster local development proiects involv-
ing the use of local reiources and meeting
local needs rather than seeking to attractjobs from outside. They cover the entire
range of economic and social activities, ex-
ploiting local skills in the craft or engineer-
ing sectors, the potential natural resources
of a region (agriculture, forestry, aquacul-
ture, tourism) and renewable energy resour-
ces; they concern ecological proiects, urban
renewal projects, recycling schemes (dom-
estic appliances, furniture, vehicles) or tak-
ing ovei part of the activities of firms af-
fected by restructuring measures (subcon-
tracting, maintenance, etc.).
The majority of LEIs are engaged in the
provision of private services (health foods,
publications, consultancy, computer servi-
ces, supplying work teams, etc.) or com-
munity services (health, child-minding, care
of the elderly).
Some LEIs can call on highly skilled labour
and are active in high-technology areas as-
sociated with energy saving, the use of cer-
tain natural resources or the provision of
information-technology services.
1.2.5. The importance of the LEIs is not
restricted to direct employment creation,
since they prepare the ground for the future
development of the areas in which they
operata by restoring confidence, fostering
I oJ c 196,27.7.7982.2 oJ c 778,5.7.798j; Bull. EC 6-1983, points 2.1.44 and
2.r.45.3 coM(83) 662 final.
Local employment initiatives
the exploitation of skills and restoring en-
trepreneurial capacities. They are making a
particularly valuable contribution in areas
of high unemployment for the benefit of
those in a weak position on the labour
market, including women and young
people. A number of LEIs are successfully
performing a social function by helping par-
ticularly disadvantaged people to enter the
Iabour market.
1.2.6. As recipients of aid from regional
and local sources, the LEIs.are beginning to
receive encouragement and assistance from
regional and local authorities, besides guid-
ance and material assistance regarding their
managerial and training needs. Both sides
of industry are also becoming increasingly
involved with the LEIs at local level. It is less
common, however, to find a wider policy
framework for regional or local economic
development and labour market manage-
ment embracing the potential of the LEIs,
within which measures taken by public au-
thorities, the two sides of industry, develop-
ment agents and'prime mover'groups can
be concerted to achieve optimal results.
Assistance provided by the two sides of
industry in terms of management expertise
or guidance on wage rates and working
conditions can be invaluable in helping LEIs
to become viable undertakings, forming an
integral part of the small business sector,
and avoiding the danger that these ventures
will be sidelined or that a dual economy
will emerge, based on differing standards of
efficiency and conditions of employment.
The existence of development agents and
agencies capable of providing appropriate
support and advice at all stages, particularly
to people with little or no management ex-
perience, is crucial. 'While LEIs generally
require considerable assistance in terms of
staff time from support agencies, the dem-
ands they make on public funds are likely
to be modest in relation to the economic
and social benefits achieved, notably as re-
gards the use of human and local resources
and the reduction of social transfers.
LEIs also have to cope with financial prob-
lems which are more acute than those of
10
traditional small businesses. Their need is
for working capital rather than fixed assets,
but generally they lack collateral. Schemes
for creating special funds for LEIs (solidar-
ity funds, income tax, payment of unem-
ployment benefit for a given period to per-
sons starting up in business, investment of
funds managed by friendly societies) are
being studied or implemented in various
Member States. Finally, a further feature of
LEIs is their extensive training needs, which
call for much greater flexibility and adapta-
bility to individual requirements on the part
of existing training facilities than is the case
for the small business sector in general.
General measures on behalf
of the development of LEls
1.2.7. To encourage the growth of LEIs,
steps should be taken to:
(i) develop strengthened and more coher-
ent policies on employment creation, local
and regional development and local labour
market management within which support
for LEIs can be enhanced and coordinated:
local activities and priorities should be in-
corporated in national job-creation pro-
jects; in the event of closures, the viable
parts of the firms in question should be
preserved in new undertakings organized to
continue these activities; the public authori-
ties should recognize the LEIs;
(ii) encourage cooperation between public
authorities, both sides of industry and other
groups involved in employment creation:
the support of all parties is needed to ensure
appropriate working conditions and remu-
neration, help the LEIs with their manage-
ment problems, etc.;
(iii) develop appropriate support struc-
tures at local level: regional and local au-
thorities-, as organizers and catalysts of local
potential, should provide information
about facilities, make pre-starr-up supporr
available to the LEIs, provide premises and
enable them to tender for public contracts;
(iv) increase the financial resources avail-
able to LEIs through the adaptation of exist-
Bull. EC 11-1983
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ing measures for small businesses, as well as
fa-ilitating access to other potential sources;
(v) examine relevant aspects of company
and tax legislation with a view to facilitat-
ing the creation of LEIs: national legislation
should be reviewed, so as to simplify and
speed up the setting-up of businesses, in
particular cooperatives or community ven-
iures, adapt tax systems, smooth the transi-
tion frorn the employee's to the self-em-
ployed person's tax system, etc.;
(vi) review provisions for meeting training
needs: basic and continuing training must
be adapted to the LEIs, particularly as re-
gards access to training schemes and pre-
liminary or supplementary training for
those whose education or training are not
of recent date; basic training and retraining
should be provided for teachers and instruc-
tors and iraining for vocational guidance
and placement officials, etc.
Action at Community level
1.2.8. The Community institutions are al-
ready providing limited direct and indirect
financial support for local employment init-
iatives, particularly through the European
Social Fund, the European Regional Devel-
opment Fund and Article 55 of the ECSC
Treaty. In addition, the new action prog-
ramme on vocarional training in the 1980s1
and other Commission communications rel-
ating to employment and regional policy,
which are at present before the Council,
contain proposals regarding LEIs.
The role of the Community instruments
European Social Fund
1.2.9. On the basis of the revised provi-
sions governing the European Social Fund,2
aid may be granted for:
(i) the training of young people, the unem-
ployed, women wishing to return to work,
disabled persons and migrant workers;
(ii) aid for the recruitment of young
people under the age of 25 and the long-
ierm unemployed for jobs which fulfil a
public need;
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(iii) the training of development agents,
instructors, and vocational guidance or
placement experts.
These various types of aid may, where ap-
propriate, be combined.
The European Social Fund has a specific
role to play in supp,orting innovatory pro-
jects in the field of local job creation. The
Commission intends to stress pilot actions
which develop innovative training methods
adapted to the needs of LEIs.
The Commission has already provided sup-
port for pilot schemes enabling a limited
number of development agencies to be set
up.
European Regional Deu elopment F und
1.2.10. Under the non-quota section of the
ERDF the Commission is providing support
for the small business sector in some disad-
vantaged areas of the Community: LEIs may
also qualify for this aid, which relates to the
colleclion and dissemination of information
on technological innovations, market re-
search, the establishment of common servi-
ces, the development of management con-
sultancy servicel and the promotion of craft
industries and tourism in agricultural areas.
The Commission has likewise put forward
suggestions, in connection with its proposal
foi-a revision of the ERDF Regulaiion,3
aimed at exploiting the indigenous develop-
ment potential of the regions.
Eur op e an Agr i cultural G ui d an c e
and Guarantee Fund
1.2.11. The Commission proposes to
make a particular effort to draw the atten-
tion of - LEIs to existing measures from
which they may benefit in rural areas.
I
z
3
oJ c 193, 20.7.1983.
oJ L 289, 22.10.1983.
Poinr l.l.l et seq.
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Unemployment among women
Global loans: ECSC, European
Inuestment Bank and New Community
lnstrument
1.2.12. In view of the guarantee require-
ments and the minimum level of 250 000
ECU applying to EIB and NCI loans, it
appears that few LEIs have so far been
able to benefit from these facilities. The
Commission intends to examine the LEIs'
credit requirements and consider the advisa-
bility of adapting current global loan prac-
tice to facilitate borrowing by very small
undertakings.
Consrrltation and exchange of information
1.2.13. The Commission intends to under-
take a new series of consultations extending
over a two-year period, which will focus
more closely on promotion and the identifi-
cation of specific local needs. It also intends
to encourage the direct exchange of experi-
ence at Community level between develop-
ment agencies, ministries and national pub-
lic bodies, regional and local officials, rep-
resentatives of both sides of industry and
financial institutions, as well as the estab-
lishment of an information nerwork aimed
at promoting the developmenr of LEIs. All
these activities will be closely coordinated
with those of the OECD, under irs 'Cooper-
ative Action Programme on Local Employ-
ment Initiatives'.
The Commission will carry out an assess-
ment of the innovative methods most suit-
able for the provision of financing for LEIs,
including social transfer funds at national
Ievel; it will investigate the specific legal and
tax conditions to which the setting-up and
development of LEIs are subject; and, fi-
nally, it will carry out a study of the organiz-
ational structures and the pay and working
conditions of cooperative underrakings,
particularly worker cooperatives, as reque-
sted by Parliament in its resolution on the
cooperative movement. I
I oJ c 128, 16.s.1983.
3. Unemployment among women
Unequa! opportunities for
male and female workers
1.3.1. Over the last 10 years the economic
crisis has hit female workers more severely
than male to the point where female unem-
ployment has become a special problem
calling for special answers. The deteriora-
tion in the situation of women with regard
to employment can be seen from the follow-
ing simple facts: while at the start of the
1970s the proportion of women in total
unemployed was 28o/o, the figure had risen
to 4lo/o in 7982 and to 42.4Yo by October
1983. And this must be seen in the context
of an increase in the female working popula-
t2
tion during the past decade, despite the
unfavourable economic and social situa-
tion. The number of women at work went
from 36.7 million in 7970 to 44 million in
1982, while the male working population
remained stable. This increase in women's
activity rate is accounted for in particular
by the greater number of married women
working and the rise in the number of one-
parent families.
The integration of women into working life
has, however, become more difficult 6oth
because of behaviour patterns-which
evolve more slowly or even regress in a
period of crisis-and b.c"ur. of"rhe more
precarious nature of the jobs they occupy.
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Preparations for the Athens European Council
1.3.2. In a communication transmitted to
the Council on 17 November,l the Commis-
sion analyses the measures that are being
taken to combat women's unemployment
and relocates the problem in the context of
the promotion of equal opportunities for
women.z
The Commission asserts that any action
to improve women's employment situation
should be fitted into the wider framework
of measures to stimulate economic recovery
and restore growth. It reaffirms four under-
lying principles:
(i) full recognition of women's right to
work and to economic independence, es-
pecially in a period of recession;
(ii) the need to respect the principle of
equal treatment for men and women;
(iii) the development of positive action to
counteract segregation in the labour mar-
ket, where female employment is still exces-
4. Preparations for the
Athens European Council
1.4.1. The sixth special Council meeting
was held from 9 to 11 November.l It was
attended by the Ministers for Foreign Af-
fairs and for Finance, and by the Ministers
for Agriculture for the discussion on re-
forming the common agricultural policy.
Little progress was made.
Most of the debate revolved around a
compromise package put together by the
chair and was dominated by a long discus-
sion on budgetary imbalances which
the Commission had oroduced a communic-
ation.2 It was confirmed that this topic,
which is where the greatest divergences of
opinion still exist, was the key item in pre-
paring for the European Council in Athens.
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sively concentrated in a limited number of
areas;
(iv) the acceptance of these principles at
all levels, by the public authorities and by
the two sides of industry.
Taking account of experience gained in the
Member States, the Commission proposes a
number of schemes to lower unemployment
among women by reducing inequality of
opportunity. These schemes involve job cre-
ation and recruitment, vocational training,
guidance and placement, improved data
compilation on the situation of women in
the labour market and, lastly, information
campaigns to stimulate awareness of the
question to be resolved and to change atti-
tudes.
1 coM(83)d53 final.2 OJ C 186,21.7.1982; Supplement 1/82 
- 
Bull. EC.
It was the same story when Ministers turned
to the reform of the CAP. In rhis area,
too, the Ministers, in discussing the chair's
compromise package, failed to reach the
point where it could really be said that
decisive progress towards a political sol-
ution to the problems at issue, particularly
concerning milk and agri-monetary mat-
ters, had been made.
A very brief discussion on new policies and
the structural Funds elicited no fresh mate-
rial.
I Bull. EC 10-1983, points 1.4.1 to 1.4.3.2 Point 1.4.3.
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Preparations for the Athens European Council
Summing up, the chairman emphasized the
need to find an overall solution to all these
matters in the shortest possible time. It was
agreed to meet again at the end of Nov-
ember.
1.4.2. The seventh special Council meet-
ing, the last before the European Council
in Athens, took place on 28 and 29 Novem-
ber. It was attended by Ministers for For-
eign Affairs and Finance, but Agriculture
Ministers were not invited. The French del-
egation tabled a fresh paper on a system of
strict budgetary discipline.
The chair made a final revision of its draft
conclusions in the light of the debates in the
special Council. The state of play on the
various items was as follows:
(i) With regard to reform of the CAP,
Ministers had based themselves principally
on the draft conclusions for the European
Council prepared by the chair in the light
of previous discussions. Despite the chair-
man's efforts to focus the debate on a li-
mited number of points on which a policy
guideline would be sought at Athens, Minis-
ters spent a great deal of time either discuss-
ing questions of wording or reiterating al-
ready well-known differences of view. This
meant that little progress could be made.
(ii) There was a comparatively brief dis-
cussion on the structural Funds, and here
too the delegations had little to add to their
previously stated positions. The main areas
of disagreement concerned the increase in
the total amount available for the revised
Funds, the link between the Funds and the
integrated Mediterranean programmes and
certain specific aspects of the revision of
the ERDF, particularly the replacement of
national quotas by indicative ranges.
(iii) There was little progress on the future
financing of the Community. Delegations
tended to dig in further behind their original
positions rather than simplify them. While
views came closer together on some techni-
cal aspects of budgetary imbalances, the
United Kingdom maintained its opposition.
(iv) In the area of new policies, disagree-
ment persisted on the specific requests to
be made to the regular, technical Council
meetings and the budgetary appropriations
for Esprit and the JRC research programme.
The end-product was a statement of inten-
tions with no practical content.
1.4.3. The Commission played an active
part in the work of the special Council
meetings. To assist the discussions on
budget issues and future financing, it adop-
ted a further communication on the correc-
tion of budgetary imbalances to add to its
previous proposals (adlustment of revenue
through modulated VAT). It proposed the
inclusion of a long-term transitional meas-
ure to correct imbalances in the distribution
of expenditure which would satisfactorily
remedy the most glarin! structural prob-
lems (e.g. the United Kingdom) and provide
a guarantee for those countries faced with
a potentially excessive contribution (e.g. the
Federal Republic of Germany). On the
structural Funds, it sent the Council a new
proposal for the revision of the ERDF Regu-
lation.l
Summing up the proceedings of the special
meeting, the Commission emphasized the
need for some measure of agreement to be
reached so that the European Council could
concentrate on major issues. This was the
purpose of Mr Thorn's tour of the capitals
of the Member States.
1.4.4. A great deal of Parliament's Nov-
ember part-session was devot'ed to consider-
ing and voting on Commission proposals
for the European Council covering new own
resources, the common agricultural policy
and reform of the structural Funds.2
1
2
Point 1.1.1 er seq.
Points 2.4.8 to 2.4.70.
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1. Building the Community
Economic and monetary PolicY
2.1.1. On 17 November Parliament passed
a resolution on the convergence of econ-
omic policies.l
Economic situation
Annual Economic Repopt 1983-84
2.1.2. On 17 November Parliament apPro-
ved2 the Commission's proposal for the
adoption of the annual report describing
the economic situation in the Community
in 1983 and establishing economic policy
guidelines for 1984.3 Stressing the decisive
impact of exports from the Community Sta-
teJ on overall demand and the prime im-
portance of concerted action at European
Ievel to promote the competitiveness of
European industry, and noting the continu-
ing high level of unemployment, Parliam,ent
called- for economic and monetary policy
guidelines to be set out in the context of the
Communitv's fifth medium-term economic
policy progr"*rn..a It also emphasized the
need to aChieve free movement of capital
within the Community and urged that pub-
lic measures be directed towards productive
jobs and be used to encourage the involve-
ment of risk capital.
2.1.3. On 23 November the Economic and
Social Committee also gave its opinions on
the annual report.3
Monetary Committee
2.1.4. The Monetary Committee held its
295th meeting in Brussels on 21 November
with Mr Camdessus in the chair. It consid-
ered the Member States' monetary policy
guidelines f.or 1984.
lnternal market and
industrial affairs
Council
2.1.5. At a meeting on 25 November de-
voted to internal market issues the Council
t6
made significant progress towards its objec-
tive of simplifying frontier formalities in
intra-Community tlade.6lt approved a Reg-
ulation governing the movement within the
Community of goods sent from one Mem-
ber State for temporary use in one or more
other Member Siates;7 the principle of re-
placing the proliferation of customs docu-
ments in current use by a single document
was also approved.8
Free movement of persons
and freedom to provide services
Mutual recognition of diplomas
and access to occupations
Dental practitioners
2.1.5. The Advisory Committee on the
Training of Dental Practitioners met on 9
and 10 November and decided to transmit
to the Commission and the Member States
a report on specialized dental training,
adopted at its meeting in November 1982.
It also adopted in principle a report on basic
dental training in the- Member States, and
a report, accompanied by recommendations
regarding general guidelines, on specialized
dental training.
At the same meeting the Committee drew
up a work programme under its new terms
of reference, covering both basic and
specialized dental training.
Nursing
2.L.7. The Advisory Committee on Train-
ing in Nursing met on 23-24 November. It
agreed a report on the training of nurses in
I Point 2.4.13, OJ C 342, 19.12.1983.2 oJ c 342, 19.12.t993.l Bull. EC l0-1983, point 2.1.3.4 oJ L 236, 11.8.1982; Bull. EC 7/8-1982, point 2.1.4.
s Point2.4.27.6 Poinr 2.4.14.7 Poinr 2.1.37.8 Point 2.1.9.
e Bull. EC ll-1982, point 2.1.14.
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general carel recommending the collection
of more detailed information on basic train-
ing in Member States. The Committee also
approved a report on training in psychiatric
nursing, and agreed that the report should
be made public at an early datein order to
promote discussion within the profession at
la-rge on ways in which mutual recognition
of diplomas in psychiatric nursing might be
achieved. The Committee heard oial reports
on the present training situation in Belgium,
Germany and Greece.
Tourism
2.1.8. The Ministers of Tourism held an
informal meeting in Athens on 20 Novem-
ber. On the basis of the Commission's July
1983 communicationz they held a wide-
ranging discussion on the issues involved in
the Community's tourism policy. A broad
measure of agreement emerged on the need
for a Community approach to certain ques-
tions, notably free movement of persons,
staggered holidays, social tourism, safe-
guarding the architectural heritage, har-
monization of statistics and the use of dara
processing. At the end of rhe meeting the
Ministers took nore with satisfaction of the
agreement reached at Council committee
level on a draft resolution put forward by
the Commission.
Free movement of goods
Simplifying formalities
in trade within the Community
2.1.9. At its 25 November meering the
Council reached agreemenr on a list show-
ing the maximum amount of data the Mem-
ber States can require in trade within the
Community and agreed to continue its work
on the Commission proposal for introduc-
in-g a single document to replace the variety
of administrative documents currently
needed in intra-Community trade,3 so as be
able to take a decision before 1 April 1984.
The Council also agreed to encourage at
the same time the coordinated development
Bull. EC 11-1983
of computerized administrative procedures
in the Community as a means of facilitating
intra-Community trade even more, pro-
vided that this did nor delay the introduc-
tion of the single documenr.
Industrial products
Directiues adopted by the Council
2.1.10. At its internal market meering on
25 November the Council adopted a Direc-
tive relating to textile names.4
Euronorms
2.1.11. The lron and Steel Nomenclarure
Coordination Committee met on 8 and 9
November with a Commission representa-
tive in the chair. Two new Euronoims were
approved concerning hot rolled strip and
non-oriented electrical sheet and strip.
Foodstuffs
2.1.12. On 25 November the Council
adopted a Directives amending for the 17th
time the 1964 Directive on the approxima-
tion of the laws of the Member Stites con-
cerning the preservatives authorized for use
in foodstuffs intended for human consumD-
tion.6 The Council did not reach a decisidn
on the whole of the Commission's DroDo-
sal,7 which wishes to add potassium biiul-
phite and natamycin to the l-isr of authorized
preservatives and remove the deadline for
the permitted use of thiabenzadole for the
surface treatment of citrus fruit and ba-
nanas. For the time being the Council con-
fined itself to temporarily extending the au-
thorization of thiabenzadole wit"h effect
from 1 July 1982 to 15 December 1983.
t oJ L 176, 15.7.9n.2 Supplement 4/82 
- 
Bull. EC; Bull. EC 6-1982, point
1.4.1.
, OJ C 203,6.8.1982; Bull. EC 5-1982, point 2.1.10; OJ C
71, 16.3.1983; Bull. EC 12-1982, point 2.1.20; OJ C 102,
15.4.1983; OJ C 209, 5.8.1983.
. oJ L 353, rs.12.1983.5 oJ L 33s, 20.11.1983.6 oJ 12, 27.1.1964.
, oJ c 330, 17.12.1981.
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Pharmaceuticals
2.1.13. The Committee for Veterinary
Medicinal Products set up by the Directive
of 28 September 19811 held its inaugural
meeting on 28 and 29 November.
Business law
Economic and commercial law
2.1.14. On 30 November the Commission
decided not to accept Greece's request for
transitional measures in respect of its acces-
sion to the Luxembourg (Community pat-
ent) and Munich (European Patent) Con-
ventions.
Small business.
Business Cooperation Centre.
Distributive trades
Small business
2.1.15. \iflithin the framework of the Euro-
oean Year of Small and Medium-sized En-
ierprises, four Community symposia were
held: one in Munich on 3 and 4 November
on patents in Europe; one in Tilburg on 9
and 10 November on small business coming
to terms with its environment; one in Edin-
burgh on 17 and 18 November on the rela-
tion-s of small businesses with the big com-
panies; and one in Brussels on 20 November
bn financing small business.
lndustry
Council
2.1.16. At the Council's meeting on indus-
trial affairs on 4 November2 the work was
closely connected with the 'new policies'
side of the preparations for the European
Council in Athens.
Steel
Stepping up the crisis arrangements
2.1.17. In view of the seriousness of the
situation on the steel market, the Commis-
sion, whose prime obiective is still to see
18
through the restructuring, arrangem€nts,
was -obliged to contemplate additional
measures to ensure better monitoring of
internal and external trade and the intro-
duction of a system of minimum p-rices for
flat products and heavy sections, whose pri-
ces had dropped substantially. Unless steps
were taken-{uickly there was a risk that
the poor profitability of steelmakers might
jeopardizi the plans to reform the industry
by 1985.
Better organization of the market presup-
poses a knowledge of trade flows within the
Community. The accompanying document
orooosed bv the Commission should make
it possible tb draw up a statement by Mem-
ber State of deliveriei by producers in other
Member States, providing material for a
comparison with traditional trade flows.
The crisis measures, whose purpose is to
keep supply and demand in balance by
m."ns o[ production quotas, will be backed
up by a system ensuring that minimum pri-
ces are kept to. Penalties for qny transac-
tions below these prices and the introduc-
tion of a security payment which would be
retained in the event of undercutting or
overproduction should speed up tb-e recov-
.ry of fines and have a deterrent effect.
Externally, the Commission proposes a
closer witch on arrangements with non-
member countries and tighter controls on
seconds. It will inform the countries concer-
ned of the introduction of minimum prices
and their ensuing obligations.
The Commission sent to the Council, for
the purpose of consultation under Article
51 of the ECSC Treaty, two communica-
tions on these measures and the principles
it followed in its approach to the problem.
These documents were also submitted to
the ECSC Consultative Committee.3
2.1.18. On 29 November the Council met
to consider steel issues after the meeting
on foreign affairs; it endorsed the g.eneral
pattern of the measures put forward by the
I oJ L 317,6.11.1981.2 Point 2.4.14.3 Point 2.4.30.
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Commission. On 30 November the Com-
mission adopted a formal proposal on mini-
mum prices (on which it sought the Coun-
cil's opinion under Article 61 of the ECSC
Treaty) and two proposals on the accom-
p-anyi_ng document and the security payment(for the Council's assenr under lriicie lS;.
These proposals were also transmitted to
the ECSC Consultative Committee. The
Council is to state its position in December
so that the Commisiion will be able to
implement these measures as quickly as pos-
sible.
Extension of production quota
arrangements
2.1.19. On 8 November the Commission
amendedl Article l4b of its Decision of 28
July 1983 on the extension of the system of
production quotas.2 Article 14b permitted
the Commission to allocate additional
quotas to undertakings which, under a re-
structuring plan ensuring their viability in
1986, carried out at least three-quarters of
the capacity closures provided- for. The
Commission saw fit to delete this reference
in view of the fact that examination of
the plan might prove a long and tortuous
process.
The traditional indicators are ser out in
Tables t and 2.
Forward programme
2.1.20. On 30 November the Commission
approved at rhe first reading the forward
programme for steel for thJ first quarter
of 7984, on which the ECSC Consultative
Committee's views had been sought.
It already seems unlikely that the demand
for steel will derive any benefit from the
expected improvement in the economic cli-
mate: there has been no substantial improv-
ement in the investment rare, and the fall-
off in the part played by the major steel
users in trade and industry has to be taken
into account. Generally speaking, demand
for steel should remain ielatively Iiable with
some slight chang.es in the product range
oepenorng on specltlc market requlrements.
So while the production forecasf of 26 mil-
lion tonnes for the fourth quarter mav be
exceeded, it seems that in the firsr qu"rt..
of 7984 output will reach only about 27
million tonnes.
I oJ L 322, 19.11.1983.
, oJ L 208,31.7.1993.
Table 7 
- 
Production expectations in the main industrial groupsr
I Nct balances, i.c. drffcrenccs bctwcen thc pcrcentages of respondents giving positive and ncgativc rcplcs (scasonally adlustcd).
1982 1983
3rd
Quarter
4th
Quarter April Mry June Jrlv August
Septe m.
ber
Octo-
ber
Investment goods
Consumer goods
Intermediate goods
Manufacture of metal articles
Mechanical engineering
Electrical engineering
Manufacture of motor vehicles
-12
6
-16
-20
-19
3
-15
-20
-12
-21
-23
-24
-14
-22
-10
4
1
- 
11
-15
+3
6
-12
2
-14
-12
+4
+6
9
5
2
-16
9
+2
0
8
4
2
-18
5
+6
4
4
0
I
-10
3
+5
3
3
+4
+1
7
1
+8
+5
5
+4
+5
-71
4
+6
+9
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Table 2 
- 
Actiuity indicators (seasonally adiusted)
t/83 III/83 IV/83 l/84
Manufacture of metal articles
Mechanical engineering
Electrical engineering
Manufacture of motor vehicles
Other means of transport
Construction and civil engineering
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
87.2
90.7
89.4
85.5
88.2
123.5
100.9
106.2
104.4
100.5
97.1
120.1
99.5
99.5
102.0
102.7
95.4
100.6
The sectoral activity indicators (Table 2)
are particularly interesting in that they have
been supplied direct by the steel-user organ-
izationi in close contact with their member
companies. The forecasts, agree with the
broid macroeconomic analysis given, apart
from the figures for the manufacture of
motor vehicles, which are more optimistic
than the forecasts from other sources' The
Community averages shown in the two tab-
les for these user industries reveal clear dif-
ferences from one Member State to another.
The estimates by product for the first
quarter of 1984 reflect the sectoral trends.
Table 3 shows that real consumption will
remain moderate with little stock change.
The Commission's proposals to the Council
for the external crisis measuresl for 1984
provide for tighter control, which is taken
into account in the supply and demand bal-
ance for crude steel.
I Bull. EC l0-1983, point 2.2.11.
Table 3 
- 
Steel supply and demand in tbe Community
I original cstimatc.2 Actual.
milhon tonnes
Rcahzcd outturn Forcast
l/82 lt/82 ilt/82 tY/82 I/83 IIl83 III/83 M83 t/84
Real consumption
Stock change
Imports
Exports
Production
28.16
+ 2.09
3.28
5.28
32.23
28.27
0
3.16
6.14
37.25
22.M
-1
2.41
5.59
24.22
21.37
- 
1.50
2.21
5.99
?3.5s
25.16
.- 
1,.20
2.55
5.23
26.64
25 .47
+ 0.20
2.88
5.58
28.37
21.99r
+ 0.301
2.441
5.541
?5392
22.80
+ 0.10
2.50
s.50
26.00
23.85
+ 0.30
2.45
5.30
27.00
Table 4 gives the latest production figures
for products coming under the quota system
and the quotas themselves, including those
20
determined by the abatement rates recently
published for-the first quarter of 1984.2
2 Poinr 2.1.21.
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Table 4 
- 
Compdratiue trends in production and quotas
milhon tonncs
Product category
Production Quota
I/83 IIl83 IIV83 v83 il/83 IIV83 M83 l/84
I(a) Hot-rolled coil
I(b) Uncoated sheet
I(c) Galvanized sheet
I(d) Other coated sheet
II Reversing-mill plate
III Heavy sections
IV \ilire rod
V Reinforcing bars
VI Merchant bars
4 306
3 380
824
500
I 287
1 164
2 515
I 804
2 089
4 914
3 551
910
664
7 201
I 317
2 572
I 826
2M8
4 712
3 280
809
614
I 072
993
2 348
1755
I 789
3 455
2767
780
597
1 r18
I 032
2 310
r 538
2224
3 675
3 315
885
690
1 185
I 120
2 330
1,710
2 150
3 881
3 356
842
657
I 118
I 175
2220
1 770
2 195
3 963
3 320
849
718
I 115
1 230
2 i23
I 822
2 108
3 963
3 320
828
597
I tt6
I r33
2 399
I 751
2174
Provisional.
The considerable fall in the prices of flat
products threatens the price structure of all
the other products. The Commission has
therefore decided to adopt a series o[ meas-
ures to remedy the situation.
The market crisis which continues to affecr
the Community's iron and steel industry as
a result of the economic situation in Europe
and the world at large and the restructuring
measures which have been accompanied by
cutbacks or closures in numerous firms have
had their repercussions on the level of em-
ployment in October 1983.
Compared with the corresponding month
in t982 the Community's iron and steel
industry had shed another 33 900 jobs, or
65% of those filled in October 1982. The
loss in the first 10 months of 1983 amounted
to 25700 jobs.
Abatement rates
2.1.21. The Commission set the following
rates of abatement for steel production in
the first quarter of 1984,r in accordance
with its Decision of 28 July 7983:2
Category I(a):
Category I(b):
Category I(c):
Category I(d):
Category II:
Bull. EC l1-1983
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37
20
+32
50
Category III: 42
Category IV: 37
Category V: 42
Category VI: 39
The abatement rates for the establishment
of that part of production quoras which
may be delivered in the common market
are:
Category I(a): M
Category I(b): 35
Category I(c): 25
Category I(d): + 33
Category II: 52
Category III: 49
Category IV: 39
Category V: 47
Category VI: 45
International relations
2.1.22. On 29 November the Council ex-
tended for 1984 the external measures corre-
sponding to the internal crisis measures for
steel.J
2.1.23. Following consultations under Ar-
ticle XIX of the GATT in November, the
Council decided to extend unril 14 January
1984 the deadline by which improvemenrs
I oJ L 319, 17.11.1983.
, oJ L 208,31.7.1983.3 Point 2.2.1 1.
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to the United States offer of compensation
have to be found.l
Shipbuilding
2.1.24. On 17 November Parliament
passed a resolution on shipbuilding policy.2
Electronics and information technology
Esprit
2.1.25. The Council continued its discus-
sions3 on the European strategic prog-
ramme for R6<D in information technology
(Esprit) at a meeting of Research Ministers.
It confirmed its approval of the programme
and made some dEcisive piogress on man-
agement procedures, the question of who is
to benefit from the programme and the
levels of Community contributions to it.
The matter of budget appropriations was
left open since two Member States linked it
to the results of the deliberations on budget-
ary reform at the Athens European Council.
Multiannual data processing programme
2.1.25. On 23 November the Commission
sent the Council a proposal4 for the exten-
sion of the first part of the multiannual
programme in the field of data processing
(1979-83), adopted by Council Decision on
11 September 1979.s The proposed exten-
sion is for three years (1984-85), with a
budget of 24 million ECU. The activities
proposed fall in line with the first phase of
the programme but provide for extended
and intensified efforts in certain areas (stan-
dardization, public works contracts, know-
ledge of the sector and protecting data and
people, cooperation in basic research).
A proposal for extension of the second part
of the programme had been made by the
Commiision in 1982.6
Telecommunications
2.1.27. In response to the request mad_e by
the special Council meeting in October,/ the
industry Ministers had an in-depth discus-
sion of the industrial aspects of the Com-
22
mission's communication on telecommuni-
carions.s All the delegations stressed that
this was a key sector for maintaining and
developing the competitiveness of the Com-
munity's industry in the future. Apart from
this, the discussions covered the opening-up
of markets, the problems of standardization
and balanced industrial development in this
area. The Commission was called upon to
present an action programme, and the
Council recognized the need for developing
Community action on telecommunications.
Biotechnology
2.1 .28. In response to the same request,
the industry Ministers also took a close look
at the Commission's communication on
biotechnology in the Community.e Discus-
sion centred mainly on the four topics raised
by the Commission, i.e. the problems of
access to raw materials, the establishment
of standards for this new sector, the training
of future technicians and research workers,
and intellectual property and the dissemina-
tion of knowledge.
The Research Ministers underlined the part
the Commission will have to play in re-
search in this field.
!ndustrial innovation
and the information market
Industrial innovation
2.1.29. On 25 November the Council for-
mally adopted the Decision on a three-year
plan for the transnational development of
the supporting infrastructure for innovation
and technology transfer,l0 which it had ap-
proved in October.ll
I Point 2.2.20.2 Point 2.4.12i OJ C 342, 19.12.1983.
r Bull. EC 10-1983, poinr 2.1.29.4 oJ c 334, 10.12.1983; coM(83)558 final.5 OJ L 231,19.9.1979; Bull. EC 7/8-1979, points 2.1.19.6 oJ C 193,28.7.1982; Bull. EC 5-1982, point 2.1.28.7 Bull. EC 10-1983, point 1.4.1.8 Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.23.e Bull. Ec 9-1983, point 2.1.25.
ro oJ L 353, 15.12.1983.tr Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.1.32.
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Financing innouation
by means of uenture capital
2.1.30. The fourth Commission-backed
European symposium on the role of ven-
ture-capital markets in reviving industry,
held in Luxembourg from 23 to 25 Novem-
ber, was attended by some 250 participants.
In the light of the conclusions of the previ-
ous symposium held in November 7982,1
discussion this year centred on the following
main topics: the role of industrial investors
(insurance companies, pension funds, etc.)
and collective investors (unit trusts) in the
financing of the industries of tomorrow; a
study of the tax mechanisms most likely to
provide the appropriate incentives; impro-
ved access to capital by small and medium-
sized innovating firms through the creation
of secondary stock markets.
The participants welcomed the recent set-
ting-up of the European Venture Capital
Association2 and called on the universities
and business schools to provide appropriate
courses of training.
As regards tax incentives to encourage the
taking of risks entailed by this type of inves-
tment, the measures introduced in certain
Member States (e.g. the possibility of special
allowances) were received very favourably
and it was hoped that they could be ex-
tended. On the other hand, measures to
make it easier for executives to acquire a
share in their firms are either non-existent
or unsatisfactory. Lastly, the diversity of
the tax provisions in force in the various
Member States-not to mention the differ-
enc'es in company law and the obstacles
to capital transfers-are not calculated to
encourage the mounting of international fi-
nancial operations, but these are essential if
innovative businesses are to make themsel-
ves felt throughout the Community.
As for secondary stock markets, it has to
be said that even in the few countries where
useful initiatives have been taken, much still
remains to be done. A preliminary scheme
was drawn up setting out the new structures
which could usefully be introduced.
2.1.31. On 9 November the European
Venture Capital Association (EVCA) was
Bull. EC 1l-1983
set up, with Commission backing, to pro-
mottindustrial innovation, growth and em-
ployment through the financing of invest-
ment in small and medium-sized businesses
in the Community.
The EVCA comprises 38 organizations spe-
cializing in the financing of high-risk invest-
ment with a financing portfolio of some
1500 million ECU.
As the first representative association of the
providers of venture capital, the EVCA will
have the threefold aim of pror.noting the
development of this type of investment, faci-
liting cbntacts and the exchange of informa-
tion to promote transnational investment
and, lastly, representing the interests of the
profession and promoting professional
ethics.
Three-year plan of action
2.1.32. Under the third plan of action in
the field of information and documentation
(1981-83),3 the Scientific and Technical In-
formation and Documentation Committee
communicated to the Commission a series
of opinions recommending the use of appro-
priations amounting to some 7 million ECU
for the partial financing of maior projects
in connection with:(i) the 10 pilot experiments in the field of
electronic publishing and electronic docu-
ment delivery on the basis of the proposals
received in response to the DOCDEL call
for p-roposals published on 5 November
1982;2(ii) the creation of high-quality European
information services and data banks on the
basis of the response received to thc calls
for proposals published in July 1982 and in
March and May 19835 in the field of trade
and industry, energy and the social sciences,
agriculture and the environment, and bio-
medicine and health (including biotech-
nology);
I Bull. EC 11-1982, poinr 2.1.24.2 Point 2.1.31.3 oJ L 220,6,9.1981..
, OJ C 288,5.11.1982; Bull. EC l-1983, point 2.1.19.5 oJ c 169,7.1.1982; oJ c 60, 4.1.198J; oJ c 121,
6.5.1983; Bull. EC 3-1983, point 2.1.22; Bull. EC 4-1983,
point 2.1.28; Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.39.
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(iii) the extension and technical improve-
ment of Euronet and the provision of assist-
ance to users of this telecommunications
network for the transmission of informa-
tion, as well as the creation of information
tools (inventory, thesaurus) for the handi-
capped and the elderly.
Exploitation of research results
2.1.33. On 18 November Parliament deliv-
ered a favourable opinionl concerning a
communication on promoting the utiliz-
ation of the results -of Community-spon-
sored R&D, together with a draft Council
resolution.2
The Economic and Social Committee en-
dorsed this proposal on 23 November.
Multilingual proiects
Transfer between European languages
2.1.34. Under the third plan of action
(1983-85) for the improvement of the
transfer of information between European
languages,3 the Commission issued an invit-
ation to tender on 29 November with a view
to ensuring the development and mainten-
ance of the Systran machine translation sys-
tem and the provision of processing ca-
pacity for the production of translations via
the system.4 Each contract will be awarded
for a period of one year (1 March 1984 to
28 February 1985), with the possibility of
renewal.
Information market
2.1.35. On 77 November the Commission
transmitted to the Council a five-year (7984-
88) Community programme for the devel-
opment of the specialized information mar-
ket in Europe.s The objectives of this prog-
ramme, the total cost of which is estimated
at 40 million ECU, are as follows:(i) to improve the information environ-
ment and market conditions, in order to
promote the use of information products
and services of European origin. This is to
be achieved by means of measures to re-
move the existing technical, linguistic, com-
mercial and other barriers, thereby improv-
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ing the transparency of information supply
and demand;(ii) to increase the supply and quality of
European information services and prod-
ucts in sectors of Community interest by
supporting innovation. These sectors will
be selected on the basis of a knowledge of
the market and according to the informa-
tion requirements of the production and
R&D sectors, especially in fields character-
ized by rapid development.
The programme will also place special
emphasis on the Community's least-favou-
red regions. It will encourage the develop-
ment of such services as electronic docu-
ment delivery and electronic publishing,
consultancy and intermediary services with
reference to small business, videotex appli-
cations aimed at individual users who need
to have direct access to specialized informa-
tion, and research on new ways of process-
ing, distributing and using specialized infor-
mation.
The linguistic aspects will be one of the
crucial areas together with the development
and perfecting of multilingual lists, thesauri,
manuals, referral services and multilingual
information access procedures, including
the development of mlchine-translation ser-
vlces.
Lastly, these measures in the field of public
education will be reinforced by publicity
and the promotion of initiatives it Com-
munity level.
This programme extends and redirects the
activities embarked on under the three pre-
vious plans of action (1975-83),6 whose res-
ults include: the creation of a Community
telecommunications network, Euronet; the
launching of a network of information ser-
vices, DianeT lwith access to some 500 Com-
munity data bases); active encouragement
in the creation of projects proposed by the
t oJ c 342, 19.12.1983.2 OJ C 99,13.4.1983; Bull. EC 3-1983, point 2.1.23.3 Bull. EC 11-1982, poinr2.l.26.4 oJ c 324,29.11.1983.5 oJ c 328,2.12.1983; coM(83)661 final.6 oJ L 100, 21.4.197s; oJ L 311, 4.11.1978i oJ L z2o,
6.8.1981.7 Euronet-Diane 
- 
Direct information access network.
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Customs union
European information industry; the devel-
opment and exploitation of sectoral infor-
mation systems, in particular in agriculture,
the environment, biomedicine and health
care. Provision has been made for exten-
sions in the field of trade and finance, court
decisions and the regulations governing the
social sciences, economics and econome-
trics, energy, biotechnology and general in-
formation.
customs union
Simplification of customs
formalities
Simplification of intra-Community
trade formalities
2.1.36. At an internal market meeting on)J November the Council, in connec-tion
with its work on the single document, rea-
ched agreement on the maximum list of
data which Member States may demand in
trade within the Community.l
General legislation
2.1.37. At the same meeting the Council
approved the proposal for a Regulation in-
troducing arrangements for movement
within the Community of goods sent from
one Member States for temporary use in
one or more other Member States.z
The new Regulation will affect people in a
wide range of professions (journalists from
the press, radio and television, all kinds
of artists or craftsmen, engineers, lecturers,
etc.) by enabling them to move throughout
the Community with their equipment under
cover of a carnet issued free of charge and
with no requirement to lodge a guarantee
by the customs authorities of the Member
States in which they are resident. Unlike the
Commission proposal, the Regulation does
not extend to commercial samples or works
of art (except where the carnet is issued to
a public body). Nevertheless, the Council
undertook to review the list of goods with
a view to taking a decision before 1 May
7984.
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Customs procedures
with economic impact
Inward processing
2.1.38. On 15 November the Commission
again3 amended4 the Directive of 7 Junet\ll fixing standard rates of yield-foicer-
tain inward processing operations.r
The new amendment concerns the introduc-
tion of standard rates of yield for the pro-
cessing of durum wheat into cereal groats
and cereal meal.
Common Customs Tariff
Annual updating
2.1.39. The Council adopted the Common
Customs Tariff (CCT) applicable from 1
January 7984.6 The new Regulation incor-
porates another instalment of the tariff cuts
which were agreed on completion of the
multilateral trade negotiations. This new
edition also includes tariff changes made in
1983 by agricultural regulations, a number
of additions to the list of ECSC products,
an increase in the duty-free tariff quota for
ferro-silicon to 12000 tonnes and certain
technical amendments to the nomenclature
and notes.
It does not include preferential tariff arrang-
ements or autonomous temPorary suspen-
sions of duties,T which are published separ-
ately.
Nomenclature
2.1.40. On 11 November the Commission
transmitted to the Council a proposal for a
Regulations amending the Regulation of 15
January 1969 on measures to be taken for
uniform application of the nomenclature of
the Common Customs tarif.f'g the aim being
I Point 2.1.9.2 oJ c 227,8.9.1981' Bull. EC 7t8-1987, point 2.1.29 and
2.1.45.3 oJ t- ts6,z.6.t9&z.1 oJ L 334,29.11.198i.5 oJ L 170,9.7.1979; Bull. EC 6-1979,point2.1.29.6 oJ L 313, 14.11.t982.7 Point 2.1.41.t oJ c 317,23.11.7983; coM(83)656 final.
e oJ L 14,21.1.1969.
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to specifu the terms of reference of the Com-
mittee on Nomenclature and facilitate its
operation.
Economic ta riff matters
Suspensions
2.1.41. On 4 and 5 November the Council
adopted three Regulations temporarily sus-
pending the autonomous Common Cus-
toms Tariff duties on certain products in-
tended for use in the construction, mainten-
ance and repair of aircraftl and a number
of industrial2 and agricultural products.3
Tariff quotas
2.1.42. The Council adopted a number of
Regulations opening, allocating and provid-
ing for the administration of Community
tariff quotas in respect of the following
products:(i) certain petroleum products, falling
within 
.CCT Chapter 27, refined in Spain(1984);a(ii) other woven fabrics of cotton, falling
within CCT heading No 55.09, originating
in Spain (1984);a(iii) certain wines having a registered
designation of origin, falling within CCT
subheading ex22.05 C, originating in Yugo-
slavia (1983);s(iv) certain textile products, falling within
CCT heading No 55.05 or 55.09 or subhead-
ing ex 58.01 A, originating in Turkey
(t984);6
(v) silver hake (Merluccius bilinearis) fall-
ing within CCT subheading ex 03.01 B I 0(te84)/
(vi) frozen cod (Gadus morrhua) fillets
falling within_CCT subheading ex 03.01 B
II b) 1 (7984);7(vii) yarn of poly (p-phenyle-
neterephthalamide), for use in the manufac-
ture of tyres, or of products used in the
manufacture of tyres, falling within CCT
subheading ex 51.01 A;8(viii) certain grades of ferro-chromium
falling within CCT subheading ex 73.02 E
t;,
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(ix) sweet cherries, marinated in alcohol
and intended for the manufacture of choco-
late products, falling within CCT subhead-
ingex20.06BIe2bb).8
2.1.43. On 4 November the Council adop-
ted a regulation increasing the volume of
the Community tariff quotas opened for
1983 in respect of certain grades of ferro-
chromium falling within CCT subheading
ex73.02El.e
Community surveillance of imports
2.1.44. The Council adopted Regulations
establishing ceilings and Community sur-
veillance for imports of the following prod-
ucts:(i) certain goods originating in Yugoslavia
(1984) (an ECSC Decision);10(ii) certain products originating in Malta
(1984);a
(iii) certain textile products originating in
Cyprus (1984);rl(iv) certain petroleum products refined in
Turkey (7984);tz(v) certain goods originating in Yugo-
slavia (1984).ro
Value for customs purposes
2.1.45. On 9 November the Commission
adopted a Regulation defining the condi-
tions governing the valuation for customs
purposes of imported goods for which roy-
'alties or licence fees are paid relating to the
manufacturer-sale, use or resale of the goods
in question.l3 The main criterion iJ that
where the amounts paid in this connection
are related to the imported goods and con-
I OJ L 314, 14.11.1983; Bull. EC 4-1983, point 2.1.33.2 oJ L 328,24.11.1,98j; Bull. EC 4-1983, point 2.1.33.
, OJ L 310, 11.11.1983; Bull. EC 4-1983, point 2.1.33.4 oJ L 315, 15.11.1983.5 oJ L 307,9.11,.1993.6 oJ L 33s,30.11.1983.7 oJ L 311, 12.11.r983.8 oJ L 310, 11.11.1983.e oJ L 303,5.r1.1983.
,o oJ L 324,21.11.1993.
rr coM(83)522 final.12 coM(83)523 final.13 OJ L 309, 10.11.1983; Bull. EC 5-1980, point 2.1.14;
Bull. EC 5-1980, point 2.1.32.
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stitute a condition of sale of these goods,
these payments are to be added to the price
actually paid or payable which is taken as
the valuation basis.
As this a specialized subject, the arrange-
ments are to be accompanied by explana-
tory notes which will be particularly useful
to traders and customs authorities. These
notes were drawn up by Customs Valuation
Committee and will be published in the
Community's Customs Valuation compen-
dium.
Competition
General rules apply:ng
to undertakings
2.1.46. On 2 November the Commission
published a notice in the Official Journal,l
innouncing that, order to speed up proced-
ures, certain agreements may be authorized
simply by means of 'comfort letters' or 'pro-
visional letters' sent by the Directorate-Gen-
eral for Competition. These letters would
be an appropriate response in some cases
to a noiificaiion made for the purpose of
obtaining an exemption pursuant to Article
85(3) of the EEC Treaty. In order to enhance
the declaratory value of such a letter, and
without prejudice to the possibility of pur-
suing the procedure through to a formal
deciiion, the Commission will now publish
a summary of the agreement so as to give
interested parties an opportunity to make
known their views. The Commission points
out that such letters will not have the status
of decisions, and therefore cannot be appea-
led to the Court of Justice.
Restrictive practices, mergers
and dominant positions:
Specific cases
Distribution
Commission prohibits distribution system
for Ford uehicles in Germany
2.1.47. The Commission has adopted a
Decisionz finding that the distribution sys-
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tem for Ford cars operated in Germany by
Ford Werke AG Cologne, ('Ford Germany')
infringes the competition rules of the EEC
Treaty, and in the form in which it has
been applied since 1 May 1982 cannot be
exempied pursuant to Article 85(3) of the
EEC Treaty from the ban on restrictive
practices.
Ford Germany operates an exclusive and
selective distribution system for the sale of
its cars in Germany. The restrictions of
competition which such a system imposes
can be accepted only if approved dealers
are allowed- by the manufacturer to sell
vehicles on request to consumers anywhere
in the Community.
Ford Germany manufactures both left-
hand-drive and right-hand-drive models in
various specifications, and until May 1982
it supplied its German dealers with right-
handldrive cars, both in the specifications
customary in Germany and in other specifi-
cations, at more or less the same prices as
left-hand-drive models. For the most part
dealers sold these cars to British customers.
As Ford Germany's selling prices to its Ger-
man dealers were much lower than those at
which Ford Britain sold to British dealers,
German dealers were able to supply right-
hand-drive models to British customers up
to 30% cheaper. In May t982, in order to
avoid undermining the high UK prices and
to protect Ford Britain against competition
from exports by German dealers, Ford Ger-
many siopped supplying right-hand-drive
models to its German dealers.
The Commission could not possibly ap-
prove this system, particularly as the refusal
io supply in this case was intended to hold
up high prices against the consumer's in-
terest. Ford Germany may continue to oper-
ate its exclusive and selective distribution
system 
- 
wich tends to restrict competition
- 
only if it resumes supplying German
dealers on request with right-hand-drive
vehicles.
1 oJ c 295,2.11.1983.2 oJ L 327,24.11.1983.
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Competition
Abuse of dominant positions
Polaroid ends its refusal to supply
2.1.48. After intervention by the Commis-
sion the Polaroid group has ended its refusal
to supply the Dutch firm Stik Strip BVio
('SSI Europe') with instant film.
In April SSI Europe approached Polaroid
Netherlands with a large order for insranr
film. Polaroid Netherlands, which had pre-
viously given SSI Europe a quotation for a
fairly small order, refused to do so in this
case on the grounds that the quantities ord-
ered were too great for the Dutch marker,
and indeed for the European market. SSI
Europe then turned to Polaroid UK, again
without success, as Polaroid UK first
wanted to know to whom the goods would
be supplied. SSI Europe preferred not ro
reveal who its customer was, and lodged a
complaint against Polaroid with the Com-
mission. The Commission started an inves-
tigation into the possibility of an abuse of
a dominant position by Polaroid which
would be caught by Article 86 of the EEC
Treaty, and carried out an inspection on
Polaroid UK's premises. During ihe inspec-
tion Polaroid agreed that ir would quote SSI
Europe.
Vith the complainant's consenr it was ther-
efore decided to drop the matter without
initiating formal proceedings.
Joint ventures
Hadfields Holdings Ltd set up
by BSC and GKN
2.1.49. On17 November the Commission,
under Article 55 of the ECSC Treaty, aurho-
rized the British Steel Corporation, London('BSC'), and Guest Keen 6c Nettlefolds plc,
Smethwick ('GKN') to acquire the Sheffi-
eld-b-as_ed special steel producing company
Hadfields Ltd through i new joint holding
company, Hadfields Holdings Ltd.
Hadfields, which manufactures engineering
steels in the form of billets and birs, is at
present a subsidiary of Lonrho plc, London.
BSC and GKN will each have a-37.5o/o share
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in Hadfields Holdings, with Lonrho rerain-
ing 25o/o for a limited period. The joint
venture is a step in the restructuring of the
engineering steels secor, which is suffering
from excess capacity both in the UK and in
the Community as a whole.
Even if BSC, GKN and Hadfields combined
their engineering steels business, they would
take- only fourth place among Community
producers of engineering steel billets and
bars. The UK imports large quanrities of
both these products (the only ones concer-
ned), and several other Community produ-
cers provide active competition. The Com-
mission accordingly found that this merger
satisfied the requirements for authorizatiron
set out in Article 66(2) of the Treaty.
Dillingen-Bergrohr
2.1.50. On 17 November the Commission
adopted a Decision under Article 66(2) of
the ECSC Treaty authorizing the acquisi-
tion by Dillinger Hiittenwerkt AG, Dillin-
gen,_ Saarland, of a 50% holding in Bergrohr
GmbH, Herne.
Dillingen is a steel producing firm belonging
to the group composed of Usinor, Sacilor
and Normandie. Bergrohr belongs ro the
Berg group and is engaged in the production
and sale of large-diameter welded pipes.
Bergrohr Herne is to build a new plini to
produce these pipes at rhe Iocation of the
Dillingen steelworks which will facilitate
the supply and transport of the semi-fini-
shed material (heavy flate).
The transaction satisfies the tests for autho-
rization in Article 66(2). k will enable Dil-
lingen to supply 70% of Bergrohr Herne's
annual requirement of heavy plate, which
totals 550 000 t. Dillingen r,r,ill not acquire
a privileged position, however, but ratlier a
position comparable with those of other
steel undertakings in the Community which
are also integrated verrically.
The Commission also considered whether
or not the project's effects on the market in
large-diameter pipes would be compatible
with Article 85 of the EEC Treaty. None
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of the welded pipe producers directly or
indirectly involved in the merger (Bergrohr
Herne, Bergrohr Siegen, and Vallourec)
holds a dominant position on the market in
large-diameter pipes which would be
strengthened in such a way as to make the
transaction an infringement of Article 85 in
the light of the Court of Justice's judgmentin Continental Can.r The Commission
therefore does not regard the proiect as
being incompatible with Article 86.
State aids
Industry aids
Agricultur al mach inery
France
2.1.51. On 8 November the Commission
decided to initiate the procedure provided
for in Article 93(2) of the EEC Treaty in
respect of the French Government's plans
to assist a firm manufacturing agricultural
machinery.
This is a sensitive industry, and the Com-
mission sees no grounds, on the strength of
the information available to it at present,
for holding that the measures would qualify
for authorization under one of the exemp-
tion clauses in the Treaty.
Aluminium
Germany
2.1.52. In October the German Govern-
ment notified a measure to assist a firm
producing primary aluminium in Germany,
which would take the form of a grant
amounting to DM 8 million.
On 23 November the Commission decided
to initiate the Article 93(2) procedure: the
aid would assist the firm to meet high elec-
tricity charges, a problem facing practically
all firms in the industry, and the Commis-
sion took the view that it was liable to
distort competition to an extent contrary to
the common interest.
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Shipbuilding
2.1.53. On 28 November the Commission
sent the Council its report on aid granted
to shipbuilding in the sccond half of 1982.2
the report wai also sent to Parliament for
information
2.L.54. On 17 November Parliament
adopted a resolution on policy towards the
shipbuilding industry.r
Textiles
Belgium
2.1.55. On 27 July the Commission init-
iated the Article 93(2) procedure in respect
of a proposal by the Belgian Government
to grant State aid to a man-made fibre pro-
duier at Zwiinaarde, and at the same time
to a large textile group which is tci take over
and manage the Zwlinaarde plant.a
After giving interested parties the opportu-
nity ofsubmitting their comments, and hav-
ing made a detailed examination of the case,
thE Commission concluded that, in the ab-
sence of any quid pro quo in the Commun-
ity interest and given that competition in
the industry within the Community is very
keen, the aid was indeed liable to affect
trade to an extent contrary to the common
interest. On 30 November it decided that
the aid was incompatible with the common
market within thC meaning of Article 92,
and could not be granted. The instalment
granted in August towards the first phase
of the project, in disregard of Article 93(3),
will have to be repaid.
Financial institutions and taxation
Financial institutions
lnsurances
2.1.56. On 25 November the Council (in-
ternal market) reached compromise solu-
I Case 6n219731 ECR 215.2 coM(83) 676 tinal.3 Point 2.4.1,2; oJ C 342, 19.12.1983.4 Bull. EC7/8-1983, point 2.1.45.
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tions on the main problems connected with
the proposal for a second Directive relating
to insurance against civil liability in respecr
of the use of moror vehicles.I The only
question remaining is the period of the dero-
gation to be granted to Ireland and Greece.
Taxation
2.1.57. On 17 November Parliament
adopted a resolution on tax harmonization
in the Community.2
Administrative assistance in tax matters
2.1.58. On 28 November the Commission
asked the Council, following the precedent
set in the AETR 
_(European Road Transport
Agreement) case3 for Jmandate to negoiiate
the part of the multilateral Convention on
administrative assistance in tax matters
within the Council of Europe which falls
within the powers of the Community4 in
order to ensure that the Community rules
now applyings are not affected by the Con-
vention, and without prejudice to any new
rules which may subsequenrly be adopted
by the Council.
lndirect taxes
Turnover tax
2.1.59. On17 November Parliament deliv-
ered its opinion5 on the Commission propo-
sal for a llth Directive on rurnovei raies,
which would establish at Community level
the type of business expenditure on which
tax is not deductible.T lt-said that the propo-
sed Directive must be so implemented ai to
eliminate distortions of competition, ensure
the tax neutrality of the provisions propo-
sed and prevent expenditure for privaie plr-
poses from becoming eligible for deduclion
of VAT. Parliament accordingly proposed
a number of amendments which-ease the
provisions in the Commission proposal.
Excise duties
Manufactured tobacco
2.1.50. On 17 November Parliament
adopted. a resolution on cigarette tax har-
monlzatlon.z
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Employment, education
and social policy
Informal meeting
of Ministers of Social Affairs
2.1.61. On 7 November the Ministers for
Social Affairs held an informal meeting in
Athens devoted exclusively to social seiur-
ity, for the first time in the history of the
Community.
On the basis of the Commission communic-
ation of November 7982,8 they held a wide-
ranging discussion on the problems
pecially the financial problems 
- 
facing
social security systems in a period of econ-
omic recession. One particular idea put for-
ward was that of basing the calculition of
social security contributions on the value
added by a firm and nor, as ar present, on
its total wage bill, which penilizes firms
with a large work force.
Stressing the usefulness of an exchange of
experience regarding problems common to
all Member States (the burden of social
security benefits, controlling the growth in
expenditure, financing methods, combating
abuses and frauds), the Ministers agreed to
hold a formal meeting of the Council in the
first quarter of 7984.
Employment
Standing Committee on Employment
2.1.52. The Standing Committee on Em-
ployment held its 25th meeting on 22 Nov-
ember, with Mr Evangelos Giannopoulos,
the Greek Minister for Labour, in the chair.e
The discussions were devoted mainly to the
I Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.1.51.I Point 2.4.12; Ol C 342, 19.12.198j.3 Case 22/70 Commission u Council [1971] ECR 25J.4 coM(83) 685 final.5 oJ L 335, 27.12.1977; Bull. EC 1t-1977,poinr 2.1.51; OJ
L331,27.12.1979; Bull. EC 10-1979, points 2 .1.38 and2.t.39.6 oJ c 342, 19.12.1993.
1 OJ C 37,10.2.1983; Bull. EC 12-t9BZ, point 2.1.50.a Bull. EC 11-1982, point 2.1.50.e Bull. EC 5-1983, ptint 2.1.53.
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Commission's communication on unem-
ployment among women in the Com-
munlty.r
Takine note of the considerable efforts
mad.6y the Member States to combat un-
employment among women' and observing
that men and women have not always ben-
efited equally from general measures to
counter 
-unemployment, It felt that the
measures to be promoted should be based
on the following principles:
(i) women wishing to work should have
equal access to jobs and equal pay, whatever
the economic situation;
(ii) women should be granted equal op-
portunities in the framework of measures
to stimulate economic recovery or Promote
growth in employment;
(iii) positive steps should be taken to im-
prove job prospects for women;
(iv) these principles should be taken into
account in measures to be carried out by
both the public authorities and the two sides
of industry.
In the light of experience already gained in
the Member States, the Committee selected
the following areas for action:
(i) job creation and the recruitment of
women;
(ii) vocational guidance and training and
the placement of women;
(iii) the social infrastructure, particularly
public facilities enabling family and occupa-
iional responsibilities to be shared more
equally;
(iv) collection of data on the situation of
women on the emploYment market;
(v) information campaigns to achieve
greater awareness of the problems to be
resolved.
The Committee asked the Commission to
initiate action so that the Council could
consider the matter in the light of the Com-
mittee's proceedings.
The Committee noted that the Commission
had presented a communication on the con-
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tribution that local initiatives could make
to job creation.2.
Employment and the labour market
2.1.63. On 17 November the Commission
transmitted to the Council a communica-
tion on women's unemployment in the
Community3 and on 22 November a com-
munication on the contribution of local em-
ployment initiatives to lob creation.4
Reorganization of uorking time
2.1.64. On 18 November Parliament en-
dorsedS the draft recommendation on the
reduction and reorganization of working
time6 stressing the vital need for Commun-
ity action in this area and for measures
to limit overtime. Parliament called on the
Commission to draw up proposals on the
basis of national reports to harmonize polic-
ies on working time and to submit an appro-
priate framework directive.
2.1.65. The Economic and Social Com-
mittee endorsed this proposal on 24 Nov-
ember.T
Free movement of workers
2.1.66. On 18 November Parliament
adopted a resolution on the problem of
migrant workers.s
Financia! instruments
European Social Fund
2.1.67. On 3 November the Commission
adopted the fourth batch of approval deci-
sions relating to applications for assistance
from the European Social Fund for 1983, the
total amount involved being 337.5 million
ECU and the total number of beneficiaries
527 471. Most of the assistance is earmarked
I Point 1.3.2.2 Points 1.2.1 to 1.2.13.3 Point 1.3.2; COM(83) 553 final.a Point 1.2.2; COM(83) 662final.5 oJ c J42,19.12.1983.6 oJ c 290,26.10.1982; Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.39.7 Point 2,4.8.8 Point 2.4.12; OJ C 342, 19.12.1983.
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for regional measures (243.7 million); other
operations concern migrant workers (43
million ECU), adaptation to technical pro-
gress (19.5 million), the handicapped (15.3
million), groups of undertakings (9.3 mil-
lion) and agriculture (5.7 million).
The total amount of Social Fund assistance
granted so far in 1983 is 7775.3 million
ECU, of which 440 million has been allo-
cated to Italy, 184 million to Ireland, 182
million to France, 170 million to the United
Kingdom, 105 million to Greece,50 million
to the Federal Republic of Germany, 15
million to Denmark, 15 million to the Ne-
therlands, 13 million to Belgium and
600 000 to Luxembourg.
2.1.68. On 18 November Parliament
adopted an opinionl on the results of the
conciliation meeting with the Council in
October on the review of the documents
relating to the reform of the European So-
cial Fund.2'f/hile welcoming rhe agreemenr
reached through the conciliation procedure.
Parliament restated its principal demands
(reference to per capita GDP as a criterion
for Fund aid to non-priority regions, Fund
aid for the provision of technical and advis-
ory services aimed at job creation, access
to Fund assistance for private bodies), and
called on the Commission to submit, by
July 1984, proposals aimed at improving
statistical methods in order to achieve reg-
ional concentration of Fund assistance.
2.1.59. On 17 November Parliament also
passed a resolution3 on the proposals con-
cerning the European Social Fund contained
in the Commission's report on ways of in-
creasing the effectiveness of the structural
Funds.a
Measures for ECSC workers
Social aspects of coal policy
2.1.70. The Economic and Social Com-
mittee gave a favourable opinion in Novem-
ber on a transfer from the general budget
to the ECSC budget for social and modern-
ization measures in the coal industry.5
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Education and vocational training
Cooperation in education
2.1.71. The Education Committee met on
17-18 November and considered the teach-
ing of Community languages, the problem
of employment for teachers and the Com-
munity programme of short study visits for
local and regional administrators in the edu-
cation systems. It agreed to develop this
programme and extend it to heads of estab-
lishments. The Committee also held an in-
itial discussion on the evaluation of the
results of pilot schemes relating to the educ-
ation of children and migrant workers, and
on the problem of illiteracy.
2.1.72. The Commission convened the
European Committee for School Television,
which continued its work on the coproduc-
tion of a series of programmes to mark the
forthcoming European elections.
2.1.73. On 8 and 9 November the Com-
mission organized a meeting in Brussels of
40 experts on the preservation and promo-
tion of regional languages and cultures
within the Community. This consultation
is part of the activities in respect of which
the Commission intends to take action in
line with Parliament's resolution of 15 Oc-
tober 1981 on a Community charter for
regional languages and cultures and the
rights of ethnic minorities.6
Higher education
2.1.74. The Commission has awarded 409
grants in the field of cooperation in higher
education; 274 subsidies were awarded for
the development of joing study programmes
and 135 for short study visits by teachers
and administrators in higher education. In
response to initiatives on the part of the
I oJ c 342,19.12.1983.2 Bull. EC 10-1983, point 1.3.7.3 Point 2.4.9.
a Supplement 3/83 
- 
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Councill and the efforts of Parliament relat-
ing to the development of cooperation in the
higher education field, the subsidies granted
are 50% up on 1982.
Vocational training
2.1.75. On 18 November Parliament
adopted a favourable opinion2 on the Com-
mission proposal for a Regulation on
special financial support for the construc-
tion and equipment of vocational training
centres and centres for the care of the handi-
capped in Greece.3 The Economic and So-
cial Committee also gave a favourable opin-
ion on the proposal.
2.1.75. The Management Board of the
European Centre for the Development of
Vocational Training met in Berlin on24 and
25 November to coordinate the Centre's
programme f.or 1984 with that of the Com-
mission. This will increase the programme's
effectiveness at a crucial stage of its imple-
mentation.
Youth exchanges
2.1.77. In connection with the second
Youth Exchange Programme,4 the Commis-
sion held a meeting on 10 November with
the national coordinators and the represen-
tatives of the bodies sponsoring the exchan-
ges. The discussions concerned the achiev-
ements of the 1983 programme, in which
1200 young workers took part (as compa-
red with some 1 000 in 1982), and the main
features of the new exchange programme
which is being prepared.
Living and working conditions
and social protection
2.1.78. On 77 November Parliament
adopted a resolution on the recognition of
the itatus of au pairs.s
Survey of labour costs
2.1.79. On 4 November the Council adop-
ted a Regulation relating to the organization
of a survey of labour costs in industry,
wholesale and retail distribution, banking
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and insurance.6 Using accounting data relat-
ing to 1984,in the followingyer the Com-
mission will carry out a survey based on a
sampling procedure covering undertakings
or establishments with at least 10 employees
and dealing with the average cost of labour,
the number of persons employed and their
working time.
Equality between men and women
2.1.80. On24 November the Commission
sent to the Council a proposal for a Direc-
tive on parental leave and leave for family
reasonsTwithin the context of the new 1982-
85 Community action programme for the
promotion of equal opportunities for
'owomen."
The aim of the proposal is that parental
leave enabling working fathers or mothers
to care for very young children should be
granted on an equal footing and that pro-
vision should be made for leave for family
reasons enabling workers to be absent from
work for a number of days per year to be
determined by each Member State. Leave
of a minimum of three months' duration is
proposed for every working parent with
children under the age of two, or under
five in the case of adopted or handicapped
children, as well as guarantees concerning
acquired rights and the return to the same
job.
'$(lhile expressing the wish that some finan-
cial assistance should be granted during par-
ental leave, the Commission leaves it to the
Member States to decide whether this leave
should be remunerated or not. The Com-
mission stresses the impact which these pro-
visions could have not only on the employ-
ment situation but also on the overall pro-
I Bull. EC 5-1982, point 2.1.34 et saq.; Bull. EC 6-1983,
points 2.1.74 and 2.7.84.
, oJ c 342, 19.12.1993.3 OJ C 232, 30.8.1983; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point 2.1.62.1 OJ L 185,21.7.1979; Bull. EC 6-7982,point2.t.67.5 Point 2.4.12; Ol C 342, 19.12.1983.6 OJ L 309, 10.11.1983; Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.65.7 oJ c 333, 9.12.1983 coM(83)686 final.s Bull. EC 12-1981, points 1.2.1 to 1.2.5; OJ C 186,
23.7.1982.
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vision of child care, which is a collective
responsibility of society.
2.1.81. On 15 November the Commission
approved a communication on unemploy-
ment among women in the Communityl
and established guidelines for combating it.
The Standing Committee on Employment
stated its views on these guidelines on 22
November.2
2.1.82. The Committee of Inquiry on the
Situation of Women in Europe continued
its work at three meetings held on 3 and 4
November, 2l and22 November and 29 and
30 November. It adopted reports on the
application of the first two Directives on
equal treatment for men and womenr3 the
implementation of the third Directive,4 vo-
cational training for women and education
for girls, and examined the preliminary
draft on the position of women in decision-
making bodies.
Social integration of the handicapped
2.1.83. On 4 November the Commission
convened a meeting of representatives of
the Community network of rehabilitation
centres, which was devoted to a discussion
of the final reports by the working parties
on the employment of disabled persons. A
new project for disseminating the achiev-
ements of the network was proposed.
Paul Finet Foundation
2.1.84. At its fifty-seventh meeting,s held
on 4 November, the Executive Committee
of the Paul Finet Foundation examined 218
applications relating to the 1983-84 school
year and awarded 189 scholarships rep-
resenting a total of BFR 3 015 761.
2.1.85. On the same day the Board of
Trustees of the Foundation held its annual
meeting. The annual report, which the
Board examined, showed that in rhe 1982-
83 school year 1 217 applications had been
considered and 1 002 scholarships worth
BFR 13 958743 awarded. Since it was set
up, the Paul Finet Foundation has received
17 541, applications and awarded 12744
grants amounting to BFR 122 795 421.
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Health and safety
Health and safety at work
2.1.86. On 23 November the Economic
and Social Committee gave a favourable
opinion6 on the proposal for a Directive on
the orotection of workers from noise at
*orf.7
2.1.87. The Advisory Committee on
Safety, Hygiene and Health Protection at
\Work gave opinions on a draft information
brochure on lead, on fundamental concepts
relating to exposure limits, biological and
medical monitoring and working environ-
ments and on a research programme concer-
ning safety in the building industry.
2.1.88. As in the pasts a colloquium was
held for labour inspectors in the Member
States and for European workers' and em-
ployers' organizations.
The subjects covered were the effectiveness
of inspections, safety committees and the
value of producing a framework directive
on the safety and information of workers.
Health and safety (ECSC)
2.1.89. On 25 November the Commission
adopted a fifth research p-rogramme on in-
dustrial hygiene in mines.Y
Health and safety (Euratom)
2.1.90. As provided for in Article 33 of the
Euratom Treaty, the Commission delivered
its opinion on two draft regulations relating
to radiation protection drawn up by Den-
mark in pursuance of the Council Directive
of 15 July 1980 amending the Directives
I Point 1.3.2; COM(83)653 final.2 Poinr 2.1.62.3 oJ L 4s, t9.2.t9zs oJ L 39, 14.2.1976.4 oJ L 6, 10.1.1979.5 Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.70.5 oJ c 289,5.11.1982; Bull. EC 10-1982, point 2.1.45.7 Point 2.4.26.8 Bull. EC 10-1982, point 2.1.44.e Point 2.1.199; OJ C 332, 8.12.1983.
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laying down the basic safety standards for
the protection of the health of workers and
the general public against the dangers aris-
ing from ionizing radiation.l
2.1.91. On 8 and 9 November the Com-
mission held in Luxembourg a second scien-
tific seminar on the optimization of radia-
tion protection. The aim of this seminar
was to review, in the light of newly available
theoretical knowledge and of practical stud-
ies carried out for a number of specific
situations, the progress made in this area
since the first seminar, which was held in
October 7979.2 Aspects of the radiation pro-
tection of both workers and the general
public were the subject of a detailed analy-
sis, from which it emerged that optimization
is a practical and necessary technique call-
ing for feasible operational procedures
which enhance the effectiveness of radiation
protection and sometimes save money.
Culture
Informal meeting of Culture Ministers
2.1.92. The Culture Ministers of the Ten
met informally under the chairmanship of
the Greek Minister of Culture and Science
Mrs Melina Mercouri. This was th. firri
time they had met within a Community
framework.
The first item they dealt with was the Com-
mission's communication on stronger Com-
munity action in rhe cultural sector.a They
then discussed the cultural se*ion of the
Solemn Declaration on European Unions
and the cultural, economic and social conse-
quences of the boom in audio-visual media.
Generally speaking the meeting demonstra-
ted the Ministers'determination to promote
practical cultural cooperation schemes
within the Community, either as specific
Community action on marters within its
competence or as part of the intergov-
ernmental cooperation provided for by the
Stuttgart Declaration.
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Priorities were identified for future Com-
mission action: social protection for cultu-
ral workers; adjustment of authors' and
performers'rights in line with developments
in text, sound and picture reproduction and
transmission techniques; more effective ac-
tion against the piracy of works of art and
to facilitate the movement of such works;
establishment of a list of the basic literary
works of each Member State; development
of a system of European grants for young
artists; establishment of record cards for all
stolen works of art.
In response to the cultural section of the
Solemn Declaration on European Union the
Ministers made a number of suggestions for
giving effect to this cooperation in such a
way as to back up the Community action in
the cultural sector: meetings between young
theatre companies and young audiences, or-
ganization of a European film festival,
travelling exhibitions of contemporary
painting.
The Ministers also considered the possibil-
ity of a common approach to the problems
caused by the boom in audio-visual media
(promotion of a European programmes in-
dustry, vocational training for specialists).
Finally the idea was mooted of examining
the cultural aspects inherent in relations
between the Community countries and the
ACP States during the negotiations for the
renewal of the Lom6 Convention.
2.1.93. On 18 November Parliament
passed a resolution6 on stronger Commun-
ity action in the cultural sector.4
I oJ L 246, 17.9.1980.2 Bull. EC t0-1979, poinr 2.1.59.3 A meeting took place in Naples in September 1982, at
which Spain, Portugal, the Council of Europe and Unesco
werc also represented. Bull. EC 9-7982,point2.1.712.a Supplement 6/82 
- 
Bull. EC; Bull. EC 9-1982, point
7.2.7 et seq.5 Bull. EC 5-1983, point 1.6.1 (para 3.3).6 oJ c 342,19.12.1983.
Regional policy
Regional policy
Integrated Mediterranean programmes
2.1.94. On 24 November the Economic
and Social Committee gave an interim
opinionl on the Commission proposals for
Mediterranean programmes./
Coordination and programmes
Regional Policy Committee
2.1.95. The Regional Policy Committee,
meeting on 10 November with Mr Bernard
Attali in the chair, endorsed the additions to
the United Kingdom's regional development
programmes for inner cities and mid-Wales.
It also approved 69 maior infrastructure
proiects iubmitted for ERDF grants and
ioniinued its preparation of the second pe-
riodic report on the social and economic
situation of the regions of the Community.
Financial instruments
European Regional Development Fund
Revision of the Fund Regulation
2.1.95. On 29 November the Council
adopted the Decision3 authorizing the Re-
gionalFund to exceed the7}o/o limit for ajd
io infrastructure investment projects in the
period 1981-83.4 Parliament had delivered
its opinion on the Commission's proposal
on 1i] November,s deploring the fact that
the Council's delay in agreeing to the reform
of the Fund had compelled the Commission
to ask the Council to grant this derogation
in the mean time, in accordance with the
Fund Regulation of 18 March 7975.6
2.1.97. On 18 November the Commission
sent the Council a new proposal for a Coun-
cil RegulationT amending the Regulation
of 18 March 1975 establishing a European
Regional Development Fund.5
2.1.98. On 18 November Parliament
adopted a resolution8 on the proposals
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contained in the Commission's report on
ways of increasing the tffectiveness of the
Community's structural Funds.9
Emergency relief to disaster victims
2.1.99. On 14 November the Commission
decided to grant emergency relief to the
vistms of the earthquake in the Lidge area,
which caused extensive damage and meant
that 700 families had to be evacuated and
given shelter. The aid, amounting to
:OO OOO ECU, is to be used in the first place
for supplying the victims with the means of
subsistence.
2.1.100. The Commission granted emer-
gency relief of 250000 ECU for the victims
of the earthquake in the Emilia-Romagna
region, which caused extensive damage, es-
peiially in Parma province, and necessitated
the evacuation and rehousing of about 500
people.
2.1.101. On 77 November Parliament
adopted resolutions on the Lidge earth-
quake, emergency relief following the Lilge
eirthquake and the earthquake in northern
Italy.d
Environment and consumers
Environment
Ten years of Community
environment policy
2.1.102. On 29 November the Commis-
sion celebrated the 10th anniversary of the
I Point 2.4.25.
z Bull. EC 3-1983, points 1.3.1 to 1.3.13 and 3.4.1 to 3.4.3;
OJ C 251, 19.9.1983; Bull. EC 7t8-1983, point 2.1.78; Bull.
EC 10-1983, point 2.1.7 6.3 oJ L 340,6.12.1983.4 Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.58.5 oJ c 342,19.12.1983.6 oJ L 73,21.3.192s.7 Point 1.1.7 et seq.8 Point 2.4.12; OJ C 342,79.72.7983.e Supplement 3/83 
- 
Bull. EC; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, points
1.1.1 and 1.1.13 to 1.1.20.
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Environment and consumers
Iaunching of the Community's environment
policy. Mr Narjes, the Member of the Com-
mission with special responsibility for the
environment, underlined the importance
that the policy has assumed since its inaugu-
ration in 1973. Having reviewed the achie-
vements of the past ten years and pinpointed
the difficulties encountered, Mr Narjes
went on to outline the issues to be tackled
over the next decade.
Council
2.1.103. A Council meeting of Environ-
ment Ministers was held in Brussels on 28
November.l Having failed to get through a
heavy agenda after some 18 hours of discus-
sions, the Council agreed to adjourn the
meeting until 15 December, when it would
continue its scrutiny of the following items
in particular: supervision and control of
transfrontier shioments of hazardous
wastes,2 action by'the Community relating
to the environment (ACE),3 Iimit values and
quality objectives for mercury dischargesa
and combating air pollution from industrialplants. t
Preve ntio n a n d red u cti o n
of pollution and nuisances
Air pollution
2.1.104. Parliaments and the Economic
and Social Committee5 gave favourable opi-
nions on the Commission's proposal of 15
April for a Directive on the combating of
aii pollution from industrial plants.T
Noise
2.1.105. On 29 November-with a view
to achieving a reduction at source of noise
caused by rail traffic, in the context of uni-
form Community legislation-the Commis-
sion adopted a proposal on the approxima-
tion of the laws of the Member States rela-
ting to the noise emission of rail-mounted
vehicles for presentation to the Council.s
This proposal has a twofold objective: pro-
tection of the natural environment and im-
provement of the acoustic environment of
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people living in the vicinity of railway lines,
and protection of industry and transport by
facilitating and safeguarding the free circu-
lation of essential rail traffic without distor-
ting trade or competition.
2.1.106. On 23 November the Commis-
sion incorporated9 amendments of a techni-
cal nature proposed by Parliament in Sep-
temberl0 into its proposal of January 1982
concerning airborne noise emitted by house-
hold appliances.ll
Chemicals
2.1.107. The Scientific Advisory Commit-
tee to examine the Toxicity and Ecotoxicity
of Chemical Compounds held its ninth
plenary meeting in Brussels on 17 and 18
November. The Committee discussed the
problem of defining methods of establishing
environmental quality objectives (Directive
of 4 May Dleltz and criteria for defining
dangerous substances (Directive of 18 Sep-
tembre l9ll1.rt It also drafted an opinion
on the safety of toys and the harmful effects
of formaldehyde. As it was beginning its
second term of office the Committee produ-
ced a report on its activities and elected its
Chairman and two Vice-Chairmen.
Protection and rational use of land,
the environment and natural resources
Flora and fauna
Berne Conuention
2.1.108. The Commission took part in the
second meeting of the Standing Committee
I Poinr 2.4.14.2 oJ c sj,25.2.1983; oJ c 186, 12.7.198i.3 oJ c 30, 4.2.1983; oJ c rs8, 16.6.198J.1 oJ c 20,N.7.1983.5 oJ c 342,19.12.1983.6 Point2.4,27.
, OJ C 139,27.5.198i; Bull. EC 4-1983, point 2.1.85.8 coM(83) 706 final.e oJ c 334, 10.12.r983; coM(83)594 final.
ro oJ c 227,17.10.1983.
rr OJ C 181,1,9.7.1982; Bull. EC 1-1982, point 2.1.39.12 OJ L 129, 18.5.1976; Bull. EC 5-1976, poinr 2.2.32.13 OJ L L59,15.10.1979; Bull. EC 9-1979, point 2.1.46.
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Environment and consumers
set up under the Berne Convention on the
Conservation of European \Tildlife and
Natural Habitats,l which was held at the
Council of Europe in Strasbourg from 8
to 10 November. The participants gave an
account of measures taken or planned to
implement the Convention. The Committee
underlined the importance of conserving
freshwater fish and proposed that they
might be included in the annexes to the
Convention. It also recommended that
priority be assigned to action aimed at pro-
tecting invertebrates in Europe. It went on
to discuss the protection of habitats in gene-
ral and the salt lake at Akrotiri in particular.
Finally, the Committee continued its efforts
to establish contacts with non-signatory
States with a view to boosting conservation
measures aimed at certain species or groups
of species.
Endangered species
2.1.109. On 28 November the Council
amended its Regulation of 3 December 1982
on the implementation in the Community
of the Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora,2 acting on a Commission proposal
made on 30 September.3
2.1.110. In a Regulation adopted on 28
November the Commission specified the
type of documents required for the imple-
mentation of the Convention and defined
uniform procedures for issuing and using
these documents.4
Natural resources
Containers for liquids
for human consumption
2.1.111. On 3 November, in response to
Parliament's opinion,5 the Commission
amended5 its proposal for a Directive on
containers for liquids for human consump-
tion.7 The Commission has adopted the
simplified text proposed by Parliament save
for the amendments relating to the scope
and legal form of the instrument.
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Consumers
Physical protectiort
2.1.112. On 25 Novembgr the Council for-
mally adopted the Directive on approxima-
tion of the Member State's laws relating to
textiles names,s which it had approved in
October.9
C o nsu mer i nformati o n, ed u catio n
and representation
2.1.113. On 9 and 10 November the last
meeting was held of the teachers belonging
to the network of consumer education pilot
schools. The aim of this network, which
began its operations in 197910 with teachers
in 20 schools participating, was to assess
ways of integrating consumer education
into various subjects. The main conclusions
of the experiment were set out in a final
report, which will enable the Commission
to decide on what further action should be
taken.
I ntern ati o na I cooperatio n
2.1.114. On 21 November the Commis-
sion and the Norwegian Government signed
an exchange of letters, which-following
the pattern of an arrangement already made
with Swedenll-provides for a regular ex-
change of information on consumer protec-
tion.
The value of such cooperation has been
demonstrated by experience in the environ-
mental field, an area in which similar agree-
ments already link the Commission with
I OJ L 38, 10.2.1982; Bull. EC 9-1982, point 2.t.49.2 oJ L 384,31.12.1982; Bull. EC t2-1982, point 2.1.105.3 OJ C 272,11.10.1983; Bull. EC 9-t983, poinr 2.1.72.4 oJ L 344,7.12.1983.
r OJ C 242, 12.9.1983; Bull. EC 7/B-198i, point 2.1.92.6 oJ c 312,17.t1.1983.
, OJ C 2M, 13.8.1981; Bull. EC 4-1981, point 2.1.39.8 oJ L 3s3, 15.12.1983.
r Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.1.98.to Bull. EC 1,0-1979, point 2.1.82.11 Bull. EC 12-1980, point2.7.77.
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seven countries, including Norway, with
which an exchange of letters took place in
February 1981.1
Agriculture
Proposals for rationalization
of the common agricultural policy
2.1.115. Further to its communication of
Iast July,2 the Commission sent to the
Council in November a report on the ope-
ration of the common organization of the
market in sheepmeat and goatmeat3 and
a communication asking it to establish a
detailed timetable for the examination and
adoption of the proposals before it concer-
ning animal health, plant health and feed-
ingstuffs, which are essential for the free
movement of agricultural products within
the Community.a
2.1.116. In November Parliament adopted
resolutionss on the Commission's July com-
munications relating to the common agri-
cultural policy6 and_ the structural Funds
(EAGGF Guidance).7
Council
2.1.117. At its meeting on 14-15 Novem-
ber the Council adopteds a Regulation
concerning the fixing of prices and other
measures f.or 7983184 for olive oil.v It ap-
proved the allocation of 30 million ECU for
igricultural research for 1984-88.10
Market organizations
Adiust-errt of the basic regulations
2.1.118. On 14 November the Council for-
mally adopted Regulations amendingll the
basic fruit and vegetables Regulationlz and
extending the rules applying to producers'
organizations, agreement upon which had
been reached in October in connection with
work on the acquis communautaire.l3
2.1.119. On 18 November the Commis-
sion sent to the Council a proposall4 for an
amendment of the basic fruit and vegeta-
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bles Regulation,ls the aim being to ensure
that fruit and vegetables marketed by gro-
wers on the wholesale markets comply with
quality standards, with certain derogations.
2.1.120. On 15 November the Commis-
sion orooosed to the Council a simolifica-
tion16 of'the basic pigmeat Regulation,lT as
a result of which the meat would no longer
be bought in for storage by public agencies.
Pigmeat has in fact not been bought in for
public storage since 1971, as private storage
arrangements have proved adequate to en-
sure price stabilization whenever market
difficulties occur.
2.1.121. On the same day the Commission
presented a proposall8 to the Council for
amendment of the basic Regulation on oils
and fatsle to provide a legal basis for food
aid operations in vegetable oils. These oils
will be purchased on the Community mar-
ket and, in the case of olive oil, from the
intervention agencies too.
2.1.122. On 30 November the Commis-
sion sent to the Council a proposal2o for
amendment of the basic wine REgulation2l
which will limit wine chaptalization autho-
rizations and broaden the scope of aids to
the use of grape must; aids to short-term
(three months) private storage, which, when
available on a permanent basis, no longer
I Bull. Ec 2-1981, point 2.1.33.2 Supplement 4183 
- 
Bull. EC; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point
1.1.2 et seq.3 Poinr 2.1.123.4 coM(83)d73 final.5 Points 2.4.9 and 2.4.10; OJ C342,19.12.1983.6 Supplement 4/83 
- 
Bull. EC; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point
l.l.! et seq.7 Supplement 3/83 
- 
Bull. EC.t Point 2.4.14.e Point 1.2.121.
ro Point 2.1.139.1r oJ L 3Ls,zz.lt.t9g3.
12 oJ L tlg,2o.s.t97z.
13 Buu. EC 10-1983, point l.l.l et seq.
14 oJ c 324,29.11.7983; COM(83)655 final.
15 oJ L ttg,2o.s.t97z.
16 oJ c 319, 2i.u.1983; coM(83)d59 final.
,, oJ L 282,1.11.1975; OJ L 307, 18.11.1980.
18 oJ c 327,1.12.198j; COM(83)566 final.te oJ 172,30.9.1966; oJ L 152, 12.6.1982.20 oJ c 338, 15.12.1983; coM(83)639 final.
21 oJ L s4, s.3.1919.
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Agriculture
assist market stabilization, will be disconti-
nued; certain criteria for the activation of
obligatory distillation of table wines and
the by-products of wine-making will be ad-
justed.
2.1.123. On 4 November the Commission
sent to the Council a reportl on the opera-
tion of the common organization of the
market in sheepmeat and goatmeatz and
detailed suggestions for the improvement of
the organization, made on the basis of the
proposals in the communication 
-of July
1982 on the adaptation of the CAP.j
ln 7982 sheepmeat and goatmeat accounted
for about 3Yo of the meat produced
(706 000 t) and 4% of the meat consumed
(970000 t) in the Community; the leading
producer is the United Kingdom (40%),
which is also the largest consumer (43o/')
and the main importer (74o/o) in the Com-
munity. Sheepmeat exports also account for
46o/o of the United Kingdom's agricultural
exports to the other Member States.
The Commission takes the view that the
market organization system has worked sa-
tisfactorily since its inception in 1980. It
proposes retention of the main features:
support arrangements through slaughter
premiums in Great Britain and optional in-
tervention in the other regions, clawback of
the slaughter premium paid in Great Britain
on export of meat to other regions, direct
payments to sheep farmers when market
prices fall, and non-application of MCAs;
but the Commission also proposes that ex-
penditure relating to these operations be
curtailed.
To reduce expenditure, the Commission
proposes that the variable slaughter pre-
mium be limited in order to curb excessive
reductions in sheepmeat market prices; that
negotiations should be carried out with
non-member countries with a view to reduc-
tions in the quantities planned under volun-
tary restraint agreements and that a mini-
mum import price be introduced; it also
proposes that calculation of the ewe pre-
mium should be adjusted and advances
against the premiums should no longer be
paid.
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In the same context, the Commission has
decided not to alter the system for clawback
of the variable slaughter premium and to
withdraw the proposal it had previously
made to this effect.a
Prices and specific measures
Wine
2.1.124. On 9 November the Commission
authorized the Federal Republic of Ger-
many and the United Kingdom to allow,
for the 1983184 marketing year, a further
increase in the alcoholic strength of certain
wines and certain products intended for
wine-making.s This measure should solve
the problem of the slow ripening, due to
bad weather, of the grapes of the Elbling
variety in Germany and of all varieties of
wine grape in the United Kingdom.
Also because of poor weather, the Commis-
sion authorized the supplementary acidific-
ation of certain products from the 1983
harvest in the ChAteauneuf-du-Pape desig-
nated area on 14 November.6
2.1.125. On the same day the Commission
increased from three to four months the
period for payment of the minimum pur-
chase price of wine sent for preventive distil-
lation and for special distillation, in respect
of contracts for which the payment of ad-
vances has been suspended until 3l Decem-
ber 1983.6 The aim of this measure is to
forestall the danger that distillers may ref-
use, because the advances have been sus-
pended, to conclude new distillation con-
tracts and thus jeopardize smooth market
operation.
Milk and milk products
2.1.126. The Council increased to 3250
tonnes the annual quantity of Emmenthaler,
1 coM(83)585 final.2 oJ L 183, 16.2.19s0.3 Supplement 4/83 
- 
Bull, EC.
'f oJ c zM, ?t.4.1982.5 oJ L 309, 10.il.1983.6 oJ L 315, 15.11.1983.
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Gruydre, Sbrinz and Bergkise cheeses which
the Community will import from Finland
in 1983 and 1984. The derogationl made
to the 1979 Regulation2 for this purpose
reflects the desire by both parties to increase
trade between them.
2.1.127. On 7 November the Commission
laid before the Council provisions3 designed
to render more flexiblethe7977 Regulationa
concerning the milk non-marketing and
dairy herd conversion premiums, on certain
conditions, for farmers who have begun
conversionl these farmers may now con-
tinue to send limited quantities of milk to
the dairies for some months after starting
conversion, while still qualifying for a pre-
mium.
2.1..128. On 28 November the Commis-
sion laid before the Council a communica-
tion on the programme for use during the
1984/85 milk marketing year of funds accru-
ing from the co-responiibility levy on milk.s
Eight types of scheme are planned, involv-
ing 535.5 million ECU:
Quantity
covered
by thc schcme
Promotion schemes within the Community
School milk
Butterfat for ice-cream
Butterfat for pastry and bakery products
Concentrated butter
Research within and outside the Community
Skimmed-milk powder programme
Improvement of milk quality
Oliue oil
2.1.129. On 15 November the Council
fixed the representative market price and
the threshold price for olive oil for 7983/84,
and also the level of consumption aid.6
2.1.130. On 23 November the Economic
and Social Committee endorsed the propos-
als for amending the basic Regulation on
oils and fats to promote consumption, to
monitor the application of the aid arrange-
ments for olive oil and to introduce meas-
ures concerning producers organizations.T
Processed fruit and uegetables
2.1.131. On 16 November the Commis-
sion adopted three Regulations fixing, for
dried grapes and dried figs for 1983/84 the
minimum price to be paid to the producer,
the production and storage aid and the coef-
ficients to be applied to these amounts for
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+ 50000t
100 000 t
to 200 000 t
5000t
350 000 t
the various qualities, and also the sales
prices fixed in advance for dried grapes of
the 1982 and 1983 harvests held by storage
agencies.6
2.1 .132. It also extended the period of sto-
rage of certain quantities of dried grapes
and dried figs held by storage agencies.E
2.1.133. The Commission also amended
the detailed rules of application of the aid
scheme for dried grapes and dried figse so
as to enable processors to submit a Iarger
number of aid applications.
I oJ L 309, r0.il.1983.2 oJ L 329,24.12.1979; oJ L 132,21.s.1983.3 oJ c 314, 19.11.1983; coM(83)644 final.1 oJ L 131,26.s.1972; oJ L 140,5.5.1980.5 coM(83)687 final.6 oJ L 32r, 18.11.1983.7 oJ c 249,17.9.1983; Bull. EC718-1983, point 2.1.130.8 oJ L 335, 30.il.r983.e oJ L 330,2d.11.1983.
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Agriculture
Tobacco
2.1.134. On 4 November the Council
raised to 40.3 million ECU the amounts
of Community financing of special aid
schemes for Italian tobacco growers af-
fected by the November 1980 earthquake
and determined procedures for the payment
of these aids.l It set at 30 June 1984 the
deadline for the payment of the aids by the
Italian authorities. A first amount of at least
20.3 million ECU is to be paid before 1
January 1984.
Hops
2.1.135. On 14 November the Council
fixed the amount of aid to hop-growers for
the 1982 harvest.2 It increased the aid per
hectare, by group of varieties, to support
growers' incomes at a time of surplus pro-
duction. The average aid was raised to 277
ECU/ha, fram797 ECU/ha in 1981.
Structures
2.1.136. On t7 November Parliament
adopted a resolution3 on the Community's
policy on agricultural structures.4
Integrated Mediterranean programmes
2.1.137. In November the Economic and
Social gave an interim opinion for the Euro-
pean Council meeting on the proposal_for
integrated Mediterranean programmes.s
New measures or changes to directives
2.1.138. On 23 November the Economic
and Social Committee endorsed the propo-
sal for an extension of the common measure
to accelerate agricultural development in
certain regions of Greece.6
Research
2.1.139. The Council endorsed as to prin-
ciple the proposal for a Decision adopting
common research programmes and agricul-
tural research coordination programmes.T
The Council limited the overall appropria-
tion to 30 million ECU (the Commission
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had proposed 65 million ECU) for 1984-
88. It added that it might, as appropriate,
approve an increase on the basis of a report
on the use of the funds to be made by the
Commission by the end of 1985.
Legislation
Veterinary legislation
2.1.140. Classical swine fever had per-
sisted and spread in the Federal Republic of
Germany, so that the Commission had to
withdraw the approvalgiven to the Cologne
Regierungsbezirks as an area officially free
of this disease. The disease-free status of
the Weser-Ems Regierungsbezirk was sus-
pended.e
2.1.141. On 10 November the Commis-
sion sent to the Council a proposal for a
Decision fixing at 70 kg the maximum
weight of uncastrated male pigs up to which
their meat may be released into intra-Com-
munity trade.lb
2.1.142. The Commission also laid before
the Council , on22 November,ll a commun-
ication following up, in the veterinary, plant
health and animal feed areas, the communi-
cation it had sent on 29 July;12 the Commis-
sion urges the Council to accept a timetable
for the adoption, in the near future, of
a large number of proposals designed to
consolidate and extend harmonization
measures with a view to the achievement of
an effective internal market.
1 oJ L 303, 5.11.1983; oJ L 322, 19.il.1983. See also oJ
L 58,2.3.1982; Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.1.174; Bull. EC 10-
1983, point 2.1.131.2 oJ L321, 18.11.1983; Bull. EC718-1983, point2.1.134.
r Point 2.4.9; OJ C 342, 19.12.1983.a Bull. EC 9-1983, poinrs 1.2.1 to 1.2.10.5 Point 2.4.24;Bull. EC 3-1983, points 1.3.1 to 1.3.13 and
3.4.1 to 3.4.3; OJ C 251, 19.9.1983; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point
2.1.78; Bull. EC 10-1983, poim 2.l.76.6 oJ c 210,6.8.1983; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point 2.1.144.7 oJ c 27,2.2.1983; Bull. EC 12-1982, point 2.1.128; Bull.
EC 10-1983, point 2.1.136.8 oJ L 334,29.11.1983.e oJ L 338,3.12.198J.
10 coM(83)5s5 final.
rr COM(83)573 final.12 Supplement 4/83 
- 
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Agriculture
2.1.143. On 23 November the Economic
and Social Committee endorsedl the propo-
sal for amending the 1.964 Directive on
methods of deteciion of brucellosis.2
Competition
2.1.144. Under Articles 92 to 94 of the
EEC Treaty, the Commission decided to
make no comment on the introduction of
the following draft measures, notified by:
Federal Republic of Germany
Schlestaig-Holstein: aids to farms affected
by drought in.1983;
Rhineland-Palatinate: aids to investment in
the wine sector.
Denmark
Changes in the budgets of nine funds of
agricultural organizations financed by
parafiscal charges;
Fifth amendment of the Act concerning the
State guarantee and interest subsidies on
Ioans contracted with a view to reorganiz-
ing debts: the change consists in a renewal
of the seven-month deadline for the filing
of intervention applications;
Bill providing for interest subsidies on loans
at high interest levels that cannot be cancel-
led, the aim being to reduce this net interest
rate to the current level: this aid scheme
will be available only to farmers who might,
without the aid, have to stop farming alto-
gether.
Italy
Specific case of the application of the Indus-
trial Restructuring and Conversion Act (No
675/77): the case is one of aids to the reor-
ganization of poultry market preparation
facilities by the modernization and rational-
ization of the slaughter hall and packaging
area. The Commission bore in mind the fact
that the objective pursued will not entail an
increase in slaughter capacities.
2.1.145. The Commission initiated the Ar-
ticle 93(2) procedure in respect of an aid
scheme concerning:
Bull. EC 11-1983
Italy
Clause in Act No 129 of 15 November 7982
providing for emergency financial measu_res
with regard to health protection and other
agricultural sectors. This clause concerns
aids to the export of table grapes to certain
non-member countries and is incompatible
with the requirements of the common
organization of the market in fruit and
vegetables.
European Agricultural Guidance
and Guarantee Fund
Guarantee Section
2.1,146. On 8 November the Commission
adopted an amendment3 to the 1977 Regula-
tion on the method and the rate of interest
to be used for calculating the costs of financ-
ing intervention measures comprising buy-
in[ in, storage and disposal.4 In the new
RCgulation, the interest rate chargeable for
public funds immobilized because agricul-
tural products have been bought in is re-
duced f.rom 9o/o to 8% for the period from
1 November to 31 December 1983.
2.1.147. On 29 November the Commis-
sion adopted a Regulation fixing the prices
to be used for calculating the value of agri-
cultural products in intervention storage to
be carried forward to the 1984 financial
year.s This operation, which is generally
based on the actual purchase price paid
for the products, comes under the current
management of EAGGF regulations.
Food aid
2.1.148. On 7 November the Commission
adopted nine decisions clearing the 1975
accounts for expenditure incurred by the
Member States on behalf of the Community
in respect of Community food aid schemes.5
The expenditure accepted as chargeable as
I Point 2.4.28.2 oJ c 255, 23.9.1983t Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.103.
r oJ L 307, 9.il.1983.4 oJ L 62,8.3.1917; oJ L 289, 13.r0.1982.5 oJ L 335, 30.11.1983.6 oJ L 322, 19.1r.1983.
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Fisheries
food aid totalled 157706763j9 ECU. The
Commission disallowed a total of
9448736.15 ECU.
Guidance Section
2.1.149. Under the Council Regulation of
5 February 7979 introducing a common for-
estry measure in certain Mediterranean
areas of the Community,l the Commission
adopted on 9 November a second group
of decisions concerning two special Italian
programmes, involving a total contribution
I Octobcr 1983 ratc-
of 10.1 million ECU (LIT 13820 million, of
which LIT 8 300 million in Emilia-Rom-
agna and LIT 5500 million in Marche).
2.1.150. Under the Council Regulation of
25 July 1978 concerning a common measurefor the improvement of infrastructure in
certain rural areas of Italy and the south
of France,2 the Commission adopted on 9
November a second sct of aid decisions for
1983. Fifty-one projects will qualify for aid
totalling 9.5 million ECU, distributed as
follows:
Numbcr of
proiccts
Aid in national
currency Aid in ECUr
France
Italy
Total
9
42
FF 8 176 123
LIT,t03 573 301
I 190 824
I 331 072
51 9 521 896
Fisheries
Resources
lnternal aspects
2.1.151. Pursuant to the 'roll-over' Regul-
ation-Regulation (EEC) No 198/833-the
Commission decided in November to halt
saithe fishing by vessels flying in flag of the
United Kingdoma or Denmarks and to halt
herring fishing by United Kindom vessels.s
2.1.152. On 15 November the Council
amendedT Regulation (EEC) No 198/833 to
authbrize Community fishermen, pending a
Council decision on the t983 TACs a"nd
quotas, to fish herring stocks in the nor-
thern and middle North Sea until 15 Decem-
ber 1983. The'roll-over' Regulation restric-
ted herring fishing to the southern North
Sea.
National conservation
and management measures
2.1.153. On 24 November the Commis-
sion took note of a draft United Kingdom
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measure, the Sea Fishing (Enforcement of
Community Licensing Measures) (North of
Scotland Box) Order 1983, implementing
Article 4 of the Commission Regulation of
29 luly 1983 establishing a licensing systemfor certain fisheries in an area north of
Scotland (Shetland area).8 The Commission
reminded the United Kingdom authorities
that it had the right to derermine, at any
time, whether this order was compatible
with Community law and in line with the
common fisheries policy.
National measures for the protection
of local stocks
2.1.154. As regards narional measures for
the protection of local stocks, the Commis-
sion approved on 11 November, as being
t oJ L 38, 14.2.1979.
, oJ L 2M,zB.7.tgzg.3 oJ L zs,zz.r.rgtj.4 oJ L 334,29.1r.1993.t oJ L 336, 1.12.199i.5 oJ L 3r1, 12.11.1983.7 oJ L 318, 15.11.1983.8 oJ L 206,30.2.1983.
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Fisheries
consistent with Article 79 of Regulation
(EEC) No 171183,1 two draft United King-
dom measures concerning the Solent oyster
fishery.
External aspects
Bilateral relations
2.1.155. In Brussels on 21 and 22 Novem-
ber the Joint Committee provided for in
te fisherils agreement wittr Guinea-Bissau2
held its annuil meeting, at which rules were
agreed for the issue of licences, the employ-
ment of seamen and the landing of catches.
2.1.156. The Joint Committee responsible
for managing the fisheries agreement with
Senega13 reviewed problems connected with
the operation of .the agreement, which ex-
oired-on 14 November. The renewal of the
inort ,...nt protocol establishing the fishing
rights of Community fishermen in Senega-
leie waters and the financial compensation
to be granted to Senegal4 was also discussed.
2.1.157. On2l November, when the Head
of State of the Islamic Republic of Maurit-
ania visited the Commissi,on, it was agreed
that the negotiations on a fisheries agree-
ment, whicli had been broken off in Maich,
would shortly be resumed.
Multilateral relations
2.1.158. The Commission attended, as an
observer, the annual meeting of the Inter-
national Commission for the Conservation
of Atlantic Tunas, held in Madrid from
9 to 15 November. It was agreed that a
conference of plenipotentiaries should be
called so that the Convention could be
amended to enable the Community to join.
France, which is a member of the Commis-
sion, agreed to organize the conference.
Markets and structures
Market organization
2.1.159. The Commission decided to re-
duce to zero, with effect from 1 November
1983, the export refunds on certain fishery
products.
2.1.160. On 17 November the Commis-
sion adopted a Regulation adjusting the
marketine standards for certain fresh and
chilled fiih.5
Structures
2.1.161. Pursuant to the Council Regula-
tion of 21 December 7982 on an interim
common measure for restructuring the in-
shore fishing industry and aquaculture,5 the
Commission decided on 22 November to
follow up its Decision of 28 July 19837 by
financinf 18 projects for the construction
and 9 plojecis for the modernization of
fishing vessels, together with two aquacul-
ture plojects in Italy and Ireland. The total
aid amounts to 3.2 million ECU. Table 5
shows the breakdown by Member State.
I oJ L 24,27.1.1983.2 oJ L 84,30.3.1983; Bull. EC 3-1983, point 2.1.132.3 Bull. Ec 6-1979,point 2.1.93.4 o1L379,31.12.1981.5 oJ L 321, 18.11.1983.6 0J L 5, 7.1.1983; Bull. EC 12-1982, point 2.1.151.7 Bull. Ec7/8-1983, point 2.1.173.
Table 5 
- 
EAGGF Guidance Section aid for fishery proiects
Numbcr of
projects
Aid
(natronal currcncy)
Aid
(m ECU'
Novcmbcr 1983 ratcs)
Ireland
Italy
Total
6
23
IRL 9M 067
LtT 2 69i 093 410
1.241
7.962
29 3.203
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Transport
2.1.152. On 25 November, pursuant to the
Regulation of 15 February 1977 on common
measures to improve the conditions under
which agricultural products are processed
and marketed,l the Commission approved
changes to the French and Italian program-
mes for fishery products. There is a supple-
ment to the French programme relating to
investments in wholesale undertakings,
while the Italian programme has been ex-
tended until 31 December 1984.
2.1.163. The Commission decided to ter-
minate the Article 93(2) procedure in the
respect of:
(i) an Italian aid scheme2 whereby the fuel
subsidy is renewed for the second half of
1981 and adjusted (the bill concerned has
been withdrawn);
(ii) the United Kindom's grant of financial
assistance3 to owners of fishing vessels in
respect of 1982,following the Commission's
final ruling, in a Decision of 8 February
1983, against such aid for 1980 and 19814
and the termination of the aid in January
1983.
Transport
lnland transport
Tripartite meeting
2.1.164. On 7 November a tripartite meet-
ing was held in Brussels between the Com-
mission, the group of 10 Directors-General
of the Community's railways and the Com-
mittee of Transport U(orkers' Unions (rail-
way employees section). There was a gen-
eral exchange of views on the direction to
be taken by the common transport poli-
cy----especially on matters relating to invest-
ment in infrastructure, the conditions of
competition between the modes of inland
transport, railway cooperation and improv-
ements to the financial situation of the rail-
ways.
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Approximation of structurcs
Harmonization of conditions
of competition
2.1.165. On 23 November the Commis-
sion sent the Council the ninth biennial
repofts on the implementation of the Coun-
cil Decision of 13 May 7965 on the harmon-
ization of certain provisions affecting com-
petition in transport by rail, road and inland
waterway.6
Harmonization of social legislation
2.1.155. A technical meering was held on
25 November with police officials from va-
rious Member States who described their
experience in enforcing th_e laws on tachog-
raphs (drivers' hours).7 Manufactureis
presented various models of tachograph,
which were compared.
Operation of the market
Rates
Fixing of rail rates for container
and piggyback transport
2.1.167. The Economic and Social Com-
mittee gave a favourable opinion in Novem-
ber on the proposal for a Recommendation
to railway companies on the fixing of rail
rates for international container or piggy-
back transport.S
Energy
Council '"
On 4 November the Council
to grant support for Community
oJ L 51,15.2.19n.
Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.140.
Bull. EC 1-1983, point 2.1.95.
Bull. EC 2-1983, point 2.7.724.
CoM(83)678 final.
oJ 88, 24.5.1965.
OJ L77,29.3.7969; OJ L 334, 24.12.1977.
OJC 187, 13.7.1983; Bull. EC 6-7983,poim2.1.220.
Point 2.1.171.
2.1.158.
agreed9
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Energy
projects in the hydrocarbons sector for
1983.r
Formulating and implementing
a Community energy policy
The Community's energy strategy
2.1.169. In response to the request that
was made by the special Council meeting
held from lO to l2bctober.2 The Councii
had a wide-ranging discussion on the posi-
tion of the energy strategy3 within the
framework of the Community's general pol-
icies. It adopted a report, for the special
Council meeting on 9 and 10 November, as
a contribution towards the preparation of
the European Council's deliberations on
new policies in Athens.
The report describes how the Community's
role has been changing over the last few
years, a salient feature being the fixing of
energy objectives for 7990, and emphasizes
the essential part which can be played by
the Community in coordinating and moni-
toring national policies. It also mentions
those sectors where action must be coordi-
nated at Community level in order to inten-
sify national efforts. It goes on to underline
the value of specifically Community prog-
rammes.
Five-year programme of action
2.1.170. On 23 November the Economic
and Social Committee gave its opinion4 on
the Commission communication setting out
a five-year programme of action on energy
and suggesting how it should be financed.s
Specific prriblems
Oil and gas
2.1.171. On 4 November the Council
agreed on a Commission proposal that fin-
ancial support of 28.5 million ECU be
granted to 38 projects in the hydrocarbons
sectorl6 it was formally adopted on 22 Nov-
ember. The aim is to encourage technical
development projects directly linked with
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production, transporta-
of oil and gas so as to
Community's security of
the exploitation,
tion and storage
help improve the
supply.
Solid fuels
Community policy
2.1.172. The Council considered the Com-
mission's proposal for a Regulation concer-
ning financial support by the Community
for industries producing solid fuels.T It
reached broad agreement on the parameters
-the competitiveness of Community solidfuels, their contribution to the Communi-
ty's independence of imported energy, pro-
tection of the environment-and procedu-
ral arrangements for future work in this
field. It asked the Commission to prepare a
new analysis of solid fuel requirements and
to forecast probable economic develop-
ments on the coal market, taking into ac-
count environmental problems and the cri-
teria for competitiYeness.
New system for coking coal and coke
for the iron and steel industry
2.1.173. The Council considered the com-
munication adopted by the Commission in
Marchs and agreed on a compromise sol-
ution whereby each year, for the next three
years, the Community will grant sales aids
relating to intra-Community trade in coking
coal and coke for the iron steel industry
covering a maximum of 10 million tonnes.
\When the system has been operating for
three years, this amount will gradually be
reduced in a manner to be worked out by
the Commission. The amount of aid is to
be limited to 3.5 ECU per tonne, a total of
35 million ECU a year, 5 million ECU of
I Poinr 2.4.14.2 Bull. EC l0-1983, point 1.4.1.3 Bull. EC 6-1983, points 1.2.1 to 7.2.4.4 Point 2.4.28.5 COM(83)315 finall Bull. EC 6-1983, points 1.2.5 to
1.2.20.6 Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.1.235; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point
2.1.186.7 oJ c 232, 30.8.1983; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point 2.1.188.8 oJ c 132, 19.5.1983; Bull. EC 3-1983, point 2.1.159.
Nuclear safety
which will be paid out of the ECSC operat-
ing budget, 6 million ECU by the iron and
steel industry itself (as opposed to the 17
million ECU paid under the present system,
which expires on 31 December 1983) and a
maximum of 24 million ECU by the Mem-
ber States which will be participating in
the scheme. The Commission was asked to
prepare a formal proposal for a decision so
that the Council can take a decision before
the present system comes to an end.
Restructuring; mo dernization and
social aspects of conuersion
2.1.174. On 24 November the Economic
and Social Committee gave its opinionl on
the proposal for a Council Decision concer-
ning a contribution from the general budget
of the Communities to the ECSC budget.2
Energy-saving and new sources of energy
2.1.175. On 29 November, acting under
the Council Regulation of 11 July 1983 on
the granting of financial support for demon-
stration projects relating to the exploitation
of alternative energy sources and to energy
saving and the replacement of hydrocar-
bons3 (which applies until the end of the
year), the Commission granted 9.9 million
ECU for 22 geothermal energy demonstra-
tion proiects and informed the Council of
its decision. These projects were selected
from replies to an invitation to submit pro-
ject proposals published by the Commission
in March 1983.4
2.1.175. Acting under the same Regula-
tion,3 and following the same invitation,4
the Commission granted 79.6 million ECU
f.or 76 demonstration proiects concerning
the replacement of hydrocarbons by solid
fuels. The Council was likewise informed.
Nuclear safety
Radiation protection
2.1.177. In November the Economic and
Social Committee endorsed the proposal for
a multiannual research and training prog-
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ramme in the field of radiation protection
(198s-89).5
Plant safety
2.1.178. Both Parliament6 and the Econ-
omic and Social Committee endorsed the
Commis-sion proposal for a research on re-
actor safety./
Decommissioning of nuclear power plants
2.1.179. Parliament6 and the Economic
and Social Committee also endorsed the
proposal for a research programme on the
decommissioning of nuclear installations.E
Research and development
Council
2.1.180. On 5 November the Council dis-
cussed9 the Esprit programme,lo the new
research programme (1984-87) for the
JRCtt and the third research action prog-i".-. in the field of non:r"lt.*-.r.igy.L
It identified points needing clarification be-
fore the next Council meeting in December.
Development of the common policy
Coordination of national policies
2.1.181. At its meeting in Brussels on 10
November the Scientific and Technical Re-
search Committee (CREST) approved the
new nomenclature for the analysis and com-
parison of science programmes and budget
(NABS).
1 Point 2.4.27.2 oJ c 2fr,26.10.1983; Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.1.185.3 oJ L 195,19.7.1983; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point 2.1.192.
'r oJ c 86, 28.3.1983;Bull. EC 3-1983, point 2.1.164.5 oJ c 179,6.7.7983;Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.1.240.6 oJ c 342,19.12.1983.7 oJ c 250,19.9.7983; Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.1.241.t oJ c 178, 5.7.1983; Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.1.242.e Point 2.4.14,lo Point 2.1.190.1l Point 2.1.184.l2 Point 2.1.187.
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Research and development
Cooperation with non-member countries
COST projects
2.1.182. On 14 November the Commis-
sion sent the Council two proposals for
decisions.l One is for a Community concer-
ted-action project on the use of lignocellu-
lose containing by-products and other plant
residues for animal feeding, and the other
requests authorization to negotiate an ag-
reement for implementation of the project.
2.1.183. The Economic and Social Com-
mittee gave its opinion in November on
a proposed for a concerted action project(COST 9lbis) on the effect of processing
and distribution on the quality and nutritive
value of food.2
M ultiannual programmes
New JRC research programme
2.1.184. In connection with the JRC re-
search programme (1984-87)3 the Council
noted that several points still required fur-
ther clarification, including the construc-
tion of a tritium laboratory at Ispra, the
subprogramme on fusion technology and
the special mobility measures for JRC staff
proposed by the Commission.
The Commission was asked to give further
details on these points.
Energy
Nuclear fission energy
2.1.185. On 18 November Parliament ap-
proved4 the communication from the Com-
mission on a research action programme on
the development of nuclear fission energy,s
together with two proposals for decisions,
one on the decommissioning of nuclear
plants6 and the other on reactor safety.T
Parliament welcomed these proposals and
stressed the value of shared-cost research
projects.
The Economic and Social Committee also
delivered an opinion on these proposals.
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Radioactiue waste
2.L.186. On 29 November the Advisory
Committee on Programme Management
which had been consulted by the Commis-
sion, endorsed the content of the third
RB{D programme on radioactive waste
management and storage (1985-89) now in
preParation.
Non-nuclear efiergy
2.1.187. The Council discussed the propo-
sed research action programme in the field
of non-nuclear energy (1983-87).8 Attention
focused on the question of the necessary
finance.
Raw materials
2.1.188, On 10 November CREST endor-
sed a proposal9 to amend the raw materials
programme so as to incorporate a prog-
ramme on the recycling of urban and indus-
trial waste, with no increase in appropria-
tions. The Economic and Social Committee
endorsed this proposal in November.
2.1.189. As part of its research and devel-
opment work on uranium exploration and
extraction, the Commission organized a
meeting in Brussels on 24-25 November of
the contractors involved in the Community
programmel0 so as to take stock of recent
results.
One development described at the meeting
was a plasma-source mass spectrometer of
exceptional precision and sensitivity that
will be extremely useful for the determina-
tion of traces of metals such as uranium,
rare earths and platinoids.
I COM(83)648 final.2 Bull. EC7t8-1983, point 2.1.199.3 oJ c ?50,79.9.7983; Bull. EC 5-1983, points 2.7.282to
2.1.285; OJ C 311, 16.11.1983; Bull. EC 10-1983, point
2.1.r89.4 oJ c 342,19.12.1993.5 Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.1.263.6 oJ c 178,5.7.1983; Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.1.265.7 oJ c 250, 19.9.1983; Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.1.264.8 oJ c 218, 13.8.1983; Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.262.e oJ c 272,11.10.1983l' Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.153.
ro oJ L 181,6.7.1983.
Research and development
Support for industrial development
Esprit programme
2.1.190. The Council continued its discus-
sions on the Esprit programme and made
significant progress on certain points.l
Basic technological researcb
and application of new technologies
2.L.191. On 18 November Parliament ap-
proved2 the Commission proposals for two
multiannual research programmes on basic
technological research and the applications
of new technologies.3
Telecommunications
2.1.192. The Council recognized the need
to develop Community action in this field.a
Biotechnology
2.1.193. The Council stressed the import-
ance of developing biotechnology research.s
Biomole cular engineering
2.1.194. From 7 to 9 November 150 re-
search scientists (geneticians, enzymolo-
gists, microbiologists, immunologists and
agronomists) involved in the Community's
research and training programme in the
field of biomolecular engineering5 met at
Louvain-la-Neuve. The main aim in holding
this meeting was to encourage the fullest
possible exchange of information, methods
and materials between researchers of dif-
ferent disciplines.
The results reported by each ofthe contract-
ing laboratories showed that very substan-
tial progress had been made in all sectors
of the Community programme. For many
cultivated-plants, methods of transferring
gexetic information between species norm-
ally isolated from each other by reproduc-
tive barriers have now been developed. In
an increasing number of cultivated varieties,
cell regeneration techniques can now be
used to differentiate isolated genetically
manipulated cells into mature organisms.
Great progress has also been made in other
parts of the programme, especially the pre-
paration of vaccines for livestock, the-use
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of immobilized enzymes to synthesize sub-
stances of high added value for the food
industry and the development of methods
for processing agricultural materials.
Tecbnical steel research
2.1.195. On 29 November the Commis-
sion approved expenditure of I 306 500
ECU to finance the following six steel re-
search projects: solidification brittleness of
carbon steels; automation of a universal
beam mill; tests on low-alloy steels perform-
ance in offshore service conditions; develop-
ment of an industrial production technique
for thin plating; technical steel literature'
irnpio".a'rtif#tion of blast furnac. 
"nf,steel plant slag.
On the same day it approved the granting
of 7 593400 ECU to six steel pilot/demon-
stration projects.T These projects will be put
before the Council for its assent and the
Consultative Committee for its opinion.
Science and technology for development
2.1.196. On 10 November CREST contin-
ued its examination of Commission propos-
als on assistance for the development of
indigenous scientific and technical research
capacities in the developing countries.s
Still outstanding are a number of questions
concerning the compatibility of this scheme
with the existing programme of support for
Member States' activities in the field of
science and technology for developmente
and the combined management of the two
programmes.
Living and working conditions
Radiation protection
2.1.197. In November the Economic and
Social Committee endorsed the proposed
I Point 2.1.25.
, oJ c 342, 19.12.1983.
r oJ c 230,27.8.1983; Bull. EC 6-798j,point2.1.271.4 Point2,l,27.5 Point 2.1.28.6 Bull. EC 10-1983, poinr2.1.197.7 coM(83)705.8 oJ c 180,7.7.198j; Bull. EC 6-198j,point2.7.277.e OJ L 352,14.12.1982; Bull. EC 11-1982, point 2.1.139.
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multiannual research and training prog-
ramme in the field of radiation proteciion.l
Enuironment
2.1.198. On 10 November CREST expres-
sed its approval of the revision of the secto-
ral research and development programme
in the field of environment (environmental
protection and climatology)-indirett and
concerted action (198 1-85).2
It made no statement on the increased re-
sources requested by the Commission (12.5
million ECU and an extra staff of five).
ECSC social research
2.1.199. In November the Commission
adopted, under Article 55 of the ECSC
Treaty, after obtaining the assent of the
Council and the opinion of the ECSC Con-
sultative Committee,3 a fifth research prog-
ramme on industrial hygiene in minel.a A
total of 11 million ECU has been allocated
to this programme which will last five years
from 1983.
I OJ C 179,6.7.1983; Bull. EC 6-1983,point2.1.279.
z Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.150.3 Bull. Ec 6-1983, point 2.1.280.4 oJ c 332,8.12.1983.
Spain
Accession negotiations
2.2.2. The 28th negotiating session at dep-
uty level on Spain's accession to the Com-
munities took place in Brussels on 18 Nov-
ember.2
The Community presented a statement on
the ECSC.
Spain made a statement on the following
aspects of the external relations negotia-
tions: textiles and clothing; justification of
quantitative restrictions uis-d-uis Japan; theCommunity rules on trade preferences.
Spain also presented a statement in the so-
cial affairs context on freedom of movemenr
for workers.
I Bull. EC 7/8-1983, poinr 2.2.3.
z Bull. EC7/8-1983, point2.2.4.
2. Enlargement and external relations
Enlargement and bilateral relations
with applicant countries
Portuga!
Accession negotiations
2.2.1. The 15th negotiating session at min-
isterial level on Portugal's accession was
held in Brussels on 29 November.l Two
major statements were made by the Com-
munity, one on agriculture and the other
on social affairs.
The statement on agriculture, which was
the Community's third statement of its offi-
cial position, set out the various solutions
and general transitional arrangements
which the Community considers-on the
basis of a detailed study of Portuguese agri-
culture's economic situation, infrastructure
and human resources-most likely to en-
sure smooth integration.
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Financial cooperation
2.2.3. As part of the continuing pre-acces-
sion financial cooperation between the
Community and Spiin,l the EIB granted an
initial loan of 15 million ECU for small and
medium-scale investment in industry and
allied services in the least-developed regions
of Spain.
2.2.4. on24*ou.n]0., the Economic and
Social Committee adopted an own-initiative
opinion" on the enlargement of the Com-
munlty.z
Commercia! policy
Contribution to the reversal
of protectionist trends
2.2.5. As part of the preparatory work
with a view to implementing the commit-
ments resulting from the 'Williamsburg
Summit and the OECD ministerial meeting
in May,3 the Commission sent a recommen-
dation to the Council on 21 November on
the measures to be taken as a contribution
to the reversal of protectionist trends.4
Three main possibilities for action were ex-
amined:
(i) accelerated implementation of the tar-
iff cuts agreed in the Tokyo Round of multi-
lateral tiade negotiationss (bringing for-
ward the second phase);
(ii) abolition of all quantitative restric-
tions applying to imports from least devel-
oped countries (with the exception of goods
covered by the Multifibre Arrangement);
(iii) continuation of the Community's
GSP scheme with improvements, especially
for the least developed countries.
2.2.6. On 29 November the Council reaf-
firmed the importance it attached to inter-
national declarations on the dismantling of
protectionist measures and acknowledged
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that the Commission proposal had some
very positive features. It declared its inten-
tion of taking a decision on this matter in
the very near future.
lmplementing the common
commercial policy
lmport arrangements
Easing of restrictive measures
2.2.7. Under the Council Regulation of 4
December 1980,6 the Commission decided
to open the following quotas for State-trad-
ing countries:
Italy-People's Republic of China: men's
woven silk shirts; women's hand-embroid-
ered woven silk nightdresses;7
Italy-Cze ch oslou akia : natural honey;7
Benelux-German Democratic Republic:
Portland cementlS
Italy-German Democratic Republic.' syn-
thetic textile fibres (discontinuous) of poly-
amides; synthetic organic dyestuffs;8
Italy-Poland: leather footwear for sports
us.ie
Italy-People's Republic of China: women's
hand-embroidered woven silk nightdresses.
Trade protection
2.2.8. The trade protection measures
taken in November are shown in Table 5.
I Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.2.3.2 Point2.4.27.3 Bull. EC 5-1983, points 3.4.2 and 2.2.62.4 coM(83)702 final.J Thirteenth Gcneral Report, point 494 et seq.6 oJ L 353,29.12.1980.7 oJ c 3os, il.11.1983.8 oJ c 31 r, 16.11.1993.e oJ c 318, z4.tt.t9B3.
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Table 6 
- 
Trade protection tnedsures (Nouember 1.983)
Treaties and trade agreements:
extension or automatic renewal
2'.2.g. On 4 November the Council aurho-
rized the extension or automatic renewal of
certain trade agreements concluded be-
tween lv{ember States and other countries(fourth batch for 1983).1 These are agree-
ments for which the date of expiry or the
date for giving notice falls between 1 Nov-
ember 1983 and 1. January 1984.
2.2.10. On 29 November the Council also
authorized the automatic renewal or contin-
uance in force of certain friendship, trade
and navigation treaties and similar agree-
ments between Member States and other
countries.2
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(initiation of
ceeding: OJ C
29.3.1983)
(ii) dicumyl per-
oxide, and termin-
ating the proceed-
lng
oJ L 329, 25.11.
1983
Sectoral commercial policy
measures
lron and steel products
Steel 
- 
external measures
1984 arrangements
2.2.11. On 29 November the Council set
out the guidelines to be followed by'the
Commission in extending the steel arrange-
ments to cover 1984.:
These measures supplement the internal
moves to combat the crisisa and involve a
12.5% reduction in imports compared with
I oJ L 309, 10.11.1983.2 oJ L 3fi,6.12.1983.3 Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.2.11.4 Point 2.1.17.
Commission
(i) copper sul
phate originating i
Yugoslavia
oJ c 301, 8.11.1
of:
(i) copper sul-
phate originating in
Yugoslavia
oJ c 301,8.11.1983
Acceptance of un-
dertakings given in
connection with the
anti-dumping pro-
ceeding concerning
imports of:
(i) sanitary fixtu-
res of porcelain or
china originating in
Czechoslavakia or
Hungary, and term-
inating the proced-
ding
oJ L 325,
1983
Prouisional anti
dumping duty on
imports of:
(i) concrete rein
forcing bars
inating in Spain
oJ L 303, 5.11.198
Prouisional
uailing duty on im
ports of:
(i) tube and pi
fittings of malleil
cast iron originati
in Spain
ol L 322, 19.11
1983
(initiation of
ceedings: OJ C i4
31.4.1983)
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Commercial pol'rcy
the quantities fixed in 1980; this rate there-
fore remains the same as in 1983.
The guidelines also restate the principles of
previ,ous years, with increased emphasis on
ihe rules governing regional distribution,
staggeringind breakdown by product, and
include a-mechanism for increased surveil-
lance in managing the arrangements.
Management of arrangements
2.2.12. The Commission held consulta-
tions with Norway and Finland on develop-
ments in trade in iron and steel products
between them and the Community. The
Commission had to withdraw from Czecho-
slovakia, in accordance with the arrange-
ment with that country, its margin of pene-
tration on the Community market, because
of deliveries made at prices which did not
conform to the rules of the arrangement.
Special steels
2.2.13. Following the consultations held
under Article XIX of the GATT in Geneva
on 25 November, the Council decided on
29 November to extend until 14 January
1984 the deadline for obtaining clarification
and improvement of the US offer of com-
pensation.l
Textiles
Agreements and arrangements
with non-member countries
2.2.14. Formal negotations with China on
a textiles trade agreement opened on 21
November. The Chinese delegation form-
ally tabled its position, already communi-
cated to the Commission in the course of
earlier informal contacts.2 Significant differ-
ences remain between the positions of the
two sides, particularly as regards quanrira-
tive aspects. On 29 November rhe matter
was discussed by the Council, which con-
firmed its general directives of February
1982.r None the less, in an attemps to nar-
row the gap between the respeciive posi-
tions, it recognized the need for some flexib-
ility within the general framework of these
directives, provided that an equivalent ef-
fort was made by the Chinese side.
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MFA countries
2.2.15. A second round of consultations
between delegations representing the Com-
munitv and Indonesia was held in Brussels
on 15-i8 November.4 Discussions continued
on the difficulties arising from Indonesian
exports of cloth to the United Kingdom,
Frince and Italy and agreement was reached
on annual levels for exports of cotton and
synthetic cloth to these three countries dur-
ing the three-year period 1984-86.
The Community also held consultations
with Korea on 7 November to consider the
question of exports of certain suits (for
martial arts) to the Community. Additional
quotas for category 29 were agreed, to be
used exclusively for this product.
Consultations with an Indian delegation
took place in Brussels on 14 November to
examine the problem of imports of pullov-
ers into the United Kingdom.
Two rounds of talks were held in November
with Romania, which agreed to limit its
exports of petticoats and slips to France in
the period from 1983 to 7986.
Czechoslovakia agreed to a regional re-
straint level for exports of outer garments
to France in the same period.
Me dit errane an p re fe re nt i al c ountr ie s
2.2.16. Consultations with Portugal took
place on 25 November. An adjustment of
the voluntary restraint levels was agreed
for this year, and the Portuguese delegation
affirmed its adherence to the arrangement
agreed for 1984 and 1985.
Informal contacts also took place with
Spain to prepare for the consultations on
the renewal of the existing arrangement.
A delegation from Turkey visited Brussels
on 19 November for further discussions on
the renewal of the agreement on cotton
yarn.
l Poinr2.2.20.2 Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.2.t4.3 Bull. EC2-1982, point 2.2.8.a Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.2.10.
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Non-ferrous metals
2.2.17. On 22 November the Council
adopted a Regulationl confirming rhe ac-
tion taken by the Commission in October2
to suspend until 31 December the issue of
export licences for aluminium waste and
scrap. This step, which is purely a precau-
tionary measure, does not in any way preju-
dice the export arrangements to be adbpied
for 1984 regarding waste and scrap of -alu-
minium and other non-ferrous metals (cop-
per and lead).
Electronic products
2.2.18. On 29 November the Council ap-
proved the Commission proposal for in
amendment to the GATT tariff concession
on sound reproducers with laser optical
reading system (digital audio disc).- The
amendment consists in doubling the cus-
toms tariff for this equipment for a period
of five years (on the understanding that the
duty will be progressively reduced to its
present level). At the same time the Council
decided on appropriate compensation for
non-member countries.
Relations with industrialized
countries
Norway
2.2.19. On 23 November the Norwegian
Prime Minister, Mr Kire Willoch, had talks
with Mr Thorn and Mr Haferkamp, and
attended a working meeting with several
Members of the Commission. The previous
visit to the Commission by a Prime Minister
of Norway was in November 1980.3
Mr Haferkamp stressed that bilateral rela-
tions were good and mentioned the forth-
coming elimination of quantitative and
tariff restrictions on trade in industrial
products between the two parties. The need
to ensure the diversification of Europe's
energy sources was also discussed, and the
Commission took note of the Norwegian
Prime Minister's statement to the effect that
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his country would be willing and able to
increase substantially its gas deliveries to
the Community in the early 1990s to prevenr
Europe from becoming dependent on exter-
nal supplies of energy, especially Soviet gas.
The higher price of Norwegian gas should
be regarded as an insurance policy against
an undesirable state of dependency. Finally,
aluminium and fisheries were among the
bilateral problems discussed.
United States
Special steels
2.2.20. On29 November the Council took
note of the progress made at the most recent
consultations (which opened in July under
Article XIX of the GATTa) held in Geneva
on 25 November between the Community
and the United States. It decided to extend
until 14 January 1984 the deadline, pre-
viously set at 30 November,4 for the conclu-
sion of negotiations, to allow the United
States time to clarify and improve its offer
of compensation.
Unitary taxation
2.2.21. On 9 November, at their meeting
with the American Under Secretary of Com-
merce for International Trade, Mr Lionel
Olmer, Mr Haferkamp and Mr Davignon
expressed their grave concern regarding the
effects (risk of double taxation and high
compliance coasts) of the introduction of
the unitary taxation system in a growing
number of states in the United States.5 Since
this meeting, the Commission has submitted
its position to the US Working Group on
Unitary Taxation, recently established by
the President under the chairmanship of the
Treasury Secretary, Mr Donald Regan, and
has prepared a statement on this subject for
presentation within the OECD's Committee
on Fiscal Affairs.
oJ L 327, 24.11.1983.
OJLn8, 11.10.1983; Bull. EC 10-1983, point2.2.77.
Bull. EC 11-1980, point2.2.44.
Bull. EC 7/8-1983, points 2.2.38 to 2.2.42; Bull. EC 9-
1983, points 2.2.15 to 2.2.17;Bull. EC 10-1983, points 2.2.19
and 2,2.20.5 Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.2.18.
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Bilateral contacts on agricuhure
2.2.22. As agreed at the recent talks in
Brussels between Mr Amstutz, an Under
Secretary of Agriculture, and Mr Poul Dal-
sager, a meeting was held between United
States and Community experts on 11 Nov-
ember to discuss certain technical details
associated with the import and use of cere-
als substitutes in the Community.
2.2.23. Parallel to these talks, a further
meeting of senior Commission and US offi-
cial took place in Brussels on 15 and '1.6
November;l some progress was made in
obtaining clarification of certain provisions
of the GATT (Code on Subsidies and Coun-
tervailing Measures) concerning agricul-
tural subsidies.
Continuation of negotiations on wine
2.2.24. The first bilateral consultation
under last July's exchange of letters on
wine2 took place in Brussels and in Trier,
Federal Republic of Germany, in Novem-
ber. The Brussels meeting concentrated on
the legislative measures to be introduced by
the two parties to adjust existing rules on
oenological processes, certification, desig-
nations of origin and labelling require-
ments.
2.2.25. The discussions also considered
the Community reference price system for
imported wines and the potentially detri-
mental effects on European exports of the
'Wine Equity Bill now before Congress,
which contains totally inacceptable provi-
sions on bilateral reciprocity.
Canada
2.2.25. The 21st session of high-level con-
sultations between the Community and
Canada took place in Ottawa on 23 and
24 November.r The talks revealed a broad
measure of agreement on the major econ-
omic and commercial issues, despites the
continued existence of a number of differen-
ces on bilateral questions (notably, applica-
tion of the fisheries Agreement, Community
imports of newsprint, taxation of alcoholic
beverages imported into Canada, Canadian
anti-dumping procedures).
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Japan
2.2.27. Having heard a Commission re-
port on the most recent developments which
had occured since its meeting of 17 Octobera
and on Mr Davignon's latest visit to Japan,
the Council adopted, on 29 November, con-
clusions in which it expressed its views on
the measures announced by Japan on 2l
October:5
'The Council noted the declaration of Mr Naka-
sone, the Prime Minister of Japan, and the meas-
ures announced on 21 October 1983 by the Gov-
ernment of Japan, to stimulate domestic demand
and facilitate imports from third countries to
Japan.
The Council welcomes the desire to encourage
imports which these measures represent, but re-
mains profoundly concerned by the continual de-
terioration in the balance of trade between the
Community and Japan. In this respect it recalls its
conclusions of 17 October 1983.
The Council noted the assurances of moderation
given by Japan concerning the export of certain
sensitive products to the Community in 1984. It
stressed the need to monitor closely the implement-
ation of these assurances. It asked the Article 113
Committee to examine problems that might arise
out of the implementation of these assurances and
report to the Council on suggestions for possible
further action.'
2.2.28. The Council also approved the
Commission proposal to increase customs
duties on compaCt disc players.5
2.2.29. The third EEC-Japan Sympos-
ium,7 organized jointly by the Commisiion
and the Japanese Ministry of International
Trade and Industry, was held in Tokyo on
17 and 18 November. It was devoted to
the prospects for the development of cross-
investment with a view to strengthening
cooperation between Europe and Japan.
Two hundred European and Japanese busi-
1 Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point 2.2.4i.
z Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point 2.2.44.3 Bull. EC 4-1983, point2.2.23.1 Bull. EC 10-1983, poinr2.2.?2.s Bull. EC t0-1983, point 2.2.23.5 Point 2.2.18.
z Bull. EC 11-1983, point 2.2.41.
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nessmen attented the symposium, which
was chaired by Mr Davignon and Mr Uno,
the Minister of International Trade and In-
dustry.
2.2.30. During this visit, Mr Davignon
met the Prime Minister of Japan, Mr Naka-
sone, and several members of the Japanese
Government, with whom he had talks on
economic relations between Europe and Ja-
pan as a whole. The Japanese authorities
iepeated their assurances that lapanese ex-
ports of certain sensitive products to the
-Community 
would be modErated in 1984.1
Relations with other countries
and regions
Mediterranean countries
Mediterranean policy
2.2.31. Pursuant to the Council Decision
of 25 January, exploratory talks were held
on 28 November between delegations from
the Commission and Lebanon. Emphasizing
the particular plight of their country, the
Lebinese representatives pointed to the
effects of the situation prevailing there-the
scene since 7975 of unrelieved tension and
violenc*-on the functioning of the agree-
ment, i.e. paralysis of the development of
normal relations between the parties and,
above all, the export of Lebanese goods to
both traditional (Arab) and European mar-
kets. Against this backdrop, the possible
impact of Spanish and Portugese accession
was analysed and suggestions were made by
the Lebanese delegation as to how relations
between Lebanon and the enlarged Com-
munity ought to develop.
Turkey
2.2.32. Following the earthquake in
north-east Turkey, the Commission decided
on 3 November to grant 500000 ECU in
emergency aid to the victims of the disaster.
This aid has been allocated to the League
of Red Cross Societies for the purchase of
basic essentials.
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Cyprus
2.2.33. Following the unilateral decision
by the Turkish Cypriot commgnity to set
up a 'Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus', the ten Member States adopted a
statement at a political-cooperation meeting
held on 15 November.z
2.2.34. The Commission issued the fol-
lowing statement the same day:
'The Commission deeply regrets and reiects the
unilateral declaration of independence of the Turk-
ish Cypriot community. The Government of Cy-
prus isthe sole legitimate representative recognized
by the European Community. The Contmission,
remaining anxious to achieve the obiectives of the
Association Agreement between the Republic of
Cyprus and the European Community, requests
interested parties to reconsider the decisions that
have been taken,'
2.2.35. The Counciltook note on 29 Nov-
ember of the Commission's intention to
send a representative to Cyprus in the very
near future to discuss with the Cyprus Gov-
ernment the development of cooperation
under the EEC-Cyprus Association Agree-
ment and to report to the Council on the
result of these talks. It also formally adop-
ted,3 following the favourable opinion deli-
vered by Parliament,a a Regulation on the
conclusion of a trade protocol for 1983.5
This protocol will enter into force on 1
December.
Malta
2.2.36. On 22 November the Commission
transmitted to the Council a proposal for a
Regulation unilaterally extending the trade
arrangements with Malta until 30 June
1984,6 pending the opening of negotiations
on establishing contractual trade arrange-
ments with thit country.T
I Bull. EC 2-1983, point 1.2.2.2 Poinr 2.4.1.3 Bull. Ec7/8-1983, point 2.2.53.4 oJ c 342, 19.12.1983.5 0J c 183,9.7.1983; Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.2.35.6 COM(83)584 final.7 oJ L 367,3t.12.1990; oJ L 180, 5.7.1983.
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Lebanon
2.2.37. In view of the latest developments
in Lebanon, the Commission decided on 23
November to allocate further emergency aid
of 1 million ECU for the people affected.l
This aid is to be channelled via the Interna-
tional Committee of the Red Cross.
Israel
2.2.38. On 22 November the Council
adopted a Regulation2 on the conclusion of
the Protocol relating to financial coopera-
tion between the Community and Israel3
which had been signed last June.a The Pro-
tocol will enter into force on 1 January
1984.s
Countries of the Gulf
and the Arabian Peninsula
Yemen Arab Republic
2.2.39. In November the Commission pro-
posed to the Council that negotiations for
a cooperation agreement be opened with
the Government of the Yemen Arab Repub-
lic. In March 1980 the Council offered the
countries of the region the possibility of
concluding cooperation' agreements with
the Community; the Yemen AR is the first
to have taken up the offer.
Latin America
Andean Pact
2.2.40. On 15 November the Commission
proposed6 to the Council that the agreement
between the Community and the Andean
Group countries initialled on 27 October be
conclird.d.T
Mexico
2.2.41. The Joint Committee set up under
the 1975 EEC-Mexico Agreements met on
15 and 17 November.
The two delegations reported on economic
trends and prospects and went on to look
at the development of bilateral trade and the
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trade problems which had been encountered
on either side. It was felt that Mexico could
strengthen its export performance by
making more regular use of the Communi-
ty's scheme of generalized preferences and
undertaking export promotion campaigns,
with Community assistance. The Mexican
delegation indicated its Government's in-
tention of easing import controls as soon as
the country's economic and financial situa-
tion allowed.
In the field of economic cooperation, the
practicalities of a project to set up contacts
between medium-sized firms on both sides
are being studied.
EEC-Mexico cooperation on energy is dev-
eloping. The same goes for cooperation in
the fields of science and research (under the
FASTe and the science and technology for
developmentlo programmes).
State-tradi ng countries
China
Visit by Mr Thorn
2.2.42. Mr Thorn's official visit to China
from 1 to 5 November was marked by ajoint announcement that diplomatic rela-
tions were being established between China
and the ECSC and Euratom. During his
visit, Mr Thorn had talks with Mr Zhao
Ziyang, the Prime Minister, Mrs Chen Mu-
hua, the Minister for Economic and Trade
Relations with Foreign Countries, and Mr
Wu Xueqian, the Minister for Foreign Af-
fairs.
These talks confirmed to both the excellent
state of relations between them; possible
means of furrher strengthening and develop-
ing these Iinks were also discussed.
I oJ L J62,31.12.1980; oJ L 180, s.7.198i.2 oJ L 335, 30.n.1983.
: Bull. EC 3-1982, point 2.2.40.4 Bull. EC 5-1983, poinr 2.2.47.5 oJ L 342,7.12.1993.5 oJ c 3r,30.il.1983; coM(83)654 final.7 Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.2.38.8 Ninth General Report, point 498.e Forecasting and Assessment in Science and Technology.
ro oJ L 3sz, 14.12.1982.
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Mr Zhao accepted Mr Thorn's invitation
to visit the Community institutions.
EEC-China Joint Committee
2.2.43. On 8 and 9 November the fifth
meetingl .lJE Jo.int Committee set uB
under the EEC-China Trade Agreement
was held in Beijing.
Both delegations were pleased to note the
significant improvement in the volume of
trade during 1983. The second half of 1982
had already shown a marked upturn, and
indications for the first six months of 1983
suggested that-after three years of stagna-
tion-it would be a record year.
Various cooperation schemes aimed at dev-
eloping economic and trading relations
were also examined. The two sides agreed
that most of the operations already under
way should be pursued and the implementa-
tion of new cooperation initiatives speeded
up, and that the Agreement be extended
by a.y3ar in accordance with the relevant
provlslons.
Development
2.2.44. These was considerable discussion
of development issues in November ip inter-
national organizations, notably DECO and
FAO.J
Council
2.2.45. On 15 November the Council ap-
oroved4 a resolution on food aid for devel-
tpments and noted the progress made in
implementing schemes in support of food
strategtes."
Food aid and emergency aid
Food aid
Food aid policy
2.2.45. Having held an initial discussion
on the Commission communication on food
aid for developmentT in June, on 15 Novem-
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ber the Council approved a resolution defin-
ing a number of guidelines for improved
integration of food aid in the development
process of the recipient countries.
2.2.47. Similar thinking inspired the first
Community measures in support of the food
strategies of certain ACP States.s The coun-
tries concerned are Kenya, Mali, Rwanda
andZambia
This approach will now become a feature
of the Convention's operations. If flexibility
and caution are used, it can be extended to
other countries which may be interested.
On 23 and 24 November a group of experts
from the Commission and the Member Sta-
tes reviewed the progress in implementing
the food strategies of Kenya and Rwanda
and looked at ways of intensifying the al-
ready close cooperation between experts in
these two countries and the Commission's
Delegates. This consultative circuit should
be extended to the Commission's and Mem-
ber States' experts. Another purpose of the
meeting was to examine and evaluate the
lines of action emerging from the proposals
made by the governments in question and
the views of key donors such as the World
Bank. The meeting agreed to concentrate
the dialogue on a few main lines of action
and to ensure a consistent and coherent
approach and avoid giving conflicting ad-
vice to governments of countries which have
adopted food strategies.
Commission officials visited the World
Bank in Washington fromT to 9 November.
Apart from high-level contacts with Mr
Wapenhans and Mr Knox, the Vice-Presid-
ents for Eastern Africa and Western Africa
respectively, the visit provided an opportu-
nity for an exchange of views at working
level on food strategy in general and its
I Bull. EC 17-7982, point 2.2.79.2 Twelfth General Report, point 528.3 Poinr 2.2.64 and 2.2.70.4 Poinr 2.4.14.
s Point 2.2,46.6 Poinr 2.2,47.7 Bull. EC 3-1983, points 1.1.9 to 1.1.23; Bull. EC 6-1983,
point 2.2.54.8 Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.2.54.
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implementation in Kenya, Mali and
Rwanda in particular.
Operations in place of food aid
2.2.48. Given the favourable reception of
its communication on food aid for develop-
ment,l on 30 November the Commission
proposed to the Council the implementa-
iiori 
"f operations in place of food aid2 incases where the provisions of food aid might
prove inadvisable owing to the results of
harvests or the state of stocks; they are
aimed at encouraging the recipient countries
to embark upon a strategy of self-sufficiency
in food.
The Commission proposes providing aid to
cover the financing of. inter alia: the supply
of essential inputs for food production,
rural credit operations, storage, transport,
distribution or processing of local food-
stuffs, applied research and on-the-job trai-
ning, and projects to develop food produc-
tion.
Emergency aid
2.2.49. In November the Commission au-
thorized the allocation of 500000 ECU to
Turkey, following the earthquake there.3
At the end of November it allocated a fur-
ther I 000 000 ECU4 in emergency aid to
Lebanon.S
General ized preferences
1984 scheme
2.2.50. On 29 November, on the basis of
proposals from the Commission in Iuly,6
ind'orsed by ParliamentT and the Ecoiomic
and Social Committee,s the Council appro-
ved in principle the Community's generali-
zed preferences scheme for 1984.
The list of GSP beneficiaries for 1984 in-
cludes 127 countries, following the addition
of Saint Christopher and Nevis, which be-
came independent in 1983.
In the agricultural sector the scheme provi-
des for improvements in preference margins
@
on 58 products (headings or subheadings);
among these, nine will now enter duty-free
(with the possible imposition of the variable
component of the levy on one of them). In
addition, changes have been made in the
breakdown of the quota for sliced preserved
pineapple as between Member States in
order to enable better use to be made of
it. The special arrangements for the least-
developed countries have been extended to
cover melon and water melon juice. Finally,
China will benefit under the scheme in
respect of certain fruit juices which had
hitherto been excluded.
For manufactured and semi-manufactured
products, the list of sensitive products has
been changed to take account of the econ-
omic situation. Seven products have been
taken off the list and 11 added. For some
countries, products which have been subject
to quotas are now imported under the more
flexible system of ceilings, while in other
cases, where imports from certain benefic-
iary countries have become particularly
competitive, quotas will be imposed. The
net result of the changes is that the number
of sensitive products has risen from 129 in
1983 to t32in1984.
Improvements in the preferential margins
have also been approved for a number of
products. They amount to a maximum of
l0o/o for quotas and 15% for ceilings. Refer-
ence bases for non-sensitive products have
been increased by 8.6% In addition, the
GSP has been extended to two more of
China's exports 
- 
copper bars and zinc
sheet.
The ECSC arrangements for iron and steel
products have been renewed apart from a
few adjustments necessitated by the transfer
1Point2.2.46,
2 oJ c 340, 17.12.1983; coM(83)595 final.3 Poinr 2.2.32.a Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.2.25.
s Point2.2.37.6 oJ c 263,3.10.1983; Bull. EC 7/8-198i, points 2.2.73 to
2.2.78.7 oJ c 342, 19.12.1993.8 Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.2.45.
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of certain steel products from the jurisdic-
tion of one Treaty to another.
As far as MFA textile products are concer-
ned, 1981 has been taken as the basis for
working out the offer (instead of 1977),
which will results in improvements varying
according to country and category.
Some flexibility has also been introduced
into the arrangements for administering cer-
tain tariff ceilings that are no longer allo-
cated among the Member States. Honduras,
after giving the necessary undertakings, has
become the 22nd country to benefit under
the GSP for MFA textile products. The offer
for non-MFA textiles, including jute and
coir, has been retained, the only change
being the cancellation of two unallocated
ceilings.
Commodities and world
agreements
Tropical timber
2.2.51. At the end of the second part of
the United Nations Conference for the pre-
paration of an International Agreement on
Tropical Timber,l held in Geneva from 7
to 18 November, a text was adopted by
consensus. The Agreement will be open for
signature fromZJanuary 1984 until a month
after its entry into force, which is due to
take place on 1 October 1984. It will last
for five years, and its objectives, apart from
that of providing a framework for coopera-
tion between producer countries and con-
sumer countries, cover the following areas:
market information, R&D, processing, re-
afforestation and forest management. In
sponsoring projects conforming to its obiec-
tives it will be financed mainly from the
second account of the Common Fund, once
this becomes operational.
The Agreement is of major importance on
more than one count: it concerns a com-
modity which, in terms of international
trade, is worth almost USD 7 000 million
annually, placing it second only to coffee
among vegetable products, and the coun-
tries involved in this trade vary consider-
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ably, from the giants-Indonesia, Malaysia
and, in the future, Brazil-to the small or
medium-sized producers in Africa, Asia and
Latin America. On the consumer side, the
biggest importers are Japan, the Commun-
ity and, to a lesser degree, the United States.
Moreover, viewed in a global context, the
Agreement represents the first significant
negotiations since Unctad VI and has thus
demonstrated the desire of the partners in
the North-South Dialogue for cooperation.
The successful negotiation of the Agree-
ment, in which both the Community and
the Member States will participate, is all
the more satisfactory given that the text
was specially drafted to take account of
the structure and regional particularities of
tropical timber.
Cocoa
2.2.52. The prepararory Co-*ittee set up
by the International Cocoa Council to work
on a fourth International Cocoa Agreement
held its first meeting in London from 31
October to 3 November. The meeting pro-
vided an opportunity for preliminary dis-
cussions at the technical level on the econ-
omic machinery of the new agreement, due
to take over from the 1980 Agreement when
the latter expires on 30 September 1984.
The Community and its Member States
gave an initial indication that they would
prefer an agreement based on a buffer stock
mechanism, backed up if necessary by a
system of export quotas. They expressed a
general desire that in the preparatory talks
the possibility of more effective and flexible
provisions, particularly as regards mechan-
isms and prices, should be investigated.
Sugar
2.2.53. The consultative group set up to
advise the Chairman of the UN Sugar Con-
ference2 met in London from 7 to 11 Nov-
ember to try and reconcile differences on
the machinery for regulating trade in the
t Bull. EC 4-1983, point 2.2.45.
z Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.2.34.
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next Sugar Agreement. A new proposal
covering arrangements for holding and re-
leasing surplus and reserve stocks was put
forward by the Chairman, Mr Jorge Zorre-
gueita. The Community undertook to reply
to this text before 20. December. .
Aid to non-associated
developing countries
2.2.54. On 15 November the Council held
a general discussion which culminated in
agreement on the guidelines to be followed
for the 1984 programme of aid to non-
associated developing countries.l
2.2.55. On 18 November Parliament gave
a favourable opinion on the matter.2
2.2.55. Following a favourable opinion
from the Committee on Aid to Non-Associ-
ated Developing Countries, the Commis-
sion took the following financing decisions
at its meeting on 4 November, the cost of
which is to be charged to the 1983 appropri-
ation of Article 930 of the Community
budget:
Indonesia: Madura groundwater develop-
ment (parallel co-financing with the United
Kingdom); total cost: 19.3 million ECU;
EEC contribution: 13.1 million ECU.
Peru: Maies irrigation pilot project (parallel
co-financing with Italy); total cost: 17 mil-
lion ECU; EEC contribution: 5.5 million
ECU.
Relations with non-governmental
organizations
2.2.57. Between 1 January and 30 Novem-
ber 355 admissible projects totalling 40.3
million ECU were submitted to the-Com-
mission by 125 NGOs. Total grant aid com-
mitted to date is 20.1 million ECU for 185
projects.
In addition, 44 campaigns to inform the
European public about development issues
have been co-financed at a cost of 2.2 mil-
lion ECU.
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ACP States and OCT
ACP-EEC Conventions
Negotiations for a new convention
2.2.58. The negotiations have got off to a
slow start. Two more meetings of the Plen-
ary Group3-ACP Ambassa-dors and the
Commission, with representatives of the
Member States attending as observers
-have been held since the formal openingin Luxembourg on 5 and 7 October,4 pro-
viding an opportunity for a preliminary dis-
cussion of ends and means under the future
convention.
However, despite the Community's urging,
there has as yet been no discussion of spec-
ific areas, e.g. trade, Stabex, and financial
and technical cooperation. The main reason
for this is the difficulty the ACP side has(comprising as it does 55 States if Angola
and Mozambique are included) in adopiing
detailed negotiating positions. This situa-
tion led the Council to decide on 29 Novem-
ber not to press for a ministerial meeting in
December, as originally intended.
Industrial cooperation
ACP-EEC relations in the mining sector
2.2.59. On 10 November the Commission
sent the Council a communication which
examined the background and reviewed the
present state of EEC-ACP relations in the
mining sector.S It suggested the adoption in
the negotiations for the next convention
of an approach based on mining strategies
aimed principally at developing ACP re-
sources and securing Europe's sources of
supply.
Operations in the sector underwent a rapid
and remarkable expansion in 1981, with
both the EIB and the EDF active in the area.
I Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.2..35.2 oJ c 342, 19.12.1983.3 Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.2.52.a Bull. EC 10-1983, points 1.2.1 ro 7.2.4.5 CoM(83)551 final.
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ln 1.982, however, the level of activity was.
more modest (through projects included the
first two Sysmin operations). Figures for
the early part of 1983 show the slowdown
in the rate of mining investmenr continuing.
European Development Fund
2.2.60. In October and November the
Commission decided on the allocation of
fifth EDF resources totalling 45 035 264
ECU to finance proiects, programmes and
emergency aid operations administered by
it in the following sectors:
Rural production
Trade promotion
Development
Railways
'Water 
engineering
Tourism
Road infrastructure
Training
Industrialization
Emergency aid
ECU
8 s85 000
288 000
12 500 000
12200 000
7 500 000
288 000
68t 332
2 400 000
142 932
450 000
Total 45 035 264
Export earnings
2.2.61. On 29 November the Council
reached agreement on the conditions to be
proposed for the reintroduction of a prefer-
ential sugar quota for India and for the
accession by Ivory Coast to the Sugar Proto-
col to the Lom6 Convention.
Visits
2.2.52. On 21 November the Head of State
of the Islamic Republic of Mauritania, Lt-
Col. Mohamed Khouna Ould Haidalla,
paid an official visit to the Commission,
accompanied by a large delegation. He was
received by Mr Thorn and held a working
meeting with Commission officials.
The most pressing subject of discussion was
Mauritania's appeal for emergency assist-
ance to combat the effects of the catastro-
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phic drought that has struck the western
Sahel region this year with a severity equal
to that of 1972/73.
The Commission promised immediate as-
sistance in the form of an exceptional aid
of one million ECU for medical program-
mes and the costs of distribution of food-
stuffs, as well as food aid in the form of
5 000 tonnes of cereals.
The other topic was the proposed com-
prehensive fisheries agreement with the
Community. Fisheries are Mauritania's
principal resource apart from the depressed
iron ore sector, but their exploitation has
recently been disappointing. It was agreed
to relaunch the negotiations without delay,
as soon as the objectives have been defined
on both sides at political level.
I nternational organizations
and conferences
United Nations
United Nations Industrial
Development Organization
2.2.63. The second consultation on the
pharmaceutical industry (the first was in
1980) was held in Budapest from 21 to 25
November. Community representatives at-
tended. This consultation concerned itself
with operations already underraken and the
possibilities for manufacture in developing
countries of the basic and intermediate
products of the pharmaceutical industry.
The guidelines followed by these countries
when drawing up contracts in this sector
were also examined.
Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations
22nd FAO Conference
2.2.64. The 22nd FAO Conference, held
in Rome from 5 to 24 November, was rhe
forum for a wide-ranging debate on the
world food and agriculture situation, the
I nternational organizations
discussion being dominated by the disas-
trous developments in many African coun-
tries.
The main subjects discussed were: trade
in agricultural products, the progress being
madt by the campaign to increase world
food security (reappraisal of principles and
strategies); agricultural adiustment interna-
tionally and the adoption of guidelines for
this; the possibility of an international ar-
rangement on plant breeding resources.
The Community's position on these various
issues was outlined by Mr Pisani, Member
of the Commission with special responsibil-
ity for development, who stressed the Com-
munity's notion of food security as some-
thing to be seen not panoramically but as
the sum of its parts, i.e. in terms of indivi-
dual countries and regions.
Cornmittee on Commodity Problems
2.2.55. The meeting in Rome of the FAO
Committee on Commodity Problems con-
cerned itself principally with: protectionism
affecting trade in agricultural products, the
situation on the sugar market and the out-
come of Unctad VI. The discussion on oil-
seeds and oils and fats focused mainly on
the Commission's proposal to introduce a
tax on oils and fats other than butter.l
The Community representative assured the
Committee that, if and when adopted, this
measure 
- 
which as yet was only a Com-
mission proposal- would fully conform to
thp Community's international obligations,
notably uis-d-uis the GATT.
General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade
39th Session of the Contracting Parties
2.2.55. The Contracting Parties to the
GATT held their 39th session from 21 to
23 November under the chairmanship of
HE Mr B.L. Das (lndia). This was a transit-
ional session, situated half way between the
important ministerial meeting of last year2
and implementation of the declaration
adopted-at that meeting,3 which should be
accomplished by the time of the next session
of the Contracting Parties in 1984.
The Community used this occasion to take
a more detached look at the international
trading system and some recent develop-
ments- The main theme was that there is
a need to work in the GATT by way of
consensus rather than confrontation: one
contracting party should not seek to impose
its own interpretation of GATT rules on
another. This was ultimately damaging for
the GATT trading system as a whole. The
Community also emphasized that further
trade liberalization, important though it
might be for promoting economic recovery
and alleviating the debt burden of the LDCs
was not the only factor. A drop in interest
rates or more stable exchange rates could
also play a major part.
The Director-General of GATT, Mr Arthur
Dunkel, announced the establishment of a
group of 'seven wise men' to examine the
fundamental causes of the problems of in-
ternational trade.
Committee on G ouernment Procurement
2.2.67. The meeting of the Committee on
Government Procurement, which was held
on 2 and 3 November, was mainly designed
to open formally the renegotiation of the
Agretment,4 under Article IX (5), with the
twofold objective of broadening its scope
and improving it on the basis of reciprocity.
Committee on Subsidies
and Counteruailing Measures
2.2.68. At its meetingonlT November the
Committee continued its examination of the
national laws of the signatory countries in
relation to the Code.a It also looked into the
possibility of improving their notification
system for subsidies and finalized its report,
for the information of the Contracting Part-
ies to the GATT, on how the Code is oper-
ating.
Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.95.
Bull. EC ll-lg82,points 1.1.1 to 1.1.3.
Bull. EC ll-1982, point 3.4.1.
Thirteenth General Report, point 494.
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During an ad hoc meeting on 18 November
the Committee again discussed, without
finding any solutions, the reports of the
panels which examined the United States
complaints about Community refundsl on
exports of wheat flour and pasta products.
The United States has also applied to the
Committee for conciliation in the matter of
Community refunds on poultry exports and
of subsidies granted by Brazil.
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
Executive Committee
2.2.69. The Executive Committee of the
OECD met on 7 and 8 November. It noted
that recovery had begun, though to varying
degrees in the various member countries,
and that the outlook for an acceleration
of growth was still uncertain. Against this
background the Committee took a look in
particular at the interrelationship between
the areas of trade and finance, a subject of
increasing importance because of the
serious proportions assumed by the debts
of a number of countries.
The Community's partners in the OECD
share its view that any commitments en-
tered into by the industrialized countries to
strengthen the trading sysrem (dismantling
of obstgcles to trade) must be put into prac-
tical effect by all OECD members if i cli-
mate of international trust is to be created.
Development Assistance Committee
2.2.70. A high-level meeting of the Devel-
opment Assistance Committee was held in
Paris on 28 and 29 November. The main
items on the agenda were the prospects and
problems of official development aisistance,
coordination between donors and the role
of women in development.. The Commis-
sion representative outlined the approach
being pursued by the Community in-rtnego-
tiating the ACP-EEC Convention and in
implementing its food strategies: priority
for the agricultural sector (emphasis on self-
reliance), policy dialogue (not to be con-
fused with 'conditionality'), the need for
flexible coordination (adapted ro each
individual case). These ideas were received
favourably by the Committee.
1 Point 2.2.23.
the Parliament delegation at the conciliation
meeting held the day before.
The main points of the Council's conclu-
slons were:(i) with respect to compulsory expendi-
ture, the Council increased from 250 million
ECU to 350 million ECU the appropriations
under the EAGGF Guarantee Section placed
in reserve (Parliament had wanted a reserve
of 825 million ECU), while retaining the
3. Financing Community activities
Budgets
General budget
Draft 1984 budget:
second reading by the Council
2.3.1. On 23 November the Council gave
its second reading to the draft budget for
1984, having regard to the amendments and
proposed modifications adopted by Parlia-
ment at first readingl and the commenrs of
Bull. EC 11-1983
1 Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.3.3.
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remarks which it had adopted at first re-
ading;(ii) it did not accept Parliament's view that
ihe aoorooriations for comDensations to the
Unitid Kingdom and Gerhany should be
olaced in i reserve and decided that this
ixpenditure should continue, at least provi-
sionally, to be classified as compulsory;(iii) in line with Parliament's req-uest, the
Council created a budget heading for Com-
munity action on the development of a
EuropLan industrial area but give it only a
The draft budget, which Parliament is to
give its second reading at the 12-15 Decem-
ber part-session, now stands at 27 064.9
million ECU in total appropriations for
commitments and 25228.9 million ECU in
total appropriations for payments, increases
of. 7.766h and 1.53% respectively over the
draft budget established by the Council at
first reading.l
Own resources
Future financing of the Community
2.3.2. On 15 November Parliament adop-
ted its opinion2 on the proposal for a Deci-
slon on own resources in relation to the
future financing of the Community sent by
the Commission to the Council last May.r
6
token entry (Parliament had proposed1210
million ECU in commitment appro-
priations).
Compared with the draft budget established
at first reading, the Council accepted in-
creases in non-compulsory expenditure of
465.8 million ECU (as against Parliament's
figure of Z+6+ million ECU) in commitment
appropriations and 377.1 million ECU (as
agiinst Parliament's 533 million ECU) in
payment appropriations. The main in-
creases by sector are as follows:
Paymcnt
aPProPflatlons
Fisheries
Regional Fund
Social Fund
ECSC social measures
Restructuring the coal industry
Energy (other)
Esprit programme
Transport
Food aid
Cooperation with non-associated developing countries
Special programme for hunger in the world
Other
Total non-compulsory expenditure
+ 1.4
+ 112.5
+ 120.0
+ 12.5
+ 2S.O
+ 24.0
+ 1.2
+ 27.0
+ 42.0
+ 11.5
+ 377.1
At the end of its second debate,4 it stated
its support for the Commission's approach,
including removal of the ceiling on the rate
of VAT payable to the Community and
the modulation of the burden on Member
States in excess of a certain figure, which it
also considered should reflect the share of
each Member State in the common organiz-
ations of markets in structural surplus. It
1 Bull. EC 7/8-1983, points 2.3.3 to 2.3.6.2 Point 2.4.8; Ol C 342,19.12.1983.3 oJ c 145,3.5.1983; Bull. EC 5-1983, point l.l.l et seq.4 Bull. EC 10-1983, poinr 2.4.17; Bull. EC 5-1983, point
2.4.17.
million ECU
+ 15.5
+ 100.0
+ 110.0
+ 12.5
+ 25.0
+ 30.0
+ 67.0
+ 10.2
+ 27.0
+ 10.0
+ 42.0
+ n.6
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advocated that the present method of calcu-
lating the contribution by each Member
State to the Community budget should be
replaced by a formula reflecting the finan-
cial and economic advantages and burdens
arising from Community membership. Fi-
nally, Parliament requested that the extra
appropriations derived from raising the
VAT ceiling should be spent on policies
other than agriculture.
2.3.3. Parliament also adopted at its Nov-
ember part-session a resolutionl on the pro-
posals contained in the Commission's re-
port on ways of increasing the effectiveness
of the structural Funds (the EAGGF Guid-
ance Section, the European Social Fund and
the Regional Fund).2
ECSC operating budget
Transfer from the general budget
to the ECSC budget
2.3.4. On24 November the Economic and
Social Committee endorsed the proposal for
a transfer from the general budget to rhe
ECSC budget to finance social measures
and restructuring in the coal industry.3
Financial operations
ECSC
Loans raised
2.3.5. In November the Commission made
a public issue of LFR 500 million (equiva-
lent to 13 million ECU) for a rerm of eight
years, placed at par with an interest rate of
'1,00/o.
It also made four private placings in Dutch
guilders, German marks ind Swiss francs
for the equivalent of 30.9 million ECU.
Loans paid out
2.3.6. Acting under Article 54 of the ECSC
Treaty, the Commission made the following
Bull. EC 11-1983
loans in November, amounting to 8.03 mil-
lion ECU:
lndustrial loans
2.3.7. An industrial loan of 7.09 million
ECU was made to assist the investmenr
programme of a British coal-handling firm.
Subsidized housinga
2.3.8. Loans for the building of subsidized
housing amounted to 0.94 million ECU, of
which 0.57 million ECU was for steelwork-
ers and 0.27 million ECU for mineworkers.
EEC-NCI
Loans raised
2.3.9. The Commission made three public
issues under the NCI in November:
(i) 20 000 million yen, rhe equivalent of
102 million ECU, issued at 99.75% with an
interest rate of 7.7o/o payable half-yearly for
10 years;
(ii) an ECU loan in two tranches-SO mil-
lion ECU at par with an inrerest rate of
1.lo/o for 10 years and 25 million ECU to be
redeemed at 783.5o/o with an interest rate
of 6o/o for 10 years;
(iii) HFL 200 million, the equivalent of
78.83 million ECU issued at par with an
interest rate of 8.75o/o for 10 years.
The Commission also made a private olac-
ing in Belgian francs for the equivalent of
32.7 million ECU.
I Point 2.4.9 and 2.4.10; OJ C 342, 19.12.1993.z Supplement 3/83 
- 
Bull. EC; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, points
1.1.13 to 1.1.20.
I Ol C 290,26.10.1983;Bull. EC t0-1983, point 2.3.4.a Only payments made during the month are reported in
this section. Decisions to grant loans were reported in the
'Employment, cducation and social policy' slction at the
time of the decision.
4. lnstitutional and politica! matters
European political cooperation
2.4.1. Following the unilateral decision by
the Turkish community in Cyprus to estab-
lish a 'Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus', the Ten issued the following state-
ment on 15 November:
'The ten Member States of the European Commun-
ity are deeply concerned by the declaration purpor-
tiirg to estaSlish a 'Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus' as an independent State. They reiect this
diilaration, which is in disregard of successive
resolutions of the United Nations. The Ten reiter-
ate their unconditional support for the independ-
ence, sovereignty, territorial integrity and unity of
the RepubliCof Cyprus. They continue to regard
the Government of President Kyprianou as the sole
legitimate Government of the Republic of Cyprus'
They call upon all interested parties not to recog-
nize this act, which creates a very serious situation
in the area,'
2.4.2. The situation in Cyprus was discus-
sed at the ministerial meeting held in Brus-
sels on 22 November, when the Ten con-
firmed their categorical refusal to recognize
the unilateral declaration of independence
by the Turkish Cypriot community and un-
dertook to continua their efforts to persuade
other countries not to recognize the regime.
The Commission was asked to present to
the Council on 29 November a report set-
ting out all the implications which the Ten's
posltion would have for the operation of
the agreement with Cyprus.
Also at the meeting on 22 November the
Ministers held an initial discussion to pre-
pare the ground for the European Council
io state its view when it meets in December
on the situation in Lebanon and the whole
problem of the Middle East. They reviewed
ihe nresent situation in Lebanon and ex-
presied concern about the fate of the Pales-
tinians in Tripoli.
This discussion followed the statement by
the Ten on events jn the north of Lebanon,
issued on 9 November:
'Thc Ten are deeply concerned at the fighting in
the north of Lebanon, which is causing intolerable
suffering and large-scale loss of life, particularly
among ihe civilian population of the region, Pales-
tinians and Lebanese alike.
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The Ten, who have frequently expressed their
oooosition to the use or threat of force in the
Uiaal. East, appeal to all those concerned to put
an immediate halt to the fighting and let reason
and moderation prevail.
This fresh outbreak of violence highlights more
than ever the urgent need to seek a negotiated
settlement of the region's problems, in accordance
with the principles which the Ten set out in the
conclusions of the European Council on 29 June
19821 and in subsequent statements. In particular,
self-determination for the Palestinian people, with
all that this implies, remains a fundamental issue
which must be dealt with in the context of a fair
and lasting overall solution to the conflict.'
At their meeting ori 22 November the Minis-
ters also discussed East-West relations,
Latin America and the Rangoon outrage
(condemnation of North Korea, whose re-
sponsibility was established in the report
drawn up by the Burmese authorities).
2.4.3. At its November part-session Par-
liament adopted resolutions on the deploy-
ment of missiles in lJ7estern Europe, the
bomb attacks in Lebanon, the general situa-
tion in Lebanon (with particular reference
to Tripoli), the 'declaration of independ-
ence' by the Turkish Cypriot community,
El Salvador, the situation in Grenada, the
violation of human rights in Guinea, the
prison sentence passed on Yos-sif Begun,
ind human rights in Zimbabwe.l
European policy and relations
between the institutions
European policy
Preparations
for the Athens European Council
2.4.4. The Council held its last two special
meetings before the Athens European Coun-
cil, to which it submitted 'draft conclu-
sions'.3
I
2
3
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Parliament
Greenland
2.4.5. The Council held a regular meeting
of Foreign Ministers on 29 November. The
discussions on Greenland centred mainly on
fisheries. The Danish delegation expressed
its concern regarding the amount of pro-
gress made in this area. Greenland will cease
to be a member of the Communities on I
January 1984. lf it does not obtain OCT
status, financial aid and a fisheries agree-
ment which respects its need for develop-
ment by then, Greenland could, following
the example of the Faroe Islands, opt for
non-member-country status and negotiate
freely with any State wishing to acquire
fishing rights.
The Council expressed its willingness to
find satisfactory solutions to take account
of the interests of both Greenland and the
Member States as quickly as possible.
lnstitutions and organs
of the Communities
Parliamentl
Strasbourg: l4 to l8 November
2.4.6. At its November part-session Par-
liament was confronted with serious and
urgent problems demanding a keen sense of
responsibility. This was reflected through-
out the week in crucial debates on security
in Europe and the deployment of nuclear
missiles and on matters which will deter-
mine the future shape of the Community-
reform of its finances and of agricultural
policy and measures to boost the efficiency
of the structural Funds.
The media emphasized the highly political
character of the proceedings by giving them
extensive coverage-indeed the missiles
debate was the first ever to be broadcast
live-and yet the President of the Council
claimed that the House had no right to
debate foreign policy or political coopera-
tion.
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Deployment of missiles and the balance
of forces in Europe
(15 and 15 November)
2.4.7. With their questions to Mr Kharala-
bopoulos, the Greek Foreign Minister and
President of the Council, Mrs Katharina
Focke (SoclD) and Mr Konstantinos Gon-
tikas (EPPIGR) prompted the House to deb-
ate and give its opinion on the deployment
of missiles in Western Europe. The two
questions pointed in different directions,
since Mr Gontikas asked why the chairman
of political cooperation had proposed, dur-
ing the summer, a six-month moratorium
before applying NATO's decision, while
Mrs Focke wanted to know why the Mem-
ber States had not yet discussed this move
in order to reach a common position. The
ensuing debate revealed two different
schisms: on the substance, with the split
between Socialists and Communists on the
one side and the majority of the House on
the other, coming out in favour of a balance
of forces in Europe and therefore support-
ing the NATO timetable; on the form, with
the clash between the House and the Coun-
cil President, who denied Parliament any
competence in foreign policy matters-to
his mind, the exclusive preserve of the
national parliaments.
\flith a reminder that the pacifists were in
the West and the missiles in the East, Mr
Konstantinos Gontikas (EPPIGR) urged the
Europeans to show their resolve to remain
independent. Mrs Katharina Focke
(Soc7D), however, feared that this would
I This report was prepared from It point de la session
published by Parliament's Secretariat. The complete texts
of the resolutions adopted by Parliament are reproduccd in
OJ C 342, 19.12.1983 and the report of the proceedings is
contained in OJ Annex No 302. The political groups of
members are indicated in brackets by the following abbrevia-
tions: Soc = Socialists; EPP = European People's Party 
-Christian Democratic Group; ED : European Democratic
Group; Corz = Communists and Allies; Li6 : Libcrals and
Democrats; EPD : European Progressive Democrats; Izd
= Group for the Technical Coordination and Defence of
Independent Groups and Members; NA : Non-affiliated.
The countries of origin are indicated as follows: B :
Belgium, DK : Denmark, D = Federal Republic of
Germany, GR = Greece, F : France, IRL = Ireland, I :
Italy, L = Luxcmbourg, NL = Netherlands, UK = United
Kingdom.
Parliament
only step up the pace of the arms race
and endorsed the initiative of the Council
President. Mr Kharalabopoulos, in the
Chair of the Council, refused to answer
their questions, arguing that the initiative'
concerned only Greece, an attitude
promptly described as a two-masked mas-
querade by Mr Klaus Hinsch (SoclD), who
wanted to give another chance to the
Geneva negotiations. Wherever they were
in government, almost all the European Soc-
ialists endorsed or supported the dual
NATO decision, claimed Mr Paolo Barbi
(EPP/l), adding that the demagogic proposal
for a moratorium was an encouragement to
the Soviet Union not to negotiate. Recalling
the increase in Soviet military strength since
the Helsinki agreements of 1975, Mr Fergus-
son (EDIUK) declared that the cowardice
of unilateral disarmament would resulr in
slavery. At the other extreme, Mr Sergio
Segre (Comll) was in favour of continuing
the Geneva negotiations even it they secured
only a partial dismantling of the Soviet
Union's SS 20 missiles.
Mr Egon Klepsch (EPP/D) and Mr Niels
Haagerup (Lib/DK) condemned the duplic-
ity of the German Socialists-who had pre-
viously denied the Community any com-
petence whatsoever in military matters and
had inspired the NATO decision and who
were now trying to use this same House as
a forum against the European arms they
had been advocating-and of the Soviet
Union in installing its missiles in 1977 right
in a period of ditente. Having in turn con-
demned what he called manipulated paci-
fism, Mr de la Maldne (EPDIF) said he
wanted to see the balance of forces restored,
a problem to be approached solely from
within the Atlantic Alliance, which he recal-
led was a defensive organization. In con-
trast, Mr Francis Wurtz (Com/F) com-
mended the House for at last discussing
peace and not arms; he suggested that all
the European countries take part in the
Geneva negotiations. Mr Alexandros Alav-
anos (Cotn /GR) gave added point to this
suggestion by asking that British and French
missiles be counted in the stock of nuclear
arms, to which Mr G6rard Jacquet (SoclF)
retorted that the French nuclear force was
a strategic deterrent and that France had
nothing to compare with Cruise, Pershing
and the like. Lady Diana Elles (EDIUK) was
strongly critical of the Council President for
ignoring Parliament's positions on political
cooperation and demanded a straight ans-
wer as to whether his proposal for a mora-
torium was a Greek or European initiative.
To all the accusations made against him
the Council President, Mr Kharalabopoulos
replied that it was Parliament-and not the
Greek Presidency-that had abused politi-
cal cooperation. He denied ignoring Parlia-
ment and was sure that reactions to his
proposed moratorium were due to a misun-
derstanding.
In adopting the joint resolution moved by
the EPP Group, the European Democrats,
the Liberals and the European Progressive
Democrats by 770 votes to 108 with 25
abstentions, the House gave its support to
the Governments of the Member States
which were displaying 'a firm resolve to
maintain the necessary balance of power to
safeguard the security of our countries and
of the Iflest as a whole'. The resolution also
rejected the attempts by the Greek Govern-
ment 'to use the process of European politi-
cal cooperation to alter the agreed position
of member governments and of other coun-
tries inside the Atlantic Alliance on the vital
issue of missile deployment'. On the other
hand, the House rejected the following four
resolutions: one by Mr G6rard Jacquet (Socl
F) and French Socialists, supported by the
Italian Socialists, which called for a mean-
ingful reduction in the SS 20 missiles and a
rebalancing of forces at the lowest possible
level; one by Mrs Katharina Focke (SoclD)
that called for a continuation of the Geneva
negotiations and a halt in the deployment
of all nuclear weapons by the West; one by
Mr Guido Fanti (Corn /I) that suggested
that the Geneva and START negotiations
be conducted together and that the Soviet
Union stop its new deployment of missiles
in the satellite countries; one by Mr Roland
Boyes (SoclUK) urging that all installation
of nuclear weapons be halted until the con-
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clusion of an agreement banning the deploy-
ment of new missiles.
A good many members gave explanations
of vote, including Mrs Gisdle Charzat (Soc/
F), who protested against yielding to the
coercive strategy of the Soviet Union, and
Mrs Paola Gaiotti di Biase (EPPll), who
announced that she would vote for both thejoint and the Jacquet resolutions. Quoting
a statement by the First Secretary of the
French Socialist Party, Mr Paul Vankerkho-
ven (EPP/B) declared that the nations of
Europe could not accept a right of veto by
the Elst on their security. Mr Klaus Hinsch(SoclD) believed that only negotiation
would get rid of the SS 20s, while Mrs
Danielle De March (Com/F) said that any
deployment of Western missiles would only
heighten tension. Mrs Simone Veil (Lib/F)
spoke of the 'lesson of Munich', contending
that it was the cowardice of the age that
had caused so many deaths and emphasizing
that accepting the missiles did not mean
accepting war and death but choosing to
defend peace at the same time as freedom.
Future financing of the Community
(10 November)
2.4.8. After votes on a number of amend-
ments at the October part-session, the Com-
mission proposal for a Decision on the fut-
ure financing of the Community had been
referred back to the Committee on Bud-
gets.l Since then a compromise had been
reached between a number of political
groups, which enabled the House to give
an opinion on the Commission's proposed
Decision and adopt by 108 votes to 63 with
27 abstentions the report by Mr Rudi Arndt(SoclD), which made four demands: a
weighting to be applied to the general Com-
munity VAT rate to allow for the differen-
ces between Member States in terms of per
capita income and economic capacity; ap-
plication of variable VAT rates based on
structural surpluses in certain agricultural
sectors but including (an amendment by
Mrs Kalliopi Nikolaou (SoclGR) and Mr
Flor O'Mahoney (SocllRL)) special meas-
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ures for the Member States with a below-
average GDP and an above-average share
of GDP and employment accounted for by
agriculture; a higher VAT ceiling 
-- 
a sine
qud non for relaunching European integra-
tion 
- 
to be accompanied by measures to
combat surpluses in agriculture; new rev-
enue accruing from the. higher VAT ceiling
to be allocated to policies other than the
agricultural policy.
rWhereas last Octoberl the House had
passed an amendment by Mr Eisso Voltier
(SoclNL) rejecting any system of modulat-
ing VAT own resources on the basis of an
agiicultural indicator, it now rejected an
amendment by the same member which
held that differentiated VAT rates based on
agricultural criteria were incompatible with
financial solidarity and would fail to secure
any reduction in structural agricultural sur-
pluses. Mr Christian de Ia Maldne (EPD/F)
wanted the procedure investigated since the
preceding amendment could not be consid-
Ered as having lapsed when it had been duly
and properly adopted.
The main amendments to the Commission's
original text were as follows: application to
allY AT revenue of a modulation according
to the relative prosperity of Member States;
the agricultural indicator to be determined
according to surplus production and no
longer in terms of all production under
common market organizations; the deroga-
tion as regards the agricultural indicator for
the poorer countries mainly dependent on
agricultural production. The Commission's
proposals for the rate of VAT increase were
considered 'suitable', but said the
amendment of the Committee on Budgets
- 
though the rules proposed by the Com-
mission for raising the rate were satisfactory
'this matter will have to be resolved in the
context of the question of competence
under the various national ratification pro-
cedures'. The idea of ratification was thus
reintroduced.
I Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.4.17.
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In the explanations of vote, Mr Louis Ey-
raud (SoclF) said he would be voting against
the motion for a resolution because it stipu-
lated an automatic link between the growth
of agricultural expenditure and modulation
of VAT based on Member States' shares
of final agricultural production. Mr Pietro
Adonnino (EPP/l) accounced that his Group
- 
which had voted against the Arndt report
in Octoberl 
- 
would vote for it this time,
so that the Athens European Council would
be given early notice of Parliament's posi-
tion. Mr Eric Forth (EDIUK) and Mr Rich-
ard Balfe (SoclUK) said that they would
vote against the resolution because it began
a.virtually irresistible move towards increa-
slng resources.
Improving efficiency of structural Funds
- 
Agricultural structures2
(16 and 17 November)
2.4.9. Parliament's debates on the Athens
package constituted in the main a joint rev-
iew of the Davern, De Pasquale and Patter-
son reports on improving the efficiency of
the structural Funds and of the Thareau
report on the Community's agricultural
structures policy. The need to strengthen
these Funds in terms of greater Community
solidarity was emphasized by rhe represen-
tatives of countries (Ireland, Greece) or
members from regions (Scotland, tVales)
lagging behind the Community average.
Presenting his report on the EAGGF Guid-
ance Section, Mr Noel Davern (EDPIIRL)
approved the priority tasks defined by the
Commission, namely promotion in-
vestments for the modernization and con-
version of farms, processing and marketing
of agricultural produce, preservation of
non-productive rural areai and improve-
ment of farm incomes in the least-favoured
regions. He nevertheless described as timid
the Commission's overall proposal to
double the allocations of the itructural
Funds in five years and called for other
financing venrures, notably for the estab-
lishment of young farmers and family
farms. He also urged the creation of a Euro-
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pean Guidance and Guarantee Fund for fi-
sheries, the sea and aquaculture. Mr George
Patterson (EDIUK), rapporteur for the So-
cial Fund, approved the Council's decision
to set aside at least 75o/o of the appropria-
tions for operations to boost employment
among young people under 25, but also
stressed the need to ensure that women,
migrant workers and the disabled continue
to receive aid from the Social Fund. Finally,
he maintained that the Social Fund alloca-
tion should be doubled in two years instead
of five, and that the Fund ought to be more
than just a vehicle for budgetary transfers
between the Member States. The rapporteur
for the Regional Fund, Mr Pancrazio De
Pasquale (Com/l) felt that the Council stood
condemned for still failing to take any deci-
sion on reforming the ERDF. Advocating a
concentration on Fund operations 
- 
which
he took to be essential to a redistribution of
resources in the Community 
- 
he believed
they would work only if closely linked with
those of other Funds.
The Community was the world's biggest
importer of agricultural products and still
had an overall deficiency despite several
sectoral surpluses, said Mr Bernard
Thareau (SoclF) as he introduced his report
on agricultural structures. Stressing that the
consumers rather than the farmers had ben-
efited most from the substantial gains in
productivity, he believed that agricultural
policy must strike a balance between pro-
duction under glass or intensive cropi 
-dependent upon heavy investments and im-
ports 
- 
and family farms. Surplus produc-
tion should be controlled 
- 
by varying
prices in line with quantities supplied 
-and sectors with deficiencies should be
stimulated. Mr Thareau called for regional-
ization that would avoid producing 'any-
thing anywhere' and would allocatC Com-
munity funds largely according ro rhe num-
ber of agricultural workers and in inverse
proportion to the relative wealrh of a re-
glon.
1 Bull. EC 10-1983, point2.4.77.2 Supplement 3/83 
- 
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Speaking for the Committee on Budgets,
Mr Michael Protopapadakis (EPPIGR) was
astonished that the Commission had done
nothing to coordinate the operations of
these Funds and had believed it possible to
make the essential increases in their alloca-
tion only if own reiources were increased.
Although broadly in agreement with the
Commission's proposals, Mrs Yvette Fuillet
(SoclF) nevertheless emphasized that Parlia-
ment set great store by the supplementary
nature and transparency of operations
undertaken under the Regional Fund. Mrs
Paule Duport (SoclF) went further, conten-
ding that an integrated regional programme
was surely the best possible way to operate
the Regional Fund. Mr Alasdair Hutton
(EDIUK) felt that coordination would be
most effectively ensured by reducing the
number of Funds to two, while Mr James
Provan (EDIUK) held that the Commission
must be given the means to monitor any
structural measures.
For the Commission, Mr Poul Dalsager wel-
comed Parliament's support as evinced by
the Davern report and believed that aid
must go to the regions where the problems
were 
- 
but, he added, without going fur-
ther than doubling the Funds. Turning to
the Thareau report on agricultural structu-
res, Mr Dalsager said he was at one with all
the main objectives, and particularly with
maintaining full employment in agriculture
and raising the incomes of the less favoured.
Alluding to the question of selectivity (Mr
Davern had proposed support for family
farms), he reminded the House that aid
granted in the form of investments would
have to meet certain criteria (improved pro-
duction, energy saving, etc.) and take ac-
count of regional particularities. The other
Commission speaker, Mr Antonio Giolitti,
considered that reducing the number of
Funds to two would take far too much
time, and in reply to a question from Mr
Patterson on the connection between multi-
annual programming and the annual budget
he indicated that the programming was in-
dicative and simply provided general guide-
lines. He warned, however, that should the
programming become binding, Parliament's
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role would no longer be part of the consul-
tation process but part of a conciliation
procedure.
The House then adopted the report by Mr
Davern (EPDIIRL) after slightly amending
it. It also adopted the report by Mr George
Patterson (EDIUK) after passing an amend-
ment by the rapporteur that stipulated
stricter procedures for advances and the
repayment of interest when appropriations
were not wholly used up, as well as cost/
benefit studies and the setting up of a flying
squad to investigate irregularities. The re-
port by Mr Pancrazio De Pasquale (Comll)
was also adopted.
The report by Mr Bernard Thareau (SoclF)
on agricultural structures was adopted by
77 votes to 22 and 1 abstention. In the
explanations of vote Mr Louis Eyraud (Socl
F) condemned the inconsistency of the right-
wing majority in demanding savings from
the CAP and doing nothing to achieve them
when it came to taking effective structural
measures. They had turned down the possi-
bility of varying price support in line with
volumes supplied by the farms and of differ-
entiated treatment of a single product ac-
cording to its value to regional economies.
Mr James Provan (EDIUK) said he was
voting against the report on procedural
grounds.
Adapting the common agricultural policy
(75,76 and 18 November)
2.4.10. Expounding the main ideas of his
report on adapting the common agricultural
policy, Mr David Curry (EDIUK) emphasi-
zed that the basic principles of the policy
should be preserved, that it should not be
conditioned by exclusively budgetary cri-
teria, that every effort be made to promote
exports and that a tax be imposed on im-
ported vegetable oils and fats. The solu-
tions, some of which were radical, all mar-
ked a certain continuity, added Mr Curry,
who concluded that a compromise was bet-
ter than no opinion at all from Parliament.
Mr Hendrik Louwes (LrblNL) believed that
the Community must cling to the CAP but
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stem the unbridled growth. Mr Kenneth
Collins (SoclUK) said that what was needed
was not an agricultural policy but a food
policy. Saving the CAP meant reforming it,
declared Mr Eisso Woltjer (SoclNL), who
was against the policy of unlimited guaran-
tees for all farmers. For the EPP Group Mr
Giosu6 Ligios (I) said that his colleagues
saw an acceptable compromise in reforms
which attached greater importance to struc-
tural policy; but own resources must still
be increased. For Mr James Provan (EDl
UK) the CAP was the very opposite of a
free-trade operation and could provoke a
trade war between Europe and America on
the international markets, which would be
fired by any taxation of imported vegetable
oils and fats, at present exempt. Any agree-
ment to increase own resources must there-
fore be conditional on the rise in agricul-
tural expenditure not exceeding the rise in
those resources. This view was not shared
by Mr Pierre Benjamin Pranchtre (Com/F),
who believed that proposed savings would
serve only to defray the costs of enlargement
and drive family farms to the wall. Instead
of a Malthusian and budgetary approach,
he called for the restoration of Community
principles and especially the principle of
Community preference, by diminishing the
advantages allowed to the 'milk factories'
that used by-products of American agricul-
ture and by promoting a long-term export
policy. Mr Neinrich Jiirgens (LiblDK), who
favoured a quota system that took account
of farmable surface areas by country, was
against taxing imported vegetable oils and
fats. Mr Gabriel Kaspereit (EPD/F) shared
Mr Pranchire's fears that the CAP might
fall to pieces, since budgetary facts tended
to dictate their law at the CAP's expense,
whereas a budget should be the mirror of
policies. Repudiating the budgetary answer,
he appealed for a political answer in the
form of a food strategy, a policy of aid for
investment and the creation of an export
promotion fund.
Replying for the Commission, Mr Poul Dal-
sager, threw his support behind Mr Curry's
blanket proposal. He pointed out that the
tax on oils and fats would be a tax on
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consumption not on imports; of the 3 400
million ECU in total savings that could be
made through the Commission's package of
measures, 500 million ECU would come
from oils and fats, if this tax was intro-
duced.
The House finally adopted the Curry report
by 94 votes to 46 with 38 abstentions. It
had earlier accepted three major amend-
ments: one by Mrs Simone Martin (Lib/F),
passed by 84 votes to 64, that rejected the
idea of quotas for each product; one by Mr
Eisso Woltjer (SoclNL), deleting all men-
tion of establishing long-term export con-
tracts for farm products and replacing it by
a reference to the GATT rules, trade wars
and the fight against hunger in the world;
one by Mrs Simone Martin (Lib/F), which
watered down the plan for taxing imported
vegetable oils and fats. Another amendment
passed was the one by Mr Gabriel Kaspereit
to exempt producers in underdeveloped re-
gions from measures that might prevent
them from reaching a level of development
comparable with that in the rich regions
of the Community. In the explanations of
vote Mr Joachim Dalsass (EPP/|) and Mr
John McCartin (EPPIIRL) said they would
vote for the report even though, said Mr
McCartin, it perpetuated the advantages
granted to the rich countries at the expense
of the poorer ones in the milk sector. In
contrast, Mr Neil Blaney (lnd/lRL) said he
was voting against, because the report har-
med milk production, vital to Ireland. Mr
James Provan (EDIUK) was also against the
Curry report, but in his case it was because
it did not propose any radical reform of the
CAP. Sir Fred Catherwood (EDIUK) said
he was opposed to any tax on imported
fats.
Z.1.ll. The House gave opinions on a
number of Commission proposals, in-
cluding:
(i) the annual report on the economic
situation in the Commuriity and the econ-
omic policy guidelines for L984;t
I Point 2.1.2.
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(ii) a draft Council resolution on methods
of promoting the utilization of the results
of Community-sponsored research and dev-
elopment programmes;1
(iii) a llth Directive on turnover taxesl2
(iv) special measures in favour of Greece
in the social field;3
(v) a recommendation on the reduction
and reorganization of working time;4
(vi) the outcome of the conciliation meet-
ing with the Council on the review of the
texts relating to the reform of the Social
Fund;5
(vii) a Decision enabling grant aid from
the ERDF for infrastructure investment pro-
jects to exceed the 70o/o limit;5
(viii) a Council Directive on the combat-
ing of air pollution from industrial plants;7
(ix) two Decisions on basic technological
research and application of new technolo-
gres;o
(x) a communication on a research action
programme on the development of nuclear
fission energy and two Decisions on decom-
missionine nuclear installations and reactor
safety;9
(xi) a Regulation on the conclusion of the
protocol concerning the arrangements to be
applied during 1983 between Cyprus and
the Community;10
(xii) Regulations fixing the Community's
generalized preferences scheme f.or 1984;tr
(xii| a decision determining the general
guidelines for 1984 concerning financial and
technical aid to non-associated developing
countriesll2
2.4.12. The House also passed resolutions
concerning:
(i) the convergence of economic policies:
the House urged the Commission to demon-
strate clearly the compatibility of each
measure it proposes with the primary objec-
tive of the convergence of economic poli-
cles;
(ii) shipbuilding policy: Parliament called
on the Commission to define a coherent
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contrast to the lick of progress so far;
(iii) cigarette tax harmonization: the
House recalled the position it expressed in
its resolution of l,i December i982,t3 in
particular to the effect that the third stage
of harmonization as proposed by the Com-
mission did not help to attain the final
objective;l4 it urged ihe Council to follow
Parliament's advice and reserved the right
to open a conciliation procedure should the
Council fail to do so;
(iv) harmonization of taxation in the
Community: the House emphasized that
meaningful progress must be made towards
harmonizing taxation in the Community; it
accordingly called on the Commission and
the Council to resume work on application
of taxation that takes account of the compe-
tition that exists between different types of
alcoholic beverages;
(v) recognition of the status of au pairs in
the Community: the Commission was asked
to prepare a recommendation on the status
of au pairs before March 1984 based on the
proposals of the Council of Europe Agree-
ment;
(vi) the problem of migrant workers: the
House pointed to the need to simplify the
complicated legal provisions relating to resi-
dence and work permits; it set out a series
of points which must serve as the basis
for a outline Directive on educational and
cultural matters;
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(vii) stronger Community action in the
cultural sector: the Council was asked to
make provision for annual meetings of the
Ministers of Culture; 1% of the Community
budget should be allocated for culture; the
House was also in favour of introducing a
cultural worker's identity card and facilitat-
ing the free movement of works of art;
(viii) the seismic activity affecting the
town of Pozzuoli in Campania: the House
called on the Commission to provide emerg-
ency financial aid in support of the victims
of this disaster;
(ix) the earthquake in Lidge: the House
passed two resolutions urging the Commis-
sion to present as soon as possible a special
assistance programme for reconstruction of
the stricken areas;
(x) the earthquake in northern Italy: the
House called for a Community contribution
towards the complete restoration of the
seriously damaged artistic heritage;
(xi) Turkey: distressed at the destruction
wrought by the earthquake at the end of
October in the Kurdish regions of north-
east Turkey, Parliament urged that the
transfer and distribution of this aid be mon-
itored and handled solely by non-gov-
ernmental international organizations;
(xii) the special plan to combat the
drought in the Sahel: Parliament called on
the Commission to draw up an emergency
plan and submit it to the Council as soon
as possible;
(xiii) the north-east region of Brazil: the
House called for exceptional emergency aid
for the victims of the drought;
(xiv) the Solemn Declaration on European
Union: Parliament made a new solemn ap-
peal to the Heads of State or Government
in order that, during the European Council
in Athens, decisions should be taken on the
main questions which were still pending.
2.4.13. In the field of political cooperation
and human rights Parliament passed resolu-
tions on:
(i) the 'declaration of independence' by
the Turkish Cypriot party: the House con-
demned the action taken by the Turkish
Cypriot party and urged the Council to take
all ihe nCcessary measures so that this action
remained null and void;
(ii) the bomb attacks in Lebanon: the
House vehemently condemned the terrorist
attacks on American and French soldiers of
the multinational force;
(iii) the situation in Tripoli, Lebanon: the
House called on the Ministers meeting in
political cooperation to provide diplomatic
supports at mediation;
(iv) El Salvador: Parliament expressed its
deep concern at the persistent and serious
violations of human rights in El Salvador;
(v) the situation in Grenada: Parliament
urged the Community to resume its prog-
ramme of aid for Grenada and to provide
special emergency aid to deal with the prob-
lems created by recent events;
(vi) violation of human rights in the Peo-
ple's Republic of Guinea;
(vii) human rights in Zimbabwe;
(viii) the prison sentence passed on Yossif
Begun (USSR).
Council
2.4.14. The Council held nine regular
meetings and two special meetings (to pre-
pare for the Athens European Council) in
November. The table below lists the num-
ber, place and date of each meeting, the
names of the Council President and Com-
mission representatives and the main items
of business. A more detailed account of
specific items can be found in the sections
of the Bulletin referred to in the footnotes.
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Numbcr, placc
and datc of
mccting
Subjat Prcsidcnt Commission Main itcms of busincss
878th
Brussels
5 November
(continued
from
25 October)
880th
Brussels
4 November
881st
Brussels
4 November
882nd
883rd
Brussels
14 and
15 November
Research
Energy
Industry
Cancelled
Agriculture
Mr Lianis
Mr Kouloubis
Mr Vaitsos
Mr Simitis
Mr Davignon
Mr Davignon
Mr Davignon
Mr Dalsager
First European ROD progrlflrne
on inform ation te ch nolo gy.r
JRC research programffie 1984-87.2
JRC Board of Gouernors.z
Structures and procedures of com-
,non science and technology po-
licy.2
Researcb action programme ia the
fiel( of non-nuclear energy 1983-
87.5
Research aspects of Commission
communications on telecommuni-
cations and biote chnology.r
Role of energy strategy.3
Solid fuels- financial aid for_Com-
munity producing industries.r
Coking coal and coke for iron and
steel industry.r
Ener gy demonstration p roj e cts.3
Support for C-ommunity hydrocar-
bons projects.s
Additional funds for ECSC.
lndustrial aspects of Commission
communications on telecommuni-
cations and biotechnology.l
New Community industridl policies
and conuergence of economies of
Member States.
Community ,nectsures likely to fos-
ter cooperatiolt arnofig business un-
dertakings.
Oliue oil.a
New Zealand butter.
Beef and ueal.
Amendment of Community list of
le s s-fau our e d farming are as.
Extension of common tneasure on
acceleration of agricultural deuel-
opffient in certain regions of Greece.
Joint research programmes and
programrnes for coordinating agri'
cuhural researcb.a
Tar'ie7 
- 
Council meetings in Nouember L983
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Table 7 (continued)
Number, placc
and datc of
mccting
Subjcct Presidcnt Commission Main itcms of busincss
884th
Brussels
22 and
23 November
885th
22 and
23 November
886th
Brussels
25 November
887th
Brussels
28 and
29 November
888th
Brussels
29 November
Develop-
ment
cooperation
Budget
Internal
market
Environ-
ment
Foreign
affairs
Mr Georgiadis
Mr Moraitis
Mr Tritsis
Mr Varfis
Mr Pangalos
Mr Tugendhat
Mr Davignon,
Mr Narles
Mr Naries
Mr Thorn,
Mr Ortoli,
Mr Haferkamp,
Mr Natali,
Mr Davignon,
Mr Tugendhat,
Mr Burke,
Mr Contogeorgis
Mr Pisani
Common organization of market in
sheepmeat and goatmeat.4
Implementation of food strategies.s
Food aid policy.s
Financial aid for non-associated de-
ueloping countries 
- 
general guide-
lines for 1984.s
Meeting with Parliament delega-
tion.6
Draft general budget for 1984.6
Simplification of formalities in
trade within Community.l
Mouement utith in Community.r
Single document.r
Abolition of technical barriers to
trade.r
Motol uehicle insurance.l
Muhiannual dat a-pro c e s sing p r o g-
ramtne (1979-83).
Raw materials programffie.
Standardization.l
Combating air pollution from in-
dustrial plants.
lmpact studies.
Specially protected Mediterranean
areas 
- 
Protocol to Barcelona Con-
uention.
Waste from titanium dioxide indu-
stry.
Lead in petrol.
Portuguese accession.S
Cyprus.e
Relations with ACP States and
India 
- 
preferential sugar.s
Central America.
Actiott to be tahen on Greek mem-
orandum,lo
Greenland.ro
Generalized preferences for deuelo-ping countries: Community scheffie
for 1984.s
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Commission
Number, place
and datc of
mccting
Subiat Prcsident Commission Main itcms of busincss
888th
(parallel
meeting)
Mr Vaitsos Mr Davignon
C omme r c i al p oli cy a c tion fo llow ing
OECD ministerial meeting and W il-
li am sbur g sumffi it 
- 
Counc il' s con-
clusions.l
EEC-Japan relations 
- 
Council's
conclusions.l2
Amendment to GATT tariff conces-
sion on certain sound repro-
ducers.l2
China: textiles 
- 
Council's conclu-
sions,ll
N.ewsprint.
Steel 
- 
internal measures,l
Steel 
- 
external measures.ll
Soecial steels 
- 
Council's conclu-
sions.l2
9
t0
lt
t2
Intcrnal market and industrial affairs.
Rcscarch and dcvelopment.
Energy.
Agriculturc.
Development.
Frnancing Community activities.
Financial rnstitutions and taxation.
Enlargemcnt and brlatcral rclations wrth apphcant countrics.
Europcan polrtical cmpcration.
Europcan policy and rclations between thc institutions.
Commercial pohcy.
Industriahzcd countries.
Commission
Activities
2.4.15. As in most recent months, the
Commission devoted the greater part of its
time to work on the major issues for discus-
sion at the Athens European Council. With
an eye to this meeting, it also transmitted a
communication on the economic and social
situation of the Community and its annual
report on European Union.
D e cisions, communic ations
and proposals
2.4.16. With a view to ironing out the
differences of opinion which had emerged
in the Council on a number of basic issues
during the examination of its 1981 proposal
for a revision of the ERDF Regulation, the
Commission sent to the Council an amend-
sed proposall based on the guidelines in
Bull. EC 11-1983
its report on the ways of increasing the
effectiveness of the structural Funds.2
The Commission transmitted to the Council
a report and a draft Resolution on the con-
tribution which local employment initiati-
ves could make towards combating unem-
ployment.3 It also approved a report to the
Council on unemployment among women
in the Community.4
Given the seriousness of the situation on
the steel market, the Commission was obli-
ged to envisage additional measures to im-
prove monitoring of intra-Community and
external trade and the introduction of mini-
mum prices for flat products and heavy
sections. It also approved on first reading
I Points 1.1.1 to 1.1.8.2 Supplement 3/83 
- 
Bull. EC.J Points 1.2.1 to 1.2,13.4 Points 1.3.1 and 1.3.2.
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Court of Justice
the forward programme for steel for the
first quarter of. 7984-to be submitted to
the ECSC Consultative Committee for its
opinion before final adoption. I, astly, it es-
t;blished the abatement rates for the first
quarter of.t9g+ for steel products subject to
a quota system.
The Commission decided not to accept
Greece's request for transitional measures
in respect oT its accession to the Luxem-
bourg- (Community patent) and Munich
(European patent) Conventions.
2.4.17. The Commission expressed its
deep concern at and rejection of the unilat-
eral declaration of independence by the
Turkish Cypriot community.
The Commission decided to grant one mil-
lion ECU in emergency aid to the people of
Lebanon directly affected by recent events
(especially in Beirut and Tripoli). This aid
would be administered through the Inter-
national Red Cross.
Lastly, the Commission transmitted to the
Council a recommendation for a Decision
authorizing negotiations for a cooperation
agreement with the Yemen Arab Republic.
Relations with workers'
and employers' organizations
2.4.18. Preliminary consultations with the
European Trade Union Confederation's ex-
2.4.20. New cases
perts covered the economic situation and
employment, relations and cooperation be-
tween the Community and the EFTA coun-
tries, Community policy on migrant work-
ers and education and training.
The representatives of the European Com-
mittee of Food, Catering and Allied \flork-
ers' Unions raised the question of the reper-
cussions of new technology on the level of
employment in the meat industry.
Court of Justicel
Appointments
2.4.19. On 29 November the Representa-
tives of the Governments of the Member
States appointed, with effect from 11 Janu-
ary 7984, Mr Carl Otto Lenz as Advocate-
General to the Court of Justice until6 Octo-
ber 1985 to replace Mr G. Reischl, who has
resigned.2
ECSC 
- 
Steel
250/83 
- 
Finsider SpA v Com-
missionl
259/83 
- 
Badische Stahlwerke
AG v Commission2
260/83 
- 
Kliickner-Werke AG v
Commission2
262/83 
- 
Krupp Stahl AG v
Commission
I For morc detailed information, see the texts published
by the Coun of Justice in rhe Official Jouraal and the
European Court Reports, and the publications of its Infor-
mation Office (e,g. the annual synopsis of the work of the
Court or the information quarterly).2 oJ L 348, 10.12.1983.
Article 33 of
ECSC Treaty
Article 33 of
ECSC Treaty
Article 33 of
ECSC Treaty
Article 33 of
ECSC Treaty
the
the
the
the
Decision 2748/83/ECSC (monitoring system
and steel production quotas)
Decision notifying the applicant of steel pro-
duction quotas
Decision notifying the applicant of steel pro-
duction quotas
Decision notifying the applicant of steel pro-
duction quotas
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Court of Justice
Frec movement of goods
240/83 
- 
Procureur de la R6pub-
Iique Frangaise v Association de
D6fense des Brtleurs d'huiles usa-
g6es (ADBHU)
Customs Union
234/83 
- 
Gesamthochschule Du-
isburg v HZA Miinchen-Mitte
2j5/83 
- 
Universitit Hamburg v
HZA Miinchen-West
Compctition
243/83 
- 
SA Binon & Cie v SA
Agence et Messageries de la Presse
Frce movement of workers
237/83 
- 
Prodest Sarl v 1. Caisse
primaire d'Assurance Maladie de
Paris, and 2. M.Yan Robaeys
Social sccurity
2i8/83 
- 
Caisse d'Allocations
Familiales de Ia R6gion parisienne
v 1. Mr R. Meade, and 2. Mrs R.
Meade
242/83 
- 
Caisse de Compensa-
tion pour Allocations familiales
du Bitiment, de I'Industrie et du
Commerce du Hainaut v S. Patteri
Agriculture
244/83 
- 
Meggle Milchindustrie
GmbH & KG v 1. Council, and
2. Commission
Basis
Article 177 of the
EEC Treaty
Article 177
EEC Treaty
of the
Article 777
EEC Treaty
Article ln
EEC Treaty
of the
of the
Article 177
EEC Treaty
of the
Article 177
EEC Treaty
of the
Article lV
EEC Treaty
of the
Article 21 of the EEC
Treaty
Validity and interpretation of Direct iv e 7 5 / 439 /
EEC on the disposal of waste oils
Interpretation of Regulations (EEC) No 1798l
75 andNo 7027/79 with a view to establishins
whether the conditions for the duty-free iml
portation of a system of development by micro-
processor are met
Interpretation of Regulation (EEC) No 1798l
75 with a view to establishing whether the
conditions for the duty-free importation of ro-
tors and a rapid tripping device for use in an
analytical ultracentrifuge are met
Is the method by which the defendant distrib-
utes newspapers and periodicals compatible
with the rules on comperirion?
'With 
respect to Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68,
is a Community national employed by a French
company entitled to maintain his membership
of the French social security sysrem for tht
duration of a period spent working in Nigeria,
as a French national would be in the same
situation?
Is a French authority responsible for paying
family allowances justified in suspending such
payments to a national of a third country resid-
ing in France, whose son, who is of British
nationality, is studying in the United Kingdom?
Interpretation of Article 51 of the EEC Treaty
and of Article 7/ of Council Regulation (EEC)
No 1408/71 on the application of social security
schemes to employed persons and their families
moving within the Community
Application for compensation for the loss cau-
sed by the application of monetary measures
to the milk sector (production of casein) 
-Regulations (EEC) No 129/78, No 3180/78 and
No974/ll
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Court of Justice
Convention on Jurisdiction and
the Enforcement of Judgments in
Civil and Commercial Mattcrs
241/83 
- 
E. R<isler v H. Rot-
twinkel
Infringements
248/83 
- 
Commission v Federal
Republic of Germany3
252/83 
- 
Commission v Den-
mark4
L54/83 
- 
Commission v Italys
Disputes between the Community and its staff
v Commission : 246183,a 247 t83,4 N5/83,2 N6/83,2 2$l$2
v Court of Auditors: 257/$2
Article 159 of the
EEC Treaty
Article 159 of the
EEC Treaty
Article 159 of the
EEC Treaty
Interpretation of Article 16(1) of the Brussels
Convention as to its applicability to rental con-
tracts of short duration
Directive 76/207 /EEC 
- 
equality of treatment
Articles 52, 59 and 60 of the EEC Treaty 
-freedom to provide services in the co-insurance
field
Regulations (EEC) No 2967/76 and No 2785l
80 
- 
water content of frozen poultry
oJ c 336, 12.12.1983.
oJ c 339, 16.12.1983.
oJ c 330, 5.12.1983.
oJ c 327,1.12.1983.
oJ c 334, 10.12.1983.
2.4.21. Judgments
Datc and casc
ECSC 
- 
Steel
16.11.1983, 188/82- Thyssen AG v Commission
30.11.1983, 234/82 
- 
Ferriere di Roe Volciano SpA v
Commission
30.11.1983, 235/82 
- 
Ferriere San Carlo SpA v Com-
mission
Free movement of goods
9.71.1983, 799/82 
- 
Amministrazione delle Finanze
dello Stato v San Giorgio SpAl
The fine imposed by the Commission on Thyssen
AG is fixed at 5 ECU, i.e. DM 12
The Commission Decision of 13 Augusr 7982
imposing a fine on Ferriere di Roe Volciano is
annulled
Application dismissed (Decision imposing a fine
fol exceeding production quotas for steel)
Clarification of previous case law to the effect
that a Member State cannot make repayment of
national charges levied contrary to the require-
ments of Community law conditional upon the
production of proof that those charges have not
been passed on to other persons
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Court of Justice
Datc and casc
29.11.7983, 781/82 
- 
Roussel Laboratoria v Nether-
lands
30.11.1983, 227/82 
- 
Criminal proceedings against
Leendert van Bennekom
Customs union
10.11.1983, 3ffi/82- Gesamthochschule Essen v HZA
Diisseldorfl
Compctition
8.11.1983, 96 to 1.02,104, 105, 108 and 710/82 
- 
NV
IAZ International Belgium and Others v Commissionl
8.11.1983, 322/81 
- 
NV Nederlandsche Banden-Indus-
trie Michelin v Commissionl
Social sccurity
24.77.1983, 320/82 
- 
Benito d'Amario, Cellino At-
tanaio v Landesversicherungsanstalt, Schwaben
Agriculture
9.11.1983, 46/82 
- 
Federal Republic of Germany v
Commissionl
17 .11.1983, 292/82 
- 
Merck v HZA Hamburg-Jonas
Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement
of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters
15.11.1983, 288/82 
- 
F.M.J.J. Duijnstee v L. Goder-
bauer
Article 30 of the EEC Treaty prohibits the applic-
ation to imported pharmaceutical products of a
national measure designed to freeze the level of
prices on a certain reference date
The Court acknowledged that, on account of
their form or high degree of concentration, vit-
amins may be deemed medicinal products within
the meaning of Directive 65/65/EEC on propriet-
ary medicinal products. Other vitamins which
cannot be deemed such medicinal products may
nevertheless be subject to a prohibition on being
sold or held in stock provided it is justified by
the requirements of the protection of health
Interpretation of the term 'scientific instrument'
in Article 3 of Regulation (EEC) No 1798175
Applications dismissed (annulment of a Commis-
sion Decision relating to a proceeding under
Article 85 of the EEC Treaty)
Annulment of 1. Article 1(a) and (b) of the Com-
mission Decision of 7 October l98l;2. Fixing of
the amount of the fine imposed on the applicant
in Article 2 of that Decision; 3. Remainder of
application dismissed
Concurrent grant of orphan's pensions payable
under the Iaws of two Member States
Obligation of the Commission to assume liability
for the monetary compensatory amounts granted
by the Federal Republic of Germany on the ex-
portation of cereals as part of food aid
The Commission Regulations fixing export re-
funds in the sugar sector must be interpreted as
meaning that products in respect of which no
production refund has been granted are entitled
to the full rate of export refund
Interpretation of Articles 19 and 15(4) of the
Brussels Convention (exclusive lurisdiction, dis-
putes concerning the registration or validity of
patents)
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Datc and casc
Miscellaneous
{+ugstA,- K.M. Ling v commission
Infringcments
8.11.1983, 765/82- Commission v United Kingdoml
The application for legal aid and the appoint-
ment of an advocate is dismissed, the action
contemplated being manifestly ill-founded
By failing to adopt in accordance with Directive
76/207/EEC the measures needed to ensure that
any provisions contrary to the principle of equal-
ity of treatment may be declared void or may be
amended, and by excluding from the application
of that principle employment for the purposes of
a private household and any case where the
number of persons employed does not exceed
five, the United Kingdom has failed to fulfil its
obligations under the Treaty
By levying a charge for health inspection upon
the importation of groundnuts and groundnut
producis, the Kingdom of Denmark has failed to
fulfil its obligations under Articles 9 and 13 of
the EEC Treaty
By not complying within the prescribed period
with Commission Decision 83/245IEEC on an
aid scheme in favour of the textile and clothing
industry in France, the French Republic has failed
to fulfil its obligations under the Treaty
By not carrying out quality controls on fruit
and vegetables marketed inside ltaly, the Italian
Republic has failed to fulfil its obligations under
the Treaty
Order for removal from the Court Register (VAT
- 
racehorses)
Order for removal from the Court Register (Reg-
ulations governing radio and television prog-
rammes)
Order for removal from the Court Register (Al-
cohol monopoly 
- 
French measures in favour
of 'liberated' alcohol)
9.11.1983, 158/82- Commission v Denmarkl
15.1 1.1983, 52/83 
- 
Commission v France
15.11.1983, 322/82 
- 
Commission v Italy
\
9.17,1983, 95 /82 
- 
Commission v France
9.11.1983, 375/82- Commission v Ireland
23.1L.1983, 57 /83 
- 
Commission v France
Disputes between the Community and its staff
v Commission:
24.77.1983,107/79 rev. 
- 
Application for revision dismissed as inadmissible
24.71.1983, 342/ 82 
- 
Application dismissed
v Parliament:
29.9.1983, 1 23 / 82 
- 
Application dismissed
Orders for removal from the Court Register
9.11.1983, l4l/82- Demufert v Commission2
9,11.7983,85/83 and 702/83 
- 
Hoogovens Groep BV v Commission2
! oJ c 330,5.12.1983.z oJ c 339, 16.12.1983.
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Court of Auditors
Court of Auditors
2.4.22. On 24 November the Court adop-
ted its annual report concerning the 7982
financial year. The report, together with the
replies of the institutions, was sent to the
discharge authorities and the other institu-
tions.
Economic and Social Committee
212th plenary sess/bn
2.4.23. The Economic and Social Com-
mittee held its 2l2th plenary session on 23
and 24 November with Mr Ceyrac in the
chair.
During the session, Mr Georgiadis, State
Secretary in the Greek Ministry of Econ-
omic Affairs and current President of the
Council, spoke on integrated Mediter-
ranean programmes, a subject which was
to figure on the agenda of the European
Council in Athens and on which the Com-
mittee had already adopted an interim opin-
ion. In a second interim opinion, this time
on the accession of Spain and Portugal, the
Committee asked the European Council to
set 1 January 1986 as the firm date for the
next enlargemenr of the Community. It also
expressed its belief that a 12 member Com-
munity would require changes in the deci-
sion-making process and that the right of
veto should be applied less rigidly.
litt e gr ate d Me dit e rr ane an p ro gr amme s
2.4.24. The Committee adopted unani-
mously an interim opinion to be sent to the
European Council in which it expressed
support for the Commission's proposals to
set up integrated Mediterranean program-
mesl and the means of introducing them. It
emphasized the need f.or organizations and
inhabitants in the regions concerned to be
kept fully informed and noted with satisfac-
tion that a structure for concertation and
coordination between the Commission and
national and regional authorities would be
introduced.
Bull. EC 11-1983
The President of the Council emphasized
Greece's concern with the programmes and
hoped that once they had been approved in
principle (it was hoped by the European
Council in December) they could be imple-
mented by June 1984.
The Committee will consider this proposal
in more detail in the coming months, but it
has already expressed the hope that the
programmes will run for longer than the
planned six years so that they can be moni-
tored and followed up over a longer period.
Re du ct i on and re o r ganizati on
of working time
2.4.25. By 76 votes to 53 with 11 absten-
tions, the Committee adopted an opinion
endorsing the draft recommendation on the
reduction and reorganization of working
time which the Commission had sent to
the Council in September.2 The Committee
considered that the draft recommendation
was an important, if partial, contribution
to the aim in view and that the delays in
achieving these reductions arose from the
problems of dealing with related topics,
such as taxation, credit, the stimulation of
investment and conversion, at the same
time.
On the practical side, the Committee noted
that socially and economically acceptable
ways of sharing the costs of these meisures
among all concerned would have to be
found. It recommended that a general red-
uction of working time should be avoided
and that efforts be made at Community
level to reconcile the opinions of the tw<r
sides of industry.
Following the vote, the Employers' Group
on the.Committee issued a minority state-
ment to the effect that they were unable to
agree with a number of key points in the
recommendation. The majority of the
Group had already come out in favour of
flexible working, while emphasizing that
t OJ C LSt, 19.9.1983; Bull. EC 3-1983, points 1.3.1 to
1.3.13,2.1.121 and 3.4.1 to 3.4.3; Bull. EC 10-1983, point
2.1.163.2 OJ C 2%,26.10.1983; Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.39.
Economic and Social Committee
solutions should be sought by both labour
and management at firm or industry rather
than Community level. A general reduction
in working time could only reduce the com-
petitiveness of European industry. The Em-
ployers' Group also rejected a proposal to
limit overtime.
The figbt against noise at work
2.4.26. The Committee endorsed by 70 vo-
tes to 42 with 8 abstentions a proposal for
a Directive on the protection of workers
against risks related to exposure to noise at
work.l The Committee was at pains to
adopt a realistic position based on economic
criteria as well as medical considerations. It
would like to see noise levels fixed at 85
dB but suggested that this should be the
ultimate goal, to be achieved by means of
an intermediate 90 dB limit. It proposed
that hearing protectors should be obligatory
from a level of 80 dB and that health checks
should be increased by carrying out hearing
tests every year where exposure is in excess
of 90 dB, every three years where it is be-
tween 85 dB and 90 dB and every five years
where it is between 80 dB and 85 dB.
During the debate it became clear that the
views of the Workers' Group and the Em-
ployers' Group were diametrically opposed.
In the view of the employers, the level
should be set at 90 dB since, as one speaker
pointed out, in Germany alone between 2
ind 3 million workers would be affected if
it were set at 85 dB and between 8 and 9
million if it were set at 80 dB.
The Committee noted that noise-related
problems were one of the commonest occu-
pational diseases and that the reduction of
ihe ability to work because of damage to
hearing imposes a heavy burden on the
economies and social security systems of the
Member States.
Air pollution from industrial plants
2.4.27. With only 3 abstentions, the Com-
mittee adopted nem. con. a proposal for a
Directive on combating air pollution from
industrial plants2 and urged timely and af-
fective action.
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The Committee considered that there is a
threshold for air pollution which must not
be exceeded whatever the economic cost:
hence control of both air quality and emis-
sions is required.
However, the Committee requested that the
effects of this proposal on fuel processes
should be taken intb account and asked for
some flexibility in interpretation.
A supplementary opinion on the cost of
these measures to industry was given by the
Section for Industry, Commerce, Crafts and
Services, which advocated application of
the principle that the polluter pays.
The Committee also adopted opinions on
the following:(i) the 1983-84 annual economic report:
the Committee agreed with the Commission
that the economic upturn was proving slow
and fragile, and reiterated that, while
growth is an essential weapon in the fight
against unemployment, specific measures in
the employment field are also required;(ii) the draft recommendation concerning
the International Company for Piggyback
Transport:3 the Committee support piggy-
back transport and therefore endorsed the
activities of Interunit, which includes both
railway and piggyback transport com-
panles;(iii) the proposal for a Decision concern-
ing a contribution to the European Coal
and Steel Community from the general
budget of the European Communities to
finance the modernization of the coal indus-
try and the reemployment of workers who
have lost their jobs as a result of restruc-
turing;4(iv) the accession of Spain and Portugal:
in an own-initiative opinion addressed to
the European Council, the Committee sug-
gested a number of ways in which enlarge-
ment could be achieved without causing too
many problems.
I OJ C 289,5.71.1982; Bull. EC l0-1982, point 2.1.45.2 oJ c 739,27.5.1983; Bull. EC 4-1983, point 2.1.85.3 oJ c 179,6.7.1983;Bull. EC 6-1983,point2.1.218.4 OJ C 290,26.10.1983; Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.3.4.
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2.4.28. The Committee also adopted,
without discussion, opinions on the fol-
lowing:
(i) the promotion of the utilization of the
results of Community-sponsored research
and development;1
(ii) special measures in favour of Greece
in the social field;2
(iii) extension of a common measure on
the acceleration of agricultural development
in certain regions of Greece;3
(iv) the amendment to the common organ-
ization of the market in oils and fats and
the measures in respect of olive oil producer
organizations for the 1982/83 marketing
yearf
(v) the proposal for a Directive amending
the 1964 Directive on the detection of bru-
cellosis;s
(vi) the proposal to amend the Directive
on the establishment of common rules for
certain types of carriage of goods by road
(transport originating in Member States
which do not have a common frontier with
another Member State);6
(vii) the draft recommendation on railway
tariffs for international transport by con-
tainer and piggyback techniquis;7
(viii) a communication on a five-year pro-
gramme on energy and energy research in
the Community;8
(ix) proposals for Decisions on research
and development (concerted action project
on the effects of processing and distribution
on the quality and nutritive value of food,e
research into nuclear fission energy (1984-
87),10 the decommissioning of nuclear in-
stallations (1984-88),11 radiation protection
(1985-89),12 reactor safety 17984-87),lt and
an amendment to the research programme
on raw materials.14
EEC-EFIA meeting
Tenth anniuersary
of bilateral agreements
2.4.29. Some 40 members of the Economic
and Social Committee and the EFTA Con-
Bull. EC 11-1983
sultative Committee met on 15 November
to mark the 10th anniversary of the trade
agreements between the Community and
EFTA countries.
Those present recognized that emergence
from the present economic crisis now requi-
red closer coordination of national econ-
omic policies. They acknowledged the need
to associate the EFTA economies with the
creation of a large European economic area,
without jeopardizing progress already made
in liberalizing world trade, and concluded
by expressing the desire that the Communi-
ty's measures against unfair commercial
practicesls should not adversely affect its
relations with EFTA.
ECSC Consultative Committee
237th meeting
2.4.30. The ECSC Consultative Commit-
tee held its 237th ordinary meeting on 22
November in Luxembourg with Mr Rudolf
Nickels in the chair. The meeting was at-
tended by Mr Davignon, Vice-President of
the Commission.
The Committee was asked to give its opin-
ion under Article 61 of the ECSC Treaty on
the imposition and levels of minimum prices
for certain steel products. These measures,
together with the introduction of accom-
panying certificates,l6 were proposed by the
t OJ C 99,13.4.1983; Bull. EC 3-1983, point 2.1.23.2 oJ c 232,30.8.1983; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point 2.1.62.3 OJ C 210,6.8.1983; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point 2.1.144.4 OJ C 249,17.8.1983 Bull. EC Z/8-1993, point 2.1.130.
, OJ C 2l.5,23.9.1983; Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.103.6 OJ C 2ffi,27.7.1983; Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.1.122.
, OJ C 187,13.7.1983; Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.220.8 Bull. EC 6-1983, points 1.2.1 to 7.2.20.e Bull. EC7/8-1983, point 2.1.199.lo Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.263.
u oJ c 178, 5.7.1983; Bull. EC 6-1983, points 2.1.242 and
2.1.265.
12 oJ c 179, 6.7.1,983; Bull. EC 6-1983, points 2.7.240 and
2.1.279.
13 oJ c 250, 19.9.1983; Bull. EC 6-1983, points 2.1.241
and 2.7.264.
14 oJ c 272,11.10.198\ Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.153.15 oJ C 83, 26.3.1983; Bull. EC 2-1983, points 1.3.1 to
1.3.9.
16 Point 2.1.77.
European lnvestment Bank
Commission as a result of the fall in prices
for flat products and heavy sections since
June.
Mr Davignon told the Committee that the
Commission's aim was to avoid jeopardiz-
ing the restructuring of the steel industry
and it felt that minimum prices above cur-
rent market prices should be set. It also
wished to keep a closer check on quantities
of steel, whether produced within the Com-
munity or imported. This would be done
by means of an accompanying certificate
which would enable a record to be kept of
the amounts produced by each firm. Mr
Davignon believed that the Commission
had shouldered its responsibilities and that
now it was up to the Member States and the
steel producers to make their contributions.
Most producers' and workers' representa-
tives supported the Commission's plans, but
users were concerned that the decisions
might lead to increased bureaucracy.
The Committee took note of the Commis-
sion's proposal without a vote, thereby de-
monstrating that it saw no alternative. In
its view, minimum prices could be only a
temporary measure and should no be confu-
sed with the guide prices fixed previously.
European lnvestment Bank
Operations in November
2.4.31. Loans announced by the European
Investment Bank in November for in-
vestments within the Community totalled
481.4 million ECU,I broken down as fol-
lows: 269.1 million ECU in France, 794.9
million ECU in Italy and 17.4 million ECU
in the United Kingdom. Of the total am-
ount, 191.8 million ECU was provided from
the resources of the New Community bor-
rowing and lending instrument (NCIf.2
Community
France
2.4.32. In France FF 1 830 million was
lent, including FF 375 million from the NCI.
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Two loans, totalling FF 1070 million, were
for the extension and modernization of the
telecommunications network. The first, for
FF 635 million, was for work in areas of
the Nord-Pas de Calais region qualifying for
regional development assistancel the proiect
involves the installation of almost 150 000
new lines and the modernization of more
than 100 000 others. This will lead to in-
creases of 17o/o in exchange capacity and of
20% in the number of subscribers' lines.
The equipment, whose capital cost is esti-
mated at FF 1300 million, will maintain
economic activity in the telecommunica-
tions sector, assist development and encour-
age new firms to set up in business in the
region. The loan follows one of FF 530
million made by the Bank in December 7978
for the extension and modernization of tele-
phone and telex lines in Nord-Pas de Calais.
The second loan, for FF 435 million, was
to help modernize and extend the telecom-
munications trunk network in regions re-
ceiving national regional assistance. The
projects financed, whose total value is esti-
mated at FF 870 million, are located
throughout the country but principally in
the west and south-west. They involve 158
new coaxial or microwave links, the install-
ation of digital technology in 1,7 new and 5
existing stations (which will also be ex-
tended) and other related buildings and mic-
rowave stations. Work should be completed
by June 1985.
These loans raise to FF 4 400 million the
Bank's contribution since 1958 to the mod-
ernization and extension of the French tele-
communications network. Most of the
funds have been channelled through the
Caisse Nationale des T6l6communications.
A loan of FF 535 million was made for
investments in small and medium-sized
firms in industry and related services. Of
this sum, FF 285 million went to regional
development companies, including FF 150
million from the Bank's own resources
1 The conversion rates at 30 September used by the EIB in
statistics for the fourth quarter were 1 ECU : BFR 45.89,
DKR 8.17, DM 2.26, DR 79.,15, FF 6.87, HFL 2.53, IRL
0.73, LIT 1 370, LFR 45.89, UKL 0.57, USD 0.86.2 oJ L 298,20.10.1978; Bull. EC 1}-7978,point 2.1.10.
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which was allocated in four equal instal-
ments to the following companies: Picardie,
Sud-Ouest (Expanso), Centre et Centre-
Ouest (Sodecco) and Bretagne for medium-
scale investment projects in areas eligible
for regional development assistance. A fur-
ther FF 125 million from the NCI was lent
to three other companies: Centrest (FF 60
million), Sud-Est (FF 40 million) and Norm-
andie (FF 25 million) for investments in
their regions. Regional development com-
panies are autonomous bodies which oper-
ate throughout the country under the super-
vision of the public authorities. Their func-
tion is to contribute towards developing
the regions by providing investment finance
over and above that supplied by the tradi-
tional banking sector.
A further FF 250 million was also lent from
NCI resources to CEPME (Cr6dit d'Equipe-
ment des Petites et Moyennes Entreprises)
for investment in small and medium-sized
businesses in industry and the hotel trade
in areas of France not eligible for regional
development assistance. CEPME is France's
leading provider of finance for small busi-
ness.
The EIB has been making global loans for
a number of years to assist investment in
disadvantaged areas. Thanks to the NCI,
Community funds can now be used to help
finance small and medium-sized investment
projects wherever they are situated.
The European Council has frequently stres-
sed the importance of stimulating invest-
ment by productive firms within the EEC
and boosting Community lending to createjobs. Support for capital spending by
smaller undertakings is seen as a priority,
particularly in the case of investment pro-
moting the introduction of advanced tech-
nology to improve the competitive position
of firms.
CEPME took up its first global loan from
NCI resources, of FF 150 million, in Nov-
ember 1982. The proceeds were onlent to
assist nearly 300 smaller firms, permitting
the creation of some 1 500 jobs.
France also received loans for infrastructure
works totalling FF 229 million. Part of this
Bull. EC 11-1983
took the form of a global loan (line of
credit) of FF 200 million for 15 years to the
Caisse d'Aide i l'Equipement des Collectiv-
it6s Locales (CAECL), a public agency man-
aged by the Caisse des D6p6ts et Consigna-
tions and one of France's leading providers
of long and medium-term finance for local
and public authorities. The loan will be
used to help finance small and medium-
scale infrastructure schemes in regions of
France faced with development or conver-
sion problems.
Although originally devised to bolster small
and medium-scale ventures in industry and
the services sector, the EIB's global loan
facility has for some years now been ex-
tended to funding smaller items of local
infrastructure development. The Bank's
global loan financing advanced to CAECL
since December 1.979 for infrastructure sch-
emes totals FF 1500 million. The funds
have served to part-finance a number of
public regional infrastructure proiects.such
as improvements to the secondary road sys-
tem, harbour works and rural electrifica-
tion, carried out by local or regional author-
ities, departments, chambers of commerce
and port authorities.
CAECL also acted as intermediary for a
FF 29 million loan for completion of the
Bordeaux ring road, which will improve
communications with the whole of south-
west France. CAECL will make the funds
available to the Communaut6 Urbaine de
Bordeaux, a public administrative authority
embracing 27 communes in Greater Bor-
deaux with a total population of almost
500 000. The scheme involves the construc-
tion, at an estimated cost of FF 150 million,
of a second 7-metre carriageway along the
entire 6-km length of the northern section
of the ring road, which covers a total dis-
tance of 32 km, plus an overbridge to carry
local traffic, the replacement of three
crossroads by grade-separated interchanges,
landscaping and noise mounds. Besides the
benefits of these works to regional develop-
ment in Aquitaine and south-west France
in general, they will also be of use to the
whole Community by strengthening road
links between northern Europe and Spain,
European lnvestment Bank
which is seeking membership of the Com-
munity.
Italy
2.4.33. In Italy LIT 267 000 million was
lent, including LIT 185 000 million fiom the
NCI. The NCI contribution was made up
of LIT 135 000 million for reconstruction in
areas struck by the November 1980 earth-
quake and LIT 50 000 million for in-
vestments by small and medium-sized com-
panles.
A loan of LIT 135 000 million, carrying a
3% interest subsidy from the Community
budget, was made to the Italian Govern-
ment as part of the Community aid package
for the areas of Campania and Basilicata
damaged by the earthquake.
Of this total, LIT 90 000 million will be
used to establish seven industrial estates
in Basilicata and Campania. Investment of
some LIT 150 000 million will provide the
infrastructure required not only for starting
up productive activities again in these hard-
pieised regions but also for their future
development.
The remaining LIT 45 000 million will help
finance construction of an operational base
for civil defence units at Persano (Cam-
pania). This will house a highly specialized
ieam of engineers and provide a large depot
for emergency equipment. The base, which
is expected to cost almost LIT 50 000 mil-
Iion, is located in an area highly susceptible
to earthquakes and will permit the rapid
deployment of specially trained personnel
and equipment in the event of a disaster.
A further LIT 50 000 million, also from the
NCI, was made available as a global loan
to Centrobanca (Banca Centrale di Credito
Popolare SpA), which will onlend the funds
for investments in small and medium-sized
industrial and related services projects in
central and northern Italy.
The EIB lent LIT 82 000 million from its
own resources. Of this, LIT 40 000 million
went to ANAS (Azienda Nazionale Auton-
oma delle Strade). The loan, which has a
3% interest subsidy from the Community
90
budget, is the third made for reconstruction
of sections of trunk roads and the Naples
to Reggio di Calabria motorway damaged
by the earthquake in November 1980.
It raises the total lent for reconstruction in
these areas to almost LIT 1 200 000 million,
of which LIT 920 000 million has come from
the NCI. The money has helped finance
restoration of road and rail links, the elec-
tricity grid and the telephone network,
water supply and drainage schemes, the re-
construciion of productive capacity, the
provision of essential basic equipment for
iehousing and the repair of schools and
public buildings.
A loan of LIT 30 000 million to ENEL (Ente
Nazionale per I'Energia Elettrica) will be
used towards the construction of five geo-
thermal power stations, with a total ca-
pacity of 75 MW, in the provinces of Siena
and Grosseto in Tuscany. The installations,
which will cost a total of about LIT 180 000
million, will help the Community in its ef-
forts to reduce dependence on imported oil
supplies by generating power equivalent to
140 000 tonnes of oil per year.
A loan of LIT 12 000 million was made to
finance the reorganization of two plants in
the province of Milan making antibiotics
and steroids by means of the latest biotechn-
ological processes. The total investment in-
volved is estimated at LIT 28 000 million.
IJnited Kingdom
2.4.34. A loan of UKL 10 million was
made to improve water supply and sewerage
systems in north-east England coming undcr
the Northumbria Water Authority. The
project will assist industrial diversification
ind improve the environment. The first
stage of the programme involves a sewage
interception and disposal scheme (intercep-
tor sewers, pumplng statlons, treatment
works and sea outfall) in South Teesside;
also planned are three new reservoirs and
the upgrading of two water treatment
works-supplying water to Teesside and im-
provements to sewerage systems to reduce
sewage flooding and replace damaged sew-
ers in a number of places.
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1. ECU
Values in national currencies of one ECU
30 Novcmbcr 19831
Belgian franc and
Luxembourg franc (convertible)
Belgian franc and
Luxembourg franc (financial)
German mark
Dutch guilder
Pound sterling
Danish krone
French franc
Italian lira
Irish pound
Greek drachma
United States dollar
Swiss franc
Spanish peseta
Swedish krona
Norwegian krone
Canadian dollar
Portuguese escudo
Austrian schilling
Finnish mark
Japanese yen
Australian dollar
New Zealand dollar
Representative rates ('green' rates)
Conuersion rates into national currencies
for tbe ECU used in connection with
the common agricuhural policy
45.92t0
46.5498
2.26147
2.53352
0.572844
8.16979
6.87914
1 359.88
0.7274N
81.3374
0.838357
1.81387
130.281
6.65829
6.27972
1.03789
108.483
1592M
4.84109
195.379
0.916939
7.n410
National currcncy
Belgian franc and
Luxembourg franc
Danish krone
German mark
Greek drachma
French franc
Irish pound
Italian lira
Dutch guilder
Pound sterling
For sccds.
For ccrcals.
For mrlk and mrlk products.
For pigmcat.
For winc.
For frsh.
For winc and fish.
For sccds and frsh.
For other products.
41.9008
8.23400
2.656501
2.528752
2.542n3
2.51457e
2.575247
77.2479e
74.8027s
7t.5619E
6.5540d
6.4921te
6.62985s
6.371746
6.195641
6.772974
0.7L569ff
1341.00
2.813181
2.721492
2.7$273
2.7098Le
2.755$7
0.618555
NB. Explanatory notes on the ECU and'green'rates can be
found in Bull. EC 7/8-1982, points 3.1.1 to 3.1.3.
Novcmbcr 1983
t oJ c 327, 1.12.1983.
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2. Additional references in the Official Journal
3.2.1. This section lists the titles of legal instru-
ments and notices of Community institutions or
organs which have appeared in the Official Journal
since the last Bulletin was published but relating
to items appearing in earlier issues of the Bulletin;
the references were not available when the Bulletin
went to Press,
The number of the Bulletin and the point to which
this additional information refers is followed by
the title shown on the cover of the Official Journal,
the number of the issue and the date of publication.
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Point 2.1.80
Grants from the European Regional Development
Fund for 1983 (first allocation)
oJ c297,3.11.1983
Bull. EC 5-1983
Point 2.1.34
Proposal for a Council Decision adopting the first
European strategic programme for research and
development in information technologies (Esprit)
oJ c 321, 26.17.1983
Bull. EC 6-7983
Point 2.1.103
Grants from the European Regional Development
Fund for 1983 (second allocation)
ol c297,3.11.1983
Bull. EC 9-1983
Points 2.1.33 and 2.1.104
Commission communication relating to the re-
inforcement of control over infringements
oJ c 318, 24.11.1983
Points 2.1.80 to 2.1.84
Proposal for a Council Regulation
I. amending Regulation (EEC) No 804/68 on the
common organization of the market in milk prod-
ucts
II. laying down general rules applying to the milk
sector levy specified in Article 5c of Regulation(EEC)No 8M/68
III. laying down general rules applying to the
milk sector levy specified in Article 5d of Regula-
tion (EEC) No 804/68
oJ c 314, 19.11.1983
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Point 2.2.33
Council Decision of 26 September 1983 on the
notification of provisional application by the Euro-
pean Economic Community and its Member States
of the International Coffee Agreement 1983
oJ L 308, 9.71.7983
Points 2.2.44 to 2.2.48
Consultative Assembly of the Agreement between
the African, Caribbean and Pacific States and the
European Economic Community (21 to
23.1 1.1983)
oJ c 300,7.11.7983
Bull. EC 10-1983
Point 2.1.18
Council Directive of 25 October 1983 amending
Directives 65/65/EEC, 75/318/EEC and 75/il9/
EEC on the approximation of provisions laid down
by law, regulation or administrative action relating
to proprietary medicinal products
Council recommendation of.26 October 1983 con-
cerning tests relating to the placing on the market
of proprietary medicinal products
oJ L 332,28.11.1983
Point 2.1.95
Council Directive of 25 October 1983 amending
for the third time Directive 76/768/EEC on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to cosmetic products
oJ L 332, 28.11.1983
Point 2.1.174
Council Directive of 26 October 1983 amending
Directive 65/269/EEC concerning the standardiz-
ation of certain rules relating to authorizations for
the carriage of goods by road between Member
States and the First Council Directive of 23 July
1962 on the establishment of common rules for
certain types of carriage of goods by road between
Member States
oJ L 332, 28.11.1983
Point 2.1.178
Council Decision of 25 October 1983 concerning
counter-measures in the field of international mer-
chant shipping
oJ L 332, 28.11.1983
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3. !nfringement procedures
Initiation of proceedings for failure
to implement Dirictives
3.3.1. In November the Commission sent 12 let-
ters of formal notice to five Member States concer-
ning their failure to incorporate Directives into
national law, since they had failed to inform the
Commission of national implementing provisions
in the following cases:
(i) CommissionDirectiveof23 April 19821 laying
down certain provisions for implementing the
Council Directive of 24 February 1981 on the har-
monization of procedures for the export of Com-
munity goodsz (France, Italy);
(ii) Commission Directive of 13 November 19813
on the calculation of the amount of import duties
to be deducted under Article 10 of the Directive of
18 December 19754 (Belgium, Luxembourg);
(iii) Commission Directive of 29 Aprtl 19821
amending the Directive of 7 June 1979 fixing stan-
dard rates of yield for certain inward processing
operationss (Belgium, Luxembourg);
(iv) Council Directive of 24 February 1981 on the
harmonization of procedures for the export of
Community goodsz (France, Italy);
(v) First Council Directive of 4 December 1980
on the introduction of a Community driving lici-
ence5 (ltaly, Ireland);
(vi) Council Directive of 12 November 1974 on
admission to the occupation of road haulage oper-
ator in national and international transport opera-
tionsT (Italy);
(vii) Council Directive of 12 November 1974 on
admission to the occupation of road passenger
transport operator in national and international
transporr operations/ (ltaly).
Reasoned opinions
3.3.2. In November the Commission delivered
six reasoned opinions concerning six Member Sta-
tes in the following cases:
(i) failure to apply the Commission recommenda-
tion of 3 July 1981 on the obligation to publish
price lists and conditions of sale and on prohibited
practices in the steel trades (Greece, Italy, Luxem-
bourg);
(ii) difference in the treatment of German game
and imported Community game (Federal Republic
of Germany);
(iii) incorrect application of the Council Direc-
tive of 20 December 1979 on the limitation of noise
emissions from subsonic aircraft9 (Ireland);
(iv) taxation of the alcohol contained in perfu-
mes and cosmetics (United Kingdom).
Proceedings before the Court of Justice
3.3.3. The Commission referred to the Court
four new cases involving the following Member
States:
(i) Case?32/83 (Netherlands: failure to transpose
into national law a Directive on the mutual recog-
nition of the qualifications of medical practi-
tioners);
(ii) Case 248/83 (Federal Republic of Germany:
failure to tranpose correctly into national law a
Directive on equality of treatment);
(iii) Case 252183 (Denmark: failure to apply the
principle of freedom to provide services in the field
of co-insurance);
(iv) Case 254183 (Italy: failure to apply two Regu-
lations on the water content of frozen poultry).
Proceedings terminated
3.3.4. The Commission decided to terminate the
following infringement proceedings:
Cases which had been referred
to the Court
(i) infringement of Article 52 of the EEC Treaty:
discriminaiion in respect of the acquisition of agri-
cultural land (Ireland; Case 339/82);
(ii) infringement of Article 30 of the EEC Treaty:
requirement that tenderers submitting tenders in
respect of public works, supply and service con-
traits should indicate the origin of the products to
be supplied and the materials to be used (Belgium;
Case 44183);
(iii) infringement of Article 37 of the EEC Treaty:
alcohol monopoly (France; Case 57183 (interim
measures));
oJ L 156,7.6.1982.
oJ L 83,30.3.1981.
oJ L 347, 3.12.1981.
oJ L 24,30.1.1976.
oJ L 170,9.7.19,9.
oJ L 375, 31.12.1980.
oJ L 308, 19.1t.1974.
oJ L 184,4.7.1981.
oJ L 18,24.1.1980.
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I nfringement procedures
(iv) failure to observe the Directive of 18 May
1972r and the Regulation of.29 June 1970:2 right
to remain in a Member State (Germany; Case 96/
83);
(v) failure to apply the Dccision of 9 November
1981:3 protection against organisms harmful to
plants (Italy; Case 737 / 82);(vi) failure to observe the Sixth VAT Directive of
iS t t"y 1977:4 measures tending to favour national
racehorse trainers (France; Case 95/82).
Cases in respect of which a reasoned
opinion had been deliuered
(i) infringement of Article 30 et seq. of the EEC
Treaty: contributions to the purchase of buses in
Sicily (ltaly);
(ii) infringement of Article 30 et seq. of the EEC
Treaty: requirement that an import declaration be
submitted for cotton yarn from Greece (France);
(iii) infringement of Article 30 et seq. of the EEC
Treaty: requirement that the French language be
used for imports (France);
(iv) infringement of Article 30 et seq. of the EEC
Treaty: requirement that the customs clearance of
video tape recorders be carried out at Poitiers
(France);
(v) incorrect transposition of the Directive of 17
February 1975 on the approximation of the laws
of the Member States relating to collective redund-
anciess (Denmark);
(vi) infringement of the Council Directive of 21
December 7976 on protective measures against the
introduction into the Member States of organisms
harmful to plants or plant products5 (Netherlands,
Federal Republic of Germany);
(vii) infringement of Article 30 of the EEC
Treaty: restrictions on entry into the port of Stte
which impede the importation of Italian wine (Fr-
ance);
(viii) infringement of the Regulations of 5 Febru-
ary 7979t and 4 September 1980:E delayed payment
of aid for the distillation of wine (ltaly);
(ix) infringemelt of the Commission Regulation
of 27 July 1971:e non-returnable apple and pear
packaging (Netherlands).
I
J
1
J
6
7
8
9
ol L 121,25.s.1972.
ol L 142,30.6.1970.
oJ L 355, 10.12.1981.
oJ L 145, 13.6.9n.
ol L 48,22.2.1975.
ol L26,3t.t.sn.
ol L 54, 53.1n9.
oJ L 234, 5.9.1980.
oJ L 172,31,7.r97r.
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lntroductory note
This catalogue includes the newly published monographs
and series issued during the period to which it relates by
the institulions of lhe European Communities, and also
their current periodicals. Publications of which English
versions have been issued are listed only in that lan-
guage; otherwise another version, but only one, is in-
cluded. in the following order of choice:
Spanish
Portuguese
Greek
others
Where other language versions also exist, cross-refer-
ences are provided by means of a code (those codes
should not be used for ordering purposes):
lT:1-12
which means that the ltalian version is described in the
Italian catalogue of January under No 12. This number is
specific to each catalogue; it is a sequence number
printed in consecutive order, opposite each entry in the
classified list.
Arrangement
The catalogue is divided into three parts, as follows:
Part I 
- 
The classified list provides a subject classifica-
tion of the titles included under 2O headings each divided
into subheadings (see below).
Under each subheadirrg, monographs and series are
listed Ilrst in alphabetical order; there then follows a
similar list of periodical titles.
Full entries for morrographs and series appear only once;
otherwise cross-references are given to the full entries
identifying them by the sequence numbers already de-
scribed. Periodical titles appear in the classified list only
as cross-reference entries, full enlries being found in
Part ll.
Part ll 
- 
Periodicals presents full details of each currenl
Community periodical, listed alphabetically.
Part lll 
- 
The indexes of titles and series are listed
alphabetically and cross-refer using the abovementioned
DA Danish
DE German
GR Greek
EN English
FR French
A string of such symbols separated by diagonal strokes
denotes a publication in which different language ver-
sions ol the same text appear under one cover.
The abbreviation 'multi' indicates a publication with a
mixed multilingual text.
Prices, which exclude any value-added tax which may be
chargeable, are {ixed in various currencies. using the
following abbreviations:
BFR Belgian franc HFL Dutch guilder
DKR Danish crown IRL lrish pound
DM German mark LIT ltalian lira
DR Greek drachma PTA Spanish peseta
ESC Portuguese escudo UKL Pound sterling
FF French franc USD US dollar
French
German
Italiarr
Dutch
Danish
Publications of the
sequence numbers to the entries in Part I of the monthly
catalogue. These indexes cumulate throughout the year.
How to obtain publications
Publications may be priced for sale, gratis, or of limited
distribution. Those of the last two classes may be ob-
tained from the issuing institutions, or, where they are
published by the lnformation Offices of the Commission,
from those offices, whose addresses are given in the lists
on pp.4 and 5. Publications of limited distribulion are,
however, generally only for lhe attention of governments
of Member States, Community departments and olher
authorities concerned.
Orders for priced publications should be directed to the
Sales Offices listed on the last page.
All orders should quote the full title, as well as the ISBN
or ISSN where such a number precedes the prices in the
catalogue.
Abbreviations and conventional signs
The text languages of publications are indicated by the
following abbreviations:
GA lrish
lT ltalian
N L Dutch
ES Spanish
PT Portuguese
sequence number
volume number
n.A O1-24: Lrvc rnrmlt3 !nd !nrmrl !nd ycgGtabtc products; tars
volume title
3Ocnu roflcovar; 16
work title subtitle
4O4 NIMEXE 1 97 9: An.lyticrl irbl.t ot tor.ign tr.d. - Srrtrstrcst
Oflrca of th6 Euopcan Cmmunrtul [Ertcrnll trsda (rad covcr] -
CommtssrmorthcEuropcan Communrtrcsl 
-
ISBN 92-825-1802-7: volumc
UKL 29 60. USO 63.
ECU 50, BFR 2 @0, tRL 33 20.
397 NIMEXE 1 979: Trbl.rux !nllytiqu.t du commarc.
rxtiricur - Offrcc sr!trstrqu dca Communaut6s cwop6cnnca
[Commrcc cxt5rrer (couvcrtuc rogc] - Commrssron dcs
Communrut6s cuopicnncsl
n.A O l -24: Antmlux yrvrnts Gt p(odurlt d.s rilncs !nrm!l ou
v696tal, grarrses ct huilcr, slimcnts, borston3 ct t!b!c3 - xvri,
620p., xrx-xh; 3Ocm; broch5: 16709; (DA/DE/EN/FR/tTlNL)
EN 82-1-404
CA-NC-8O{O1-7A-C ISBN 92-825-1 I 1 5-9: cnsrmbtc:
Ecu 393,75, BFR l5 75O, FF 2266
ISBN 92-825-18O2-7,volum€; Ecu 50, BFR 2OOO. FF 289
author
series title
issuing institution
pagination
language of the text
weight
binding
format
ISBN number +
prices of the volume
|SBN 92-825-181s-9: s.r: Ecu 393,75. ISBN number +BFR1s7s0,rFL26t.uKL233.uso497 _ 
ptices of the set
related edition reference 
_ 
FR. 82 - r - 3s7in the French catalogue -l- rF'oz I rv/
catalogue number l- co-n c-ao-oo,-zo+
4lnstitutions
EURoPA PABLAMENTET - EUROPAISCHES PARLAMENT -
evponairo KorNoBoy^ro - EURoPEAN PARLTAMENT -
pARLEMENT runopEerv - pARLAMENTo EURopEo - EURo-
PEES PARLEMENT
Secr6tariat g6n6ral du Parlement europ6en
Drrection g6n6rale du greffe et des seryices g6n6raux
L-292O Luxembourg
T6l.: 4 3O Ol
RADET FOR DE EUROPEISKE FALLESSKABER - RAT DER
EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN . IYMBOYAIO TON
EYPONAIKON KOINOTHTON . COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES . CONSEIL DES COMMUNAUTES EURO-
P€ENNES - CONSIGLIO DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - RAAD
VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
Secr6tariat g6n6ral du Conseil
Drreclion s lnformation et documentation r
Bue de la Loi 17O, B - lO48 Bruxelles
T6l.: 234 61 11
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPAISKE FALLESSKABER .
KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN .
ENITPONH TON EYPONAIKON KOINOTHTON . COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES . COMMISSION DES
COMMUNAUTES EUBOPEENNES . COMMISSIONE DELLE
COMUNITA EUBOPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GE.
MEENSCHAPPEN
Division lX-C-1
Rue de la Loi 20O, B - 1049 Bruxelles
T6l.:235 1l1l
DOMSTOLEN FOR DE EUROPAISKE FALLESSKABER . GE.
RICHTSHOF DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN
AIKAITHPIO TON EYPONAIKON KOINOTHTON - COUHT OF
JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COUR DE JUS-
TICE DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - CORTE DI GIU.
STIZIA DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - HOF VAN JUSTITIE VAN
DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
Service int6rieur
L - 2920 Luxembourg
Tdl.: 4 76 2l
DET OKONOMISKE OG SOCIALE UDVALG - WIRTSCHAFTS.
UND SOZIALAUSSCHUSS . OIKONOMIKH KAI KOINONIKH
ENITPONH . ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE - COMITE
EcoruovrrouE ET soctAL - coMtrATo EcoNoMtco E so-
CIALE . ECONOMISCH EN SOCIAAL COMIT€
Division n Presse, information et publications,
Rue Ravenstein 2, B - 1OO0 Bruxelles
T6l.: 512 39 2O
DEN EUROPAISKE INVESTERINGSBANK . EUROPAISCHE IN-
VESTITIONSBANK - EYPONAIKH TPANEZA ENENAYEEON .
EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK . BANOUE EUROPEENNE
D'INVESTISSEMENT - BANCA EUROPEA PER GLI INVESTI-
MENTI . EUROPESE INVESTERINGSBANK
Drvision lnformalion/Relations publiques
L - 2950 Luxembourg
T6l.: 4379-3142
OE EUROPAISKE FALLESSKABERS REVISIONSRET . RECH.
NUNGSHOF DER EUBOPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN
EAETKTIKO TYNEAPIO TNN EYPONAIKON KOINOTHTON -
COURT OF AUDITORS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES .
COUR DES COMPTES DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES.
CORTE DEI CONTI DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE . DE REKEN.
KAMER VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
29, rue Aldringen
L-201O Luxembourg
fAl.: 4773-1
5lnformation offices
Belcroue 
- 
BEucrE
Rue ArchimCde 73 -
Archimedesstraat 73
104O Bruxelles 
- 
lO40 Brussel
T6l.: 735 OO 4Ol735 80 40
DANMARK
Gammel Torv 6
Postbox 144
1O04 Ksbenhavn K
Tlf.: (O1) 14 41 40ll0ll 14 55 12
DEUTScHLAND
Zitelmannstra8e 22
53OO Bonn
Tel. 23 8O 41
Kurftirstendamm 102
1OOO Berlin 3l
Tel. 8 92 40 28
FRANcE
61, rue des Belles-Feuilles
75782 Paris Cedex 16
T6r. 501 58 85
GnEce
2, Vassilissis Sofias
T.K. 1602
Arhina 134
T6t: 724 39 82n24 39 $n24 39 84
lnrlaruo
39, Molesworth Street
Dublin 2
Tel. 71 22 44
Itnlra
Via Poli, 29
0O187 Roma
ret. 67897 22
Corso Magenta, 61
2O 123 Milano
Tel. 87 5 1 1 7/80 59 2Ogl8O 52 643
GRnruo-oucHE DE LUxEMBoURG
Centre europ6en
Batiment Jean Monnet B/O
292O Luxembourg
T6t. 430 1 I
NEDERLAND
Lange Voorhout 29
Den Haag
Tel. 46 93 26
UNrrEo Krrucoorvt
20, Kensington Palace Gardens
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CO-NO-83-1 16-OE-C ISBN 92-825-3902-4: ECU 4,4O,
BFB 2@.
PEBIOOICALS
Ero-Abstroct!: Scicntrtrc and tmhnical publcatron3 and pstonts:
S.ctrm I lnd ll.
Euo-Abstrscls, Soctron I - Euatom and EEC Fssoarch. Scrcntrfrc
rnd tshnical Pubhcrlions rnd Pal.nls.
Euo-Abst scts, Ssctron ll: coll - stosl.
Euomt Dranc Ncwg,
1983 - L,343p.: 3Ocm: goftcover: lO5Og: (DA/DE/EN/FB/lTlNL)
oA 83 - r l - 32. DE 83 - r ! - 28, FR'83 - I l - 28. lT E3 - I l - 28
N1.83-il-29
CA-37-83-716-6A{ ISBN 92-825-3958-XTECU 26,28.
BFR 12oo, IRL 19, UKL 14.9O, USO 23.
PERIODICALS
Agricuhual Mrksts: Pncos.
Agarcullud 6totrstrcs: Crop 8nd sntmal prodmtm.
Animal productDn.
Balances ol paymenl3: Ouartsly dats.
C6l' monthly bullstn.
Crop productim.
EC-lgricultwal prrcc indrcas (Output and lnput).
ELct ical ontrgy: monthly bull€trn.
E6gy ltstrstrc!: Monthly bullotrn s) Cosl, b) Hydocarbms, c)
Eloctrlcal cnugy.
EwostatistrcS: Date fa shsl-tetm cconornic analysit.
Houly earnrngs: Houg of wsk.
Hydcrbon!: mmthly bullotin.
lndustriSl prodrctDn: Mlsllsncous t€ctca.
lndustrEl thqt-tem uand3.
lnfqmatrons d€ l'Euost8t.
lron and stocl: mmthly bull6trn.
lron rnd st6l: quartsly 8nd mmlhly bullstrns.
lrm lnd srccl: quansly bullstrn.
Monthly .xt6rnal trade bull.tin.
Uncmploymont: Monthly bull€trn.
Wagos and tncmes - Rsprd inlqmaton'
17 Education and culturalpolicy
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES
27 Trlincra rnd talch.rt ln yocationsl trlining ln th. Fadcrll
Rcpubllc ol Gcrmany - Krers, Baate: Krabsrakias, Marhcs:
Erop€rn Ccntr6lor thc D.velopmsnt of veatrmalTrsining -
88pp.: 3Ocm: aoftcovor: 25Og: (EN)
DE:83- ll -26. FR:63- 11.26
HX-37-83-223-EN{ ISBN 92-826-3814-1: ECU 4, 8FR 185,
rRL 3, UKL 2.40. USD 4.
PERIOOICAIS
Erroprlnformslrsen fiir dn Jugendpresae.
Fichcs p6dagpgiqucc'30 pwg d'Ewopc'. 1 g 
Bibliographyanddocumentation
18 Statisticg
MONOGBAPHS ANO SERIES
28 Agriculturll pric. ttltittict 1 971 -1 982 - StatrstE8l Offrce of
thc E6@c8n Cmmun(i.3 [Ag]icuhre, tq.stry 8nd trshrfles (grccn
covcr) - Commission of thc Euopean Cmmunrtrcs]
1982 - xlvii, 33Op.: 3ocm: loftcovs: 9759: (DEIEN/FR/IT}
DE 63 - 1 l - 26. FR:83 - l l - 29. 1T.83 - t l . 30
CA-37-83-627-4A{ ISBN 92-826-39OG8: ECU 19,81,
BFB 9@, rFL 14.30, UKL 11.60. USO 18.
29 EC rrw m!t.ri!l! b!l!nc. rh..t. I 981 - Stetisrlcal OtfrE of
thr EuropGsn Commuililr.s Ilndustry rnd rrvies (blc cover] -
Commr$rs of tha Eropeon Communrtrasl
1983 - 41p.:3Ocm: staplcd: 14Og: (OE/EN/FR)
OE:63- ll -27. FF:E3 - 1l -27
CA-37-83-974-3A-C ISBN 92-826-4O2GO: ECU 6,66,
8FR 300, IRL 4 80, UKL 3.80, USO 6.
30 Nltlonll.c@untt ESA - Dalail.d tlblct by sa6or
1070-1981 - StatrstEal Officr ol lhr Eropoan Cmmunrtr€s
INatrmal rccountc, frnano lnd bslrnc. ol paymentr (violet covr] -
Commissm ot thr Euopean Communrtrosl
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES
lndcx: Bull.tin of thc Europran Communiii.t: 1 981
PERIODICALS
Bulletin: Euopcan Documantatpn Ccntrcs - Dopo3ltary Lib{ri6s'
Deumcnlstim bullotin A.
Oeumrntation bulletrn B.
Docum6ntatrm bullstic C.
Dokumrnla und Publfi stimon.
EF dd(umcntstrm,
LEt o{ addilonr to the Lib6ry ot th6 CEC.
11
ZO Miscellaneous
PESTO0TCALS
EwlAbstrsct!, Sectlon I - Euatom rnd EEC Rr3c8rch. Sccntfrc
and tfthnrcal Publcalronr !nd PatentS.
Supplomrnt to tha Ofrrcrll Jounal of tha EuropGan Communrtrc!,
garios S.
12
Periodicals
Pl 30 lourt d'Europa - Commrsson d.s Communaut6l erop6cnncs
- Psr3, Bwoau dc pr6se 6t d'rnfo.mation - 28cm: (FR) - mcngul.
abmnomcnt: Ptix ptou itudtnas: FF 30.
P2 Agriculturll Mlrkatt: Pricat - Commi!3im of tha Euopcan
Communrtrcs: Drcctqato-Gandal Agricdtwc - 3Ocm:
(OA/DE/GR/E N/FR/lTlNL) - monrhly.
oA83- 1l -P70. DE.83- il -P2. FR.E3- r't-p60. G8 83- il -p2.
1T.83- 1 t -P66. NL:83- 1t -P86
ISSN O25G96O1: aubacriptim: ECU 66,73, BFR 3ooo, tBL 40,
UKL 37, USD 60.
P3 Agrlculturrl pric.s - Statrltrcal Offic. of thc Ewopcan
Communrtns: Cornmis3im of thc Euopran Cornmunrtur -
mrqofichc: (OE/EN/FR/lTl - qulrtcrly.
DE:83- l1 -P3 FR:83- l1 -P7O. lT83- ll -P7O
aubscriptron: ECU 21,92,BFR IOOO, IRL 15.5O, UKL 12.5O,
USO 21
srnglocopr6s: ECU 6,58, BFR 3@, IRL 4,60, UKL 3.70,
usD 6.60.
P1 Agriculturll rtrti.tlcr: Crop lnd lnimll produciion -
Ststisticll Otficd ot thc Euoprln Communrtros: Commir3ion o( thc
Euopcan Cmmunrtr.! - 3Ocm: lDA|DElENlFRlllNL) - quer.rty.
OA83-11-P71. OE:E3- 11-P/t. FR.83-11 -P82. lT:83- ll -PEl.
NL.E3-rr-P88
subscription: ECU 48,00, BFR 2220, l8L 34, UKL 27, USO 45.
PE Animll productlon - Stlristicsl O,ffio of thc Euop.sn
Communitic!: CommE3ron of tho Erop.ln Co.nmunitica - 3ocm:
lD AIDE IEN IFR lt I NL) - quarrrty.
DA:83- 11 -P3. 0E.83- l1 -P78. Ff, 83-11-P7t, tT:83- l1 -P71.
NL:83-ll-Pl7
ISSN O25G658O: lub&rDtron: ECU 28,92, BFR 132O, tRL 20,
UKL 10, USD 27.
P6 Avrupa - Commirsim of tha Euop6rn Communrtrar - Ankr!,
Awup! toplulugu komisyonu cnfdmlsym - 27 cm: (TR) - mmthly.
fr6€ of chargc.
P7 Background Raport - CommissDn of iha Ewopcln CdnmunrtEt
- London, lnfo.mation offic. - 3Ocm: (EN) - incgulu.
frm of chargr.
PB Brllncar ot plymantt: (luartarly d.t. - CommisEion of th.
Eu@can Cornmunitic!: StltirtEd OtfE. of th. Ew@oan
Cmmunitics - 3ocm: (EN/FR)- qu!.tdv.
FR83-11-P/t
ISSN O251-18oo: cubsaiptrm: ECU 9,43, BFR 43O, IBL 8.50,
UKL 6.60, USD 9.
P9 Bcrlchta und lnftrmrtlonan - Kmmirsion dcr EropEirhcn
GGmcinschsft6n - Bonn, Prass+. und lnfamationsbLo - 3Ocm: (DE)
- zwsimal w6ch.ntlich.
kctcnlor.
PlO Bullatin: Europaln Documantttlon Cantrat - Oapoaltlry
Librarior - Gaskcll, E. lcdtdl Commr$rm of thc EropGsn
Cmmunitir! - 3Ocm: (EN/FR)- incgutar.
FR.83-1r-P7
frs of ch!.gr: ,rmrtrd dsttibutffi.
P1 1 Eullatln o, tha Europaln Communitlat - Commtleon ot thr
Euopean Communitic! - 25cm: indax (EN) - clcvcn timas r y.r.
0A.83-ll -PlO. DE83-11-Pl/t. FF 83- tt -P12. G8:83- t1-p3.
IT:83- l1 -P8. NL:83- lt -Pg
ISSN 0378-3693: rublcriptrm: ECU 30,69, BFR 1260, tRL 21,
UKL 18.20, USD 35.60: g,nglcnumbdsnsrtc.
P12 Co!l: monthly bull.tin - StatEticll O{fic. ol rhc Euopcan
Communitrcc: Cmmission of thc Erop.an CmmunitEs - 3ocm:
(OE/EN/FR) 
- monthly.
DE.83- ! r -P64. F8.83 - 1 1 -Pl5
ISSN O378-357X: aibsiptEn: ECU 9,43, BFB 43O. IRL 6.50,
UKL 5.50, USO 9.
Pl3 Committaa R.port! of tha Europaln Plrlilmant - Euopoan
Padiamcnt - 3Ocm: (EN) - ircgulr.
DA83-11-P73. OE:E3-11 -P74. FR83- ll-P26. [:03-11 -P26.
NL:83-ll-P83
subsqiption: ECU 48,83, BFR 2ooo, IRL 31, UKL 24, USD 41:
Stbsdiptioa lrm Much ,983 to F.bruuy 1984,
P14 Communeut6 ouropaannc: Lattra d'informatlon du Buroau
dr Gcnlvr - Commisim dar Co.nmunaut6a cuofi6cnms -
Gcnivc, Bucau dc pr8sa ct d'inlqmltion - 30 cm: (FR) -
hcbdo.nrdEtr.
grstuit.
P 15 Communruti Europ5cnnr lnformationt - Cdnmi$im dca
Cmmunaut6s cuop6cnm! - Pri3, Buou d. prus €t
d'rnfdmatio.r - 31cm: (FR) - mcnrucl.
ISSN 0223-3053: sbonncmcnt: Sddrc tton b prix prr
&amnntsgralis.
P 16 Comunldtd auropae - Drccci6n Ganaal do lnfamaci&r:
Comiar6n dc las Csnmunidadoa cropcas - Bruxcllcs-Brusscl - 30
cm: (ESl - mcncul.
g.stuito.
P17 Comunldld.t Europolar: lnformagio - CmissSo das
Comunidadca cuopcias - Lisbor, Bu.!u d. lmprcnr! c lnfamagio
- 3Ocm: (PT) - mcnsual.
gr!luito.
Pl8 Gomuniti ouropr. - Co.nmissiom dGll. Cmuniti ctropa -
Rom!, Ufficio stlmp! . infcm!:ionc - 30 cm: (lTl - mcnsilG.
gr!tuito.
P 1 9 Thc Gourlcr: Alrlc.-Clribb..n-Prcific - Europ.ln
Communlty - Frisch, D.: Cornmissim of th. Euopcsn Communit63
- Brux.llc! - BruEsrl- 3ocm: (EN) - bi+onrhly.
FR.t3-11-P23
fts of chrg..
P2O Crop produdlon - Sratistiol Offi6 ot thc Euopsan
Cornmun[ia!: Cmmi$im of thr Erop.ln CommunitiGs - 3ocm:
IDAIDE IEN lFRlfi INL) - currity.
DA:83-11 -P82. DE:83-ll-P09. FR83-1'l-P73. IT:83- tt -P72.
NL:83-'l'l-Prl
ISSN 0378-3588: lubscripton: ECU 28,92, BFR 132O, tRL 20,
UKL 16, USD 27.
P21 Dabrtaa of th. Europaln Plrlllmant - EuopGsn Prllrmcnt -
3ocm: indcx (EN) - incgrulr.
DA:83 - 1 l -P56. DE:83 - 1 1 - P7g. FR:83 - I I -P24. G8:83 - I | - Pg.
lT:83 - ll -P22. NL'83-'l 1 -P62
ISSN 0378-50/+1: sublcription: ECU 62,69, BFR 24OO, tRL 37,
UKL 29, USD 49t g.'bsiptmfron Much 1983 to Fcbtuty
1 984.
P22 Oocumantttion bullatln A - Drtrtqeteccndll Pdsonncl 8nd
AdminEtsstidr: Co.nmEsim of thc Euopoan Communrtrcs - 3ocm:
IDAIDE IEN IFR lT I NL) - inesulr.
oA83-'r't-ptg. oE 83-11 -p22. Fn.E3-1t -p8. tT.83- 1l-p9.
NLr83- tl -P19
ISSN O378-441X:.ub3slptffi: ECU 39,28, BFR 16@,
IRL 26.90, UKL 23.30, USD 45.50: TlEstht6,pt,q@wsDle
s,csLndC.
P23 Documantrtlon bullatin B - Ormtqatlc.ndrt Pdsnd and
Admrnistrrlrqr: Commi$im of thG Euop.ln Communitics - 3ocm:
(EN) 
- incgular.
P24
F8,83-1r-PS
ISSN 0378-4428: subscriptron: ECU 39.28, BFR 1600,
IBL 26.90, UKL 23.30, USD 45 50: Thc subsdiptiil covds ,/tso
suics A snd C,
Documrntltlon bullatin C - Drrctsote-Grnord Pdsonnel and
Administration: Cmmission ol tho Euopean Cornmunrtres - 3Ocm:
lOAl OE IEN IFR 11 INL) - rcaular.
OA.83-'ll -P2O. OE:83- ll -P23. FR.83- ll-PlO. II:83- ll -PlO.
NL83-t1-P20
ISSN 0379-2260: rubccriptron: ECU 39,28, BFR 1600,
IRL 26.9O, UKL 23.3O, USD rts.5O: Thc subsdiptim covoB atso
scnca A ,nd B.
Dokumanta und Publikltionan - Kommission dcr Ewop6ischcn
Gamcinschaftcn - Bonn, Prsss6- und lnfqmatrongb&o - 30 cm:
(DE) - mmatlch.
kostcnlo3.
EC-!grlculturll pric. lndicct (Output !nd lnputl - Stattstical
O'ffico of tho Euopcan Co.nmunrtEa: Commission of thc E[opcan
Communitica - 3ocm: (DE/EN/FF/IT) - hatf-yearly.
DE:E3- 1'l -P28. F8:83 - t | -P68. lT 83- lt -P68
ISSN 025G6967: subscription: ECU 18,84, BFR 860, tRL 13,
UKL 11,USD 18.
ichor dr l'Europc - Commission dcs Communlut6s
euop6cnnca: Ewoau de prgss. ot d'infamstDn, Luxombo(g -
27cm: (FR) - mcn!ml.
gratuit.
Economic lnd 8ocial Gommittrc: Bullotin - Econornic and
Socill Cmmrttca - Bruxallcs-Brussal - 21 cm: (EN) - monthly.
DA.83 - I l -P69. D€:83 - | l -P83. FR:83 -'l I - Pl7. GR:83 - I I -P8.
lT:83- ll -P15. NL:83- 1l -P24
frm of chrg..
EF-rvirrn - Kommrsaioncn fc Dc auopaskr Fallasskabtr -
Krb.nhom, Prcar& og info.mltio{rlkonta - 29 x 4Ocm: (DA} -
helmincdlig.
glalrE.
EF dokumantltlon - Kommi$ioncn fq Da.w@abk.
F&llGsk8bff - Krbrnh8m, Prass+.og infamationskontd - 21cm:
(DA) - halmlnedlig.
gr!ti!.
EG Magazln - Kommission dd Euopir*hcn Gcmcinschaften -
Bonn, Pr6ss& und lnlamationsbLo - 27cm: (DEl - monatlich.
Abonncmsnt
Ernzalprertc.
ElB{nformltion - Euopoan lnv.BtmGnt B6nk - 30 cm: (EN) -
qumody.
OA83- lt-P27. OE.83-ll -P3O. FR83- ll-P6. GR:83- t1-Pt.
lT 83- 1t -P6. NL:83- t1 -P28
ISSN O25G389 1: fts of cheg6.
Ebctrlcrl .n.rgy: monthly bull.tin - Sratrstrclt Offi6 ot rhe
Euopcan Communitics: Cmmi$ion of thc Euoprrn Communitics
- 3Ocm: (DE/EN/FR) - monttrty.
OE 83 - l'l -P34. FR:83 - ll -P36
ISSN 0378-3561: rubsiptrm: ECU 9,43, BFR 43O, IBL 0.60,
UKL 6.60, USO 9.
En.rgy ttltl.tlcl: Monthly bull.tln !l Coal, bl
Hydroclrbont, cl El.ctrlc!l .n.rgy - 3ocm: - monthly.
OE 83- tl -P35. FR:83- ll -P8l
8ubs6rption: ECU 35,50,8FR 102O, IRL 25, UKL 20, USD 33:
Combncd stbsc'htion,
Eorarc6ll - Baib Arhr Clilth - 30 cm: (GA) - monthty,
fr6 of chsga.
Eur lnto - Commi33ion da3 Co.nmunlut6s cuop6cnneg -
Brux6ll$ - Brusgal, Brc6u d. pr.lsa rt d'informaron - 3ocm: (FR)
- mcnlsl.
NL83-11-P37
gralull,
13
Euio-Abttrrctr: Scaontific rnd tachnic!l public!tiont !nd
pltcnlt: Scction I lnd ll - OrtrtqatFcr6d lnlsmatrm M8rkot
and lnnovatron: Commission of the Ewopoan CommunrtEs - 3ocm.
(EN) - 24 rssueg.
subscripton: ECU 92.O3, BFR 42OO, IBL 64.OO. UKL 51.OO,
USD 86.0O0: CotrlbtMd st-,bsq,pton.
EurcAbrtrlcta, Scdion I - Eurrtom !nd EEC R.tc!rch.
Scl.ntltic lnd tcchnlol Public.tiont !nd Pltcnt. -
DfmtcateGcnsd lnfdmsttm Markot and lnnwstpn:
Commission ot tha Euopcan Communitiss - 3Ocm: (EN) - monthly.
ISSN OO14-2352: subsDtim: ECU 62,69, BFR 24OO, IRL 37,
UKL 29, USO 49.
EurGAb.trrct!, S.ction ll: Co!l - Siccl - Schtrff, H.L.
lcd,tdtt Jay, B. loditdl: DrmtcatFc€nsral lntqmstrm Mark€t
lnd lnnovatDn: Commisim of the Ewopean Cmmunrtps - 3Ocm:
ind.x (DE/EN/FR) - mqirhly.
DE:83- ll -P41. FR:83- l'l -P43
ISSN 0378-3472:subscription: ECU 52,69, BFR 24OO, IRL 37,
UKL 29, USD 49.
Euron.t Di!nc Ncwt - DroctdatlGentral lnfamatim Mrk€t
and lnnovatron: Mastsodcli, F. (cdtal - 3O cm: IEN) - qurrsly.
frm of chtrgs.
Europa - Cmmission ol tho Eropoan Cmmmrties - EEngkd(,
Prcss ond inldmstion officc - 3ocm: (EN) - binmthly.
fr6€ of chargo.
Europ!-lnform!tioncn t0r di. Jugcndprcstc - Kmmissiofl
dar EuopErschen Gemrin3ch8ft6n - Bmn, Prsss&' und
lnfsmatrmsbLo - 3Ocm: (DEl - mmatlich.
kostonlos.
Europa van morgcn - Co.nmi$iG van do Euop6s.
Gemconrchappcn - Dcn HEag, VEhchtrngsbuo8u - 3ocm: (NL) -
wokclitr.
gralis.
Europo 83 - Cornmi$ion of tho Euop€an Cornmunities -
London, lnfamatron offica - 27cm: (EN) - mmth[.
froc of charga.
Europ.ln Economy - DrrmtcateGemd Ecmmic lnd
Financial Affarrc: Co.nmission of thc Euopoan CommunitiGs -
3ocm: (EN) - thrm trmGs r y.r.
DA:83- 11-P41. O€:83- rl -P/t7. fR.83-11-p29. [:83- 11-p29.
NL:83- ll -P/t3
ISSN 0379€991: subscripiion: ECU 19,64, BFR 8OO,
tBL 13.50, UKL 11.60, USD 22.80.
Europcan Economy: complctc tarics of tuppl.mcntr -
3ocm: - 25 issms.
DA:83 - 1 I - P/12. DE:83 - 1 | - P/18. FR.83 - 1 1 - P3O. tT:83 - 1 1 - P3O.
NL:83-11-P44
subscriptim: ECU 23,32, BFR 95O, IBL 16, UKL 13.8O. USO 27.
Europcan Economy - Supplamant - Srricr A: Bcccnt
aconomic tr.ndr - Diretdat}{sntr8l Ecmomic and Financial
Atfaira: Commissim of ihe Euopran Cmmunities - 3Ocm: (EN) -
olcvcn iimsr a yaar,
DA.83 - I I -P43. DE:83 - 1 1 - P'19. FR:83 - I I -P31. 1T.83 - I l -P31.
NL:83-11-P46
ISSN 0379-2056: subscriptim: ECU 9,82, BFR 4OO, IRL 6.75,
UKL 6.80, USD 1 1.60.
Europcen Economy - Supplomcnt - Scri.r B: Economic
Proapactt: Burlnl$ rurucy rotuht - DrrrctqateGonral
Econo.nic snd Financisl Affairs: Commission of thr Euop€an
Communitic! - 3ocm: (EN) - clevsn timsr ! yca.,
DA:83 - I 1 - P4'1. OE 83 - 1 l - P5O. FR:83 - I I - P32. tT 83 - t t - P32.
NL:83-ll-P'to
ISSN 0379-211O: lubsrption: ECU 9.82, BFR /t@, IRL 6.75,
UKL 6.80, USD 1 1.60.
Europren Economy - Supplcmant - S.rl.r C: Economlc
prospactt: Conrumrr ruryay rotuht - Drrctqatlcantr8l
Economic snd Financial Atfairu: Cmmission of thc Euopcsn
Cmmunitios - 3Ocm: (EN) - thrs nmc! ! y6e.
P37
P38
P39
P40
P41
P42
P43
P45
P28
P2A
P30
P33
P31
P46
P34
P48
P35
P49
P25
P29
P32
P38
14
P50
P51
P53
PErt
P65
P50
P59
P60
DA 83 - 1 I - PilS oE E3 - I t - P6r. fR 83 - ! l - P33. 1T.83 - ! I - P33
NL83.tl-P47
ISSN 0379-217X: subsrptrm: ECU 3,09, BFR 150, IRL 2.60,
UKL 2.20. USD 4.20.
Europlan Economy !nd aupplamantr A B C - 3ocm: - 28
issms.
DA83- ll -Pil6. DE.83- !l -P52. fR 83- ll -P34. lT83- t'l -P34,
NL83-rr.P48
subscriplrm. ECU 42,97, BFB 175O, IRL 29.40, UKL 25.50.
uso 60.
Europ.ln Fll. - Dtrcctqal.-Gcnaral d lnro.matim:
Cmmrs3ron of the Euopcsn Codrmunfrcs - 3Ocm: (EN) - twim
monthly.
DA.l3 - I | - P38. D€:83 - t l - P75 FR 83 - I I - P2r. lT 83 - I l - P77.
NL:83-tl-P09
ISSN 0379-3 1 33: frc. of ch&gc.
Europa!n naws - Cmmrssion of tho Euopcan Communitrer -
Eangkok, Press rnd inldmltim offic. - 3Ocm: (EN) - wmkly.
ftoc of chargr.
Europcln Plrli!mcnt - E[opcsn Prliamcnt - 30 x 43cm: (EN)
- iregulr.
OA 83 -'l I - P39. OE 83 - 1 1 - Ptt6. FR:83 - 1 l - P67. lT 83 -'l t - P67.
NL:83-11-P42
fr6o ol chargs.
Eurottrtlrticr: D.t! for ahort-tarm aconomlc tnllyair -
StatistrcllOtficr ot th6 Euop.ln Cmmuniticr: Cornmrsaon ot th6
Euopcan Communitios - 3ocm: (DElEN/FB) - alcvon trmcr ! y.ar.
DE:83- ll -P68. FR:83- 1l -P5O
ISSN O25G3921:.ubssiption: ECU 24,95, BFR 1140, IRL 18,
UKL 14, USD 24.
Fich.r padlgogiqurt'30 lourt d'Europr'- Cornmission der
Cmmunaut6a cuo6r5cnms - Prrl, Bualu dc pra3sa ct
d'infqmrtion - 3ocm: (FR) - on:c num&c pr an.
abonncmmt: Fidrtm b prix pot *ooncmcnts gtotp,/,t.
Hourly crrnlngr: Houra o, work - CornmBsim of thc Euopcln
Communrtics: Statrstrcalffie of thc Eropa8n Communitic! -
3Ocm: IDA/DEIEN/FR/|TINL) - h!]t-y.rty.
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St Martrn's House
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UNITED KINGOOM
HM Statronary Oftrca
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Sub-agent
Alan Armstrong & Associatss
European Bookshop
London Business School
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Ranouf Publishing Co , Ltd
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FRANCE
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Krnokuniya Company Ltd
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